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DovKR, N. H., January ii, 1908.
To Fr^d E. Quimby, City Clkrk :
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript of





Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1907.
ORGANIZATION.
The first Wednesday in January at lo o'clock, A.M.
STATED MEETINGS.
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P.M
• MAYOR,
MICHAEL J. WHITE.




Residence, No. 8, Mt. Vernon Street.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimby.
Residence, No. 73, Silver Street.
Office, City Building.





Residence, No. 45, Elm Street.
Office, City Building.
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
1907.
Hon. Michael J. White, Chairman.





Finance.—His Honor, Mayor White, Aldermen Lunney
and Collins, Councilmen Hammond and Swaine.
Claims.—Alderman Sherry, Councilmen Webb and
Jones.
Bills in their Second Reading
.
—Alderman Pierce, Coun-
cilmen Durkin and Davy.
Elections.— Alderman Pray, Councilmen Swaine and
Sheehy.
Repairs of Schoolhouses.—Alderman Sherry, Councilmen
Scarr and Vickery.




—Alderman Flagg, Councilmen Jenkinson and
Webb.
Fire Department. — Alderman Goodwin, Councilmen
Dame and Hull.
Lights.—Alderman Otis, Councilmen Rourke and Dion.
City Farm.—Alderman York, Councilmen Davy and
Sheehy.









William E. Rines, James M. Hayes,
John W. Rines, Nathaniel C. Hobbs,
Charles C Dorr, James E. McSorley.
Charles C. Dorr, Chairman.
James M. Hayes, Clerk.
Overseer of the Poor,
Hubert K. Reynolds.
Water Commissioners.
Hon. M J. White, ex-officio, Term expires I Jan., 1908
Chas. F. Hammond, " " i Jan., 1908
Charles F. Sawyer, " i April, 1908
Dudley L. Furber. " i April, 1909
Burnham Hanson, " i April, 1910
Hon. M. J. White, Chairman.
Chas. F. Sawyer, Clerk.
Henry E. Perry, Superintendent.
Police Commissioners.
Thomas H. Dearborn, Term expires 1909
Bert Wentworth, " 1911
John Kivel, " 1913
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Edward C. McKone.* City Marshal.
Thomas W. Wilkinson, Assistant Marshal.
Police Officers.
Chas. E. Stevens, Capt. John Cornell,
Edgar Caverly, William A. Brownell,
Walter S. Sterling, Thomas Fody,
Edward S. Young, William H. Tibbetts.





Clerk of Police Court,
James McCabe.
Probation Officer,
James B. Adams. t
City Solicitor,
George T. Hughes.
Engineers of Fire Department.
George E. Varney, Chief Engineer.
James Smith, ist Assistant Engineer.
Charles E. Mitchell, 2nd Asst. Engineer and Clerk.
City Physician,
J. D. O'Doherty, M.D.
Board of Health.
J. D. O'Doherty, M.D., ex-officio.
Edward C. McKone,* ex-officio,
Charles M. Jones, Executive Officer.
Succeeded by James B, Adams, Dec. 17.
tResigned Dec. 17.
City Hall Committee.
Hon. M. J. White, Councilman C. F. Hammond,
Alderman William York.
Charles M. Corson, Clerk.
Street and Park Commissioners.
Hon. M. J. White, ex-ofi&cio, Term expires 1908
Wm. a. Grover, clerk, " 1908
Theodore W. Woodman, " 1909
Edward S. Clarke, " 1911




At Large— William W. Willand.














" 10.—Superintendent of Streets.
" II.—James Redden.
'' 12.—Leonard Z. Corson.
13.—Thomas B. Nute.




^ 17.- Isaac L. Lucas.
18.—Orrin Nason.




Theodore W. Woodman, L. F. Langmaid,
Edward S. Clarke.
Trustees of Public Library.
Hon. M. J. White, ex-officio. Term expires Jan. i, 1908
C. F. Hammond, ex-oflScio,
Daniel Hall, *'
Charles H. Sawyer, '*
John B. Stevens,
Fred Hooper Hayes, '*
Clarence I. Hurd, ' "
Elisha R. Brown,* "
George E. Varney, '*
Hon. M. J. White, Chairman.
John B. Stevens, Clerk.
William K. Chadwick, Treasurer.
Caroline H. Garland, Librarian.
Jan. I
lO
Trustees of the Wentworth Hospital.
Hon. M. J. White, ex-oflScio, Term expires Jan., 1908
.Chas. F. Hammond, ex officio, " Jan., 1908
RoscoE G. Blanchard, •' March. 191
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James Cavanaugh, " March, 1912
Daniel Hall, " March, 1910
John Kivel, " March, 1909
Frank B. Williams, " March, 1908
Hon. M. J. White, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
William K. Chadwick, Treasurer.





Ward I.—Hon. George J. Foster,
I.—George D. McDuffee,
1.— Charles E. Wendell, " 1909
2.—Edna F. Rines, " 1908
2.—Ellen T. Scales, " 1909
2.—James H. Southwick, " 1908
3.—George E. Buzzell. " 1908
3.—Charles A. Fairbanks, " 1909
3.— Harry E. Shattuck,* " 1909
4— Allen P. Richmond, Jr., • " 1908
4.—John E. Anthes, " 1909
4.—George E. Hall, " 1908
5.—James N. Whelan, " 1908
5.—James F. Dennis, " i909
5.—Andrew Killoren, " 1909
Hon. Georgh J. Foster. Chairman.
James H. Southwick, Secretary.
Dr. A. H. KeyES, Superintendent of Schools.
Valmore H. Caverly, Truant Officer.
Resigned Nov. 7. 1907; succeeded by Frederick E- Smith.
II
Moderators.—Ward i, James M. Hayes; Ward
2, Frank Rines ; Ward 3, George M. Grant ; Ward 4,
James A Reynolds ;* Ward 5, Michael Kilcullen.
Ward Clerks.—Ward i, Edwin E. Blake ; Ward
2, John W. Hogan ; Ward 3, Frank M. Langley ;
Ward 4, Edw. H. Pinkham ; Ward 5, James Donnelly.
Selectmen.—Ward i, Walter L Rollins, Charles
W. Rollins, Wm. H. Sheafe ; Ward 2, Wm. S. Burn-
side, Albert G. Hutchins, Frank E. Carroll ; Ward 3,
Orrin R. Clark, Edwin M. Carr, William H. Pinkham;
Ward 4, Walter A. Stacy, Orrin E. Nason, Wm P.
Burroughs ; Ward 5, James J. Keelty, Herbert Mc-
Cabe, Daniel McKone.
Supervisors of Check Lists.—Ward i, Edward
L. Currier; Ward 2, John W. Rines ; Ward 3, George




1 James H. Demeritt John D. McCooey
George H. Varney Orrin T. Bolo
2 William F. Stiles Michael J. Somers
Clayton C. Foss Frank McCabe
3 William T. Pinkham George Brown
John H. Sellea Patrick Hanna
4 John W. Davy Charles F. Ryan
Percy Barrowclough Thomas Sweeney
5 Edward M. Qualey Edward Durnin
Michael J. Qualey John Dennis
•Resigned; succeeded by W. H. Pierce,
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Connell, John Grover, Wm. A.
Jenkins, Simeon S.* Langmaid, L. F.
Ramsdell, Alvah P. Richardson, John E.
Smalley, Fred C. Stevens, Frank P.













































Abbott, George E. Clough, Nathaniel
Bessey, Eli P. Preston, Owen
Brainard, Alfred C. York, Charles B.
Kennedy. J. Ed. Smith, Harrison L.
Clark. Frank Clements, J. Wesley
Courser, William M. Dorr, Charles C.
Grover, William A. Foss, Alonzo M.
Harris, Henry H. Hayes, Michael I.^
Main, John McDonald, John W.
Neal, Albert G. Richardson, John E.
Roberts, Elijah E' Robinson, Melnot
Worster, John R. Whitehouse, Ephraim H,
York, Edwin J.
MEASURERS OF LEATHER. i
Goodwin, Ezra C. Lane, Willie I.
Lane, Thos. H. Otis, Herbert K.
FENCE VIEWERS.
Nute, Daniel A. Hall, Edward
Whitehouse, Ephraim H.












Sergt. -at-Arms.—Edward S. Young.
Advisory Board.—John W. Davy, Frank M. Libby,
Edw. H. Pinkham. Edw. J. Ackroyd, E. F. Went-
worth, Louis Dion.




The first Wednesday in January at lo o'clock, A. M
STATED MEETINGS.
The first Thursday in each month at 7.30 o'clock, P. M,
MAYOR,
MICHAEL J. WHITE.




Residence, No. 51, Belknap Street.
City Clerk,
Fred E. Quimby.
Residence, No. 73, Silver Street.
Office, City Building.





Residence, No. 45, Elm Street.
Office, City Building.
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BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.
1908.
Hon. Michael J. White, Chairman.





Finance.— His Honor, Mayor White, Aldermen Lunney
and Hammond, Councilman Webb and Scarr.
Claims.—Alderman Swaine, Councilmen Richardson
and Newton.
Bills in their Second Reading
.
—Alderman Lunney, Coun-
cilmen Hemon and Sheehy.
Elections.—Alderman Pemberton, Councilmen Hall and
Sheehy.
Repaiis of Schoolhouses.—Alderman Sherry, Councilmen
Scarr and Rourke.
La7ids and Buildings.—Alderman Pray, Councilmen
Davy and Stroth.
Printing.—Alderman Jenkinson, Councilmen Eaton and
Richardson.
Fire Department.—Alderman Flagg, Councilmen Hull
and Jones.
Lights.—xAlderman York, Councilmen Ford and Eaton.
City Farm.—Alderman York, Councilmen Durkin and
Hall.
City Hall Committee.—His Honor, Mayor White, Alder-
man Pierce, Councilmen Webb and Newton.
Poles and Wires.—Aldermen Flagg, Pemberton and
Jenkinson.
The joint standing committee on claims meets on
the first and third Monday evenings of each month at
7.30 o'clock, at the office of the city clerk.
MAYORS.
An act incorporating the City of Dover was signed
June 29, 1855. It was accepted by the citizens of Dover
at a town meeting held August 15, 1855. The first
Mayor took the oath of ofifice March 25, 1856, and the
City Government was then inaugurated.
Name. Term.
Andrew Pierce 1856
Thomas E. Sawyer 1857
James Bennett 1858— 1859
Albert Bond i860
Alphonso Bickford 1861— 1862
William F. Estes 1863— 1865
Joshua G. Hall 1866— 1867
Eli V. Brewster 1868— 1869
William S. Stevens 1870— 1872
Charles H. Horton . 1873— 1874
Edward P. Hodgdon 1875— 1876
Solomon H. Foye 1877—1878
Joseph D. Guppey 1879— 1880
Charles M. Murphy 1881— 1882
James E. Lothrop 1883— 1884
Richard N. Ross 1885- 1886
George G. Lowell 1887— 1888
B. Frank Nealley 1889— 1890
Henry R. Parker 1891— 1892
Alonzo M. Foss 1893— 1895
William F. Nason 1896— 1897
Charles A. Fairbanks 1898— 1900
Arthur G. Whittemore 1901— 1903
John H. Nealley 1904— 1905
Alonzo T. Pinkham* 1906
George J. Foster from Sept. 6, 1906
Michael J. White 1907— 1908
Died August 22, 1906.
INAUGURAL ADDRESS
OF
HON. MICHAEL J. WHITE.
(Delivered before the City Councils Jan. ii, 1908.)
GENTI.EMHN OF THE CiTY C0UNCII.S :
It is our privilege to assume, this morning, the
responsibilities of the offices to which we have been
elected by our fellow citizens, and to undertake the im-
portant work of directing the affairs of this municipality
for the year 1908. To carry on this work in an efficient
manner, with credit to ourselves and to the satisfaction
of those whom we represent, will not be an easy task,
but one that will demand our earnest consideration and
best efforts at all times.
It is now your business, and mine, to take a per-
sonal interest in these affairs. You, gentlemen, have
been sent here from different sections of the city to
represent the taxpayers of your respective wards. They
will ask, and they will have the right to expect, that
you promote their interests ; it is a duty you owe to
them so long as their interests do not interfere with the
larger interest of the whole city. But the general wel-
fare of the community is paramount in its claim to that
of any section, and it must, therefore, be first and fore-
most in our thoughts and actions.
I have good reason to believe, and I venture to say,
that we will be urged, during this year, to make certain
public improvements which are not needed, and which
would entail an expenditure of money much larger
than the state of the city's finances will warrant at the
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present time, when there are so many needed improve-
ments to be made. Until all necessary work be done,
it will be incumbent upon us, I think, to oppose with
voice and vote, any measure that may have for its
object the making of improvements that are not needed,
no matter how desirable they might be to individual
citizens.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
Bonds not presented, interest ceased $ 10,000 00
City hall loan, 4 per cent 157,000 00
Funding and bridge loan, 4 per cent 45,000 00
High school loan, 3 1-2 per cent 60,000 00
Cemetery loan, 3 1-2 per cent 13,000 00
City debt exclusive of Water Works loan $285,000 00
Water Works loan, 4 1-4 per cent 292,000 00
Total city debt January i, 1908 $577,000 00
Payments on city debt in 1907 :
City hall loan • $12,000 00
Funding and bridge loan 5,000 00
Cemetery note 2,000 00
Water Works loan 6,000 00
$25,000 00
Total city debt January i, 1907 $602,000 00
Cash in treasury January i, 1908 $65,838 45
Cash in treasury January i, 1907 50,916 45
Increase for the year $14,922 00
Uncollected taxes January i, 1908 $9,977 69
Uncollected taxes January i, 1907 12,590 33
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During the past year we were obliged to hire
$15,000.00 in anticipation of taxes in order to meet
maturing municipal obligations. While the treasury
balance has been increased substantially that sum, the
outstanding tax list, which represents practically our
only source of revenue until the new tax list is com-
pleted and placed in the hands of the collector, is
$2,612.64 less than the tax list of one year ago. Yet,
notwithstanding this fact, I trust that it may be possible
for the city to meet its lawful obligations during the
coming year without having occasion to treat with the
money lenders.
One of the Water Works notes, amounting to
$217,000.00, becomes due January 9, 1909. As the
date of maturity occurs too early in the year to permit
of the economic financing of so large a sum by the
councils of 1909, it will be incumbent upon you, gentle-
men, to take such initiative in the premises as may be
necessary to protect the city's credit.
SCHOOLS.
It may be interesting to note that one of our largest
items of expenditure is that incident to the support and
maintenance of our schools. While no one will pre-
sume to deny that the annual outlay for school work is
very large, all must admit, I think, that in this depart-
ment, if in any, the city receives full value ^or money
expended. To the schools of Dover the citizens can
.point with honest pride, based upon the conviction that
the high standard of excellence which obtains therein is
equalled by the schools of few cities of like size and
resources, and surpassed by none.
The attitude of the city government towards the
school department has always been one of liberality.
The cost of maintaining the schools of this city has in-
creased ten thousand dollars since the year 1897. The
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appropriations requested by the school board have
always been granted without question, because the
stated needs were evident and the increase necessary.
In view of these facts, it would be stultifying to
assert that the city councils ever discriminated against
the public schools. What is true of the city councils of
former years, is equally true of that of 1907. At the
beginning of the year, it was deemed advisable to with-
hold $1,950.00 from the appropriation asked for by the
school committee, until such time as the money might
be needed. On account of this action much untimely
criticism was leveled at the Mayor and other members
of the committee on finance, who were accused of being
actuated by sinister motives. Passing over the seditious
details of the accusation made by those critics who
tried, in their feigned anxiety about the future welfare
of the schools of Dover, to create a commotion by point-
ing to the fact that $1,950.00 had been withheld, I want
to call your attention to a few plain facts : In the first
place, that $1,950.00 was not taken from the appropria-
tion, but merely withheld for a time, for the very good
reason that the money was not then needed. Later the
sum of $1,500.00 was added to the annual appropriation,
which enabled the school board, for the first time since
1894, to meet all its obligations.
Surely, these facts do not warrant any gloomy fore-
boding as to the future welfare of the schools. I desire
now to express, publicly, my appreciation of the work
that is being accomplished in them, and to pledge my-
self to do all in my power, during my term of ofiice, to
promote their interests.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
To the book-lover the public library commends it-
self, and it is a worthy complement of our public
schools.
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The large number of choice books on Art, Science,
Fiction, and miscellaneous reading matter in the library,
affords abundant means for pleasure or intellectual im-
provement, and justifies the annual appropriation made
for the maintenance of this department.
CITY HALL.
I do not know that there ever has been any differ-
ence of opinion as to the advisability of supplying the
city building with additional means of escape in case
of fire, and I am sure that there could be no well-
founded doubt as to the need of such improvement.
This long-felt want was supplied last year by the
erection of fire escapes which will afford ample means
of exit in case of emergency. The chances of a confla-
gration in the opera house have been lessened by the
installation of a fire ventilator over the stage, and by the
addition of a water curtain. This building is now as
well protected against fire as any in New England.
PINE HILL CEMETERY.
The condition of Pine Hill Cemetery is a matter of
favorable comment to all who visit the city of the dead.
The general appearance of this place is ample proof
that the money devoted to this work is judiciously
expended.
STREET LIGHTS.
Early last year the Mayor and committee on lights
were authorized by the city government to confer with
the officials of the Twin State Gas and Electric Co.
for the purpose of arranging for all-night lighting on
our streets. This conference resulted in the following
arrangement : The company agreed to furnish light on
the streets all night, from the first of March until the
first of November, on a basis of $80.00 per arc, per
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annum, which is $7.00 below contract price. In Septem-
ber an effort to secure a further reduction was unsuc-
cessful. The city government then authorized the
committee to spend not more than $1,000.00 for the
purpose of securing said reduction. The committee
maintained that Clause V, of the contract between the
city and the Electric Light company, provided that in
case of disagreement in regard to the price to be paid
by the city, the matter should be left to three arbitra-
tors, whose decision should be binding on both parties.
The committee selected as its representative, Mr.
Lamar Lyndon, an expert electrical engineer of New
York city; the company selected Mr. Meloon, and
those two chose Dr. Perrine, as umpire. After a hear-
ing, which continued for seven days, and in which the
matter was thoroughly discussed, the umpire declared
that, under the terms of contract, the city was not
entitled to a revision in price. As a final result of our
efforts, however, the city has received a proposition from
the lighting company containing a modification of the
terms of the original contract, which, if accepted, will
result in a saving to the city of $830.00 per year, in
addition to the $7.00 per arc lamp as previously
granted.
WATER WORKS.
Indispensable to the general welfare of the com-
munity is a good water system. In this matter we are
peculiarly fortunate, as the water furnished by the city
is good, and the supply abundant for all present needs.
The outlook for the future, while not of a nature to
cause anxiety, is, nevertheless, such as to encourage
work that promises to result in a supplementary source
of pure water. With such a result in view, much ex-
perimental work has been done during the past year at
the Hussey springs. While this work, which is not
yet completed, is a source of expense to the city, we
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have every reason to believe that the result hoped for
will be realized. In spite of the extra expense incurred
on account of this work, we have been able to pay
$6,000.00 on the water debt, which is the largest sum
ever paid in one year from the income of the depart-
ment.
The management of this department is left entirelj^
to the members of the water board, who are often obliged
to face problems that are very difficult of solution. The
nature of their work is such that good judgment and
business ability is needed to do it well. Very soon this
board will be deprived of one of its valued members,
whose place you will have to fill. In making this
selection too much care cannot be taken, because the
city needs, in this position, a gentleman who will be
able to share this responsible work with the other
members of the board.
WKNTWORTH HOSPITAL.
The Wentworth Hospital, which has just completed
the first full year of its existence, is first-class in every
respect, and a credit to the donor who made it possible,
and to the city which maintains it. The desire of the
board of trustees to leave nothing undone that might
increase the efficiency of the institution and add to the
comfort of the patients, is well known to the citizens of
Dover.
The advantages offered by this institution justifies
the annual appropriation that is made for its main-
tenance.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
In my inaugural address one year ago, I called the
attention of the members of the councils to the pro-
nounced dissatisfaction manifested by the citizens of
Dover, concerning the management, by commission, of
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the police department. I then made a recommendation,
which was afterwards adopted by the city councils.
In that recommendation we asked the Dover members
of the legislature to try to have the present law
amended, so the management of this important depart-
ment might be left w^here it rightfully belongs, with
the citizens, or with their representatives in the city
councils. The Dover delegation ignored this request,
and surprise was manifested by a certain few, that the
city government should make such a recommendation.
Why this action should occasion any surprise or
astonishment, is not quite clear to the majority of our
citizens, who believe that the city is competent to
govern its own affairs.
The present arrangement is certainly not in accord
with the wishes of the people of this city. The dissatis-
faction is even more general and more pronounced than
it was one year ago, and I recommend that we pass a
resolution that will declare our opposition to the govern-




There seems to be little or no need of pointing to
the importance of the department which is responsible
for the care of the streets. The difficult task of the
commission and the superintendent of streets is known
to only a few of those who find a pretense, now and
then, to criticise their work. For the benefit of the
critics, and to the credit of the commission and superin-
tendent, I want to note here some improvements that
were made by this department last year.
Two years ago the board of mayor and aldermen
voted to widen and improve a portion of Chapel street,
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from the junction of Portland street to a point touching
the land of Alvan P. Place. This work was done last
year. To do it well it was found necessary to lower
the sidewalk about three feet, and to cut away an em-
bankment w^hich was ten feet high. Finally, the wddth
of the street was increased about ten feet, and the road,
for a distance of four hundred feet, was macadamized.
Two hundred and fifty feet of curbing was set in place,
thus completing one of the most desirable pieces of
work that has been done by this department in recent
years.
A.nother large outlay of money and labor was due
to the fact that the city had encroached upon the land
of the Cocheco Mfg. Co. on Cocheco street. To correct
this mistake it was necessary to lay out, and build, four
hundred feet of new highw^ay at this point.
Ivarge jobs of macadamizing on Court and First
streets, in addition to the ordinary repair work, which
must go on continually, speak well for the management
of this department, as no special appropriation was made
for the extra work.
SIDEWAIvKS.
The destruction of the Masonic Temple by fire left
the sidewalk at that place in such a condition that it
was necessary to build a new one. Before commencing
the work the board discovered that the cost of construct-
ing a granolithic sidewalk would be low enough to
warrant that kind of walk. Taking the funds for this
improvement out of the regular appropriation, the
work was done, and, I think, is stamped with public
approval.
In the compact part of the city the department finds
it difficult to keep the sidewalks in good condition. As
this desirable work could be better accomplished by
laying edgestones on the streets, I recommend that a
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special appropriation be made for such purpose, believ-
ing that if we do a little work of this kind each year, in
the compact part of the city, a big improvement must
result.
SEWERS.
Another large item of expenditure is imposed in
improving and extending the sewerage system of the city.
The system was ver}^ much improved last year, when
the trunk line sewer on Washington street was ex-
tended from Locust street to a point opposite the
government lot, leaving now only about four hundred
feet to be laid in order to have a complete, first-class
sewer on this street.
About $1,500.00 was expended on the open sewer
on Payne street, called the Drew brook sewer, which
has long been a cause of complaint, and a menace to
the health of the people in that section of the city.
This appropriation enabled the street department to
build three hundred feet of four-foot sewer at this point.
The evident need of completing this work leads me to
recommend that sufficient appropriation be made to
complete this sewer, and to begin work on the extension
of the Broadway brook sewer.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I should do ill if I did not avail myself of this op-
portunity to say a word of commendation for our fire
department. The courage and ability of the men, as
well as the general efficiency of the department, were
put to a hard test at the very outset of the year, when
number one mill of the Cocheco Mfg. Co. was destroyed
by fire.
How well our firemen stood the test is now a matter
of local historv, with which all are familiar. At that
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time the}^ fought a fierce conflagration that might well
tax the resources of a much larger department, with a
great measure of success.
The exhibition of bravery given by the firemen that
day, in the face of imminent and fearful danger,
stamped them as real heroes, and won for them the uni-
versal praise and lasting gratitude of our citizens.
This fire deprived the city of about two thousand
feet of hose, and emphasized the great need of adding a
fire net to the equipment of this department. Both of
these needs have been supplied, so that the department
is now very well provided for and able to meet any
emergency.
CONCLUSION.
In all these departments of municipal affairs, for
which we are now responsible, questions wuU arise dur-
ing the year that will require our earnest consideration,
and work will have to be done that will demand the
loyal co-operation of the Mayor and the city councils.
We have taken it upon ourselves to give the city a good
administration ; if we succeed the credit will redound,
not to one, but to all.
Relying upon your loyal support, and promising
to co-operate with you in everything that makes for the
betterment of this municipality, I venture to hope, as
we begin our labors, that we will do our full duty and
render to the citizens of Dover a term of service that
will be a benefit to the city, and an evidence of our
gratitude for the honor which they have conferred
upon us.
I desire at this time to take the opportunity to ex-
press my appreciation for the kind treatment accorded
me by the members of the councils for 1907. I think
that I can safely say, without fear of contradiction, that
the administration has met the hearty approval of the
citizens of this city. I wish to share the credit of our
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success in this direction with every member of the
councils. I also desire to say that it is my belief that
the city councils for 1907 was as honest and conscien-
tious as any that ever set in this beautiful building. I
wish to publicly express my appreciation for the valuable
service rendered me by the city clerk. I wish to add
my testimony to that of my distinguished predecessois
in the mayor's office, as to the value of the services of
that gifted official, Fred E. Quimby, to the city of Dover.
I thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for your attention.
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ANNUAL APPROPRIATIONS, 1907.
Brown tail moths $750 oo
Cemeteries 500 00
And $500.00 from money coming from
the state.
City debt 4,500 00
And $12,500.00 from money coming from
the state.
City farm 250 00
City hall committee i ,300 00
Also income of department and rent of
armories.
County tax 21,741 47
C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R 225 00
Election expenses 725 00
Fire department 12,000 00
Fire association 300 00
Fourth of July 38 00
Free text-books and supplies 1,900 00
Health department 2,600 00
Highways and bridges 16,500 00
And $3,500.00 from money coming from
the state.
Insurance 3,650 00
Interest, coupon and special, $11,750.00
from money coming from the state.
Ivands and buildings 1,600 00
Miscellaneous expense 1,000 00
Police department 6,600 00
Also income of department and $3,650.00
from money received from liquor li-
censes.
Printing and stationery 750 00
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Public library $5,50000
To include amount required by law, also
$800.00 to be paid the school commit-
tee for heating and janitor service.
Repairs of schoolhouses i ,800 00
Salaries 6,300 00
And $1,300 from money received from
liquor licenses
Sawyer Rifles 200 00
Schools • 3i'750 00
Schools, evening 600 00
Sewers i , 200 00
And $2,500.00 from money coming from
the state and income of the depart-
ment.
Sidewalks 2,000 00
And income of the department.
State tax 21 ,040 00
Strafford Guards 200 00
Street lighting 10,550 00
And $1,350.00 from money received from
liquor licenses.
Street sprinkling 450 00
Support of paupers, $2,000.00 from money
received from liquor licenses.
Snpport of prisoners, $1,500.00 from money
received from liquor licenses.
Water for all municipal purposes 4,000 00




Joint Standing Committee on Finance.
GENTI.EMEN OF THE CiTY COUNCILS :
The books of the city treasurer have been examined
and compared with those of the ciry clerk by the joint
standing committee on finance, and all accounts are
found to be correctly kept, with proper vouchers on file
for all payments. We have examined the bonds and
cash on hand, and also the sources from which the
income of the city has been derived, and we are satis-
fied that the report of the city treasurer is correct.
We have examined all appropriations, vouchers
and receipts in the city clerk's office, and compared the
same with the treasurer's, and find bills approved, certi-
fied, and checks properly issued. We find the accounts
of the ofiice plainly and legibly set forth, and agreeing
with the books of the city treasurer.
We find the cash balance in the hands of the city
treasurer to be $70,635.62.
We find the following trust funds in the custody of
the city invested as follows :
Tredick fund, note in the New York, New
Haven and Hartford R. R. Co., 5 per
cent $5 ,000 00
Currier fund, savings bank 1,000 00
Pray fund, savings bank 707 26
Woodman fund, National bank 385 24
Jacques fund, savings bank i>774 28
Cemetery income fund, savings bank 1,522 82
Cemetery sinking fund, savings bank 473 57
34
Lothrop fund, ;5Wentworth hospital, gold
note in Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern R. R. Co $i ,oco oo
Lothrop fund, Dover public library, gold
note in Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern R. R. Co i ,000 00
Wentworth hospital fund, bonds 30,000 00
(Ten of the above bonds, representing an
investment of $10,000.00, have been
deposited in the Strafford National
bank, to secure a loan of $8,500,00.)
Perkins medal fund, savings bank 963 07
The treasurer's report is annexed to and made a













1907, Cash balance, January I $50,91645
Cemetery funds, perpetual care,
income only to be used for
benefit of following lots, re-
ceived from :
Sterling, Walter S., executor
of the will of Abbie Sterling,
lot No. 122, avenue O, stand-
ing in the names of Walter
S. and Abbie Sterling $100 00
Place, Alvan P., executor of
the will of Benj. Collins, lot
No. 186, avenue O, standing
in the name of Benj. Col-
lins 200 00
Meserve, F. E., lot No. 15,
and north half of lot No. 13,
group 2, Japonica path,
standing in the names of F.
E. Meserve, C. O. Meserve,
Sarah F. Cotten, and Alice
M. Meserve 150 00
French, Martha F., lots Nos.
14, 16, avenue E 50 00
Twombly, Edgar M., lot No.
555, avenue P 100 00
36
Horton, Eudora L., executrix
of the will of J. T. S. Libbey,
lot No. 4, avenue E, stand-
ing in the name of J. T. S.
lyibbey $100 00
Kimball, John H., lot No. 405,
avenue O 50 00
Haley, Joseph, north half lot
No. 15, group I, Fuchsia
path 50 00
Leith, Henry C, grave No. 11,
in lot No. 18, group i, Fuch-
sia path 9 00
Kennard, A. Ray, lot No. 4,
group 2, Maple avenue 100 00
Hoogerzeil, Mrs. Alta M.,
south half lot No. 39, avenue
D, standing in the name of
John D. Maxwell 50 00
Pinkham, M. Elizabeth, lot
No. 415, avenue O, stand-
ing in the name of Alonzo
T. Pinkham 100 00
Ross, Avesia, south half lot
No. 20, group I, Fuchsia path 500
Farnham, James M., south
half lot No. 223, avenue K,
standing in the names of
James M. Farnham and
George W. Cook 50 00
Bradley, Robert M., grave No.
6, in lot No. 19, group i.
Fuchsia path 9 00
Wentworth, Eucinda P., lot
No. 20, group 2, Maple
avenue, standing in name of
Fred Wesley Wentworth. . . 100 00
37
Haseltine, Esther, lot of Ben-
jamin Hoitt, avenue A $50 00
Rothwell, Jeremiah, lot No.
369, avenue P. . 100 00
Roberts, J. Frank, lots Nos.
633, 635, avenue Q, stand-
ing in the name of John
Roberts 150 00
Sandiford, Wm. T., grave No.
ID, in lot No. 1,247, avenue
J 600
Plant, Geo. E., North half lot
No. 26, group I, Fuchsia
path 50 00
Varney, Annie L., lot No.
1,285, avenue J, standing in
the name of Ivory Varney
estate 100 00
Jackson, George S., grave No.
2, in lot No. 1,245, avenue J 6 00
Holmes, Mary A., grave No.
8, in lot No, 1,247, avenue J 6 00
Davis, Harry G., lot No. 288,
avenue M 100 00
Smith, Melville J., North half
lot No. 128, avenue N 50 00
Connolly, Mary H ., South half
lot No. 128, avenue N, stand-
ing in the name of B. N.
Pierce 50 00
Richmond, Allen D., lot No.
36, avenue A, standing in
the name of Joseph Wil-
kinson 100 00
Hewett, Mary J., lot No. 636,
avenue Q, standing in the
name of Mrs. James Newton 100 00
38
Davis, Mary C, lot No. 22,
group 2, Walnut avenue... $10000
Davis, Charles F., lot No. 438,
avenue O, standing in the
name of Charles H. Cook. . . 100 00
Amundsen, Otto, grave No. 3,
in lot No. 1,245, avenue J. . 6 00
Hayes, A. W., admr. estate
of Ann Augusta Hayes, lots
Nos. 523, 525, avenue P,
standing in the name of H.
P. Perkins 100 00
Jenkins, Lydia E., lot No. 25,
group I, Japonica path 100 00
Woodman, Annie E., execu-
trix, lot of Charles and Wil-
liam Woodman 1 13 55
$2,6ro 55
Charity, Currier fund $35 30
Fire department, D. Chesley, expense mov-
ing fire alarm, caused by moving the
Welch house
Insurance, rebate
Interest, trustees of Pine Hill ce^raetery. . . .
Licenses, dog




Joseph Porter, dealer in old
metal $20 00
James E. Clongh, dealer in
old metal 20 00
9
39
M. P. Bennett, dealer in old
metal $20 00
Jacob Goldstein, dealer in old
metal 20 00
Portsmouth Iron & Metal Co.,
dealer in old metal 20 00
Edward Baer, dealer in old
metal 20 00
Max London, dealer in old
metal 20 00
Abraham Melnick, dealer in
old metal 20 00
J. Swaltz, dealer in old metal 10 00
Jacob Gordon Co., dealer in
old metal 10 00
Abraham Wolk, dealer in old
metal : . . 10 00
J. Berkovitz, dealer in old
metal 10 00
F. A. Noble, dealer in old
metal 10 00
Joseph Simon, peddler 2000
M. Bloomfield, four pool tables
and two bowling allej^s 60 00
Thomas Lamb, one pool table
and one billiard table 20 00
Charles W. Horlor, one pool
table and two bowling
alleys 30 00
Daniels & Newton, three pool
tables and three bowling
alleys 60 00
Hargraves Show, circus 15 00
Washburn Trained Animal
show 10 GO
Shipman, Uncle Tom Cabin
Co 5 00
40






New England Tel. and Tel. Co., booth in
corridor $213
Notes payable, dated June 19, October 7.. . $15,000 00
Police court, fines and costs i>297 57
Police court, clerk's fees 95 63
Police court, Geo. T. Hughes, city solicitor i 37
Perkins prize medal 28 50
Repairs of schoolhouses :
Mrs. Joseph Pinkham I 5 78
George H. Patterson 1 1 22
Thomas Coleman 5 27
George F. Cater estate n 39
C. E. Brewster estate 11 05
George H. Sherry, chairman,
old junk 4 40
Fred E. Goodwin, old furnace 35 00
H. D. Getchell, settees, closets,
etc 45 00
D. C. Mcintosh, desks and
blackboards 35 00
Arthur W. Simpson, lumber. 2 00
$166 II
Sale of horses $225 00
Sale of old high schoolhouse 3.050 00
Support of prisoners 39 43
Tredick fund 5.000 00




1906, received of H. A. Mor-
rison, collector $11,315 37
1907, received of Frank Mc-
Cabe, collector ... 162,850 00
$174,165 37
Taxes, state of New Hampshire :
Insurance $54 00
Literary fund 924 76
Railroad 16,461 32
Savings bank 22,64 1 04
-^ $40,081 12
Total receipts $309, 1 12 85
EXPENDITURES.
Applied on Cemetery loan $2,000 00
Brown tail moths 750 00
Cemetery funds, perpetual care, income to
be used for benefit of lots, deposited in
Strafford savings bank :
Walter S. and Abbie Sterling,
lot No. 122, avenue O $100 00
Est. Benj. Collins, lot No. 186,
avenue O 200 00
F. E. Meserve, C. O. Meserve,
Sarah F. Cotten. and Addie
M. Meserve, lot No. 15, and
North half of lot No. 13,
group 2, Japonica path 150 00
Martha F. French, lots Nos.
14, 6, avenue E 50 00
Edgar H. Twombly, lot No.
555 , avenue P, 100 00
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Est. J. T. S. Libbey, lot No.
4, avenue E $ioo oo
John H. Kimball, lot No. 405,
avenue O 50 00
Joseph Haley, North half of
lot No. 15, group I, Japon-
ica path 50 00
Henry C. Leith, grave No. 11,
in lot No. 18, group i, Fuch-
sia path 9 00
A. Ray Kennard, lot No. 4,
group 2, Maple avenue 100 00
John D. Maxwell, South half
of lot No. 39, avenue D 50 00
Estate Alonzo T. Pinkham,
lot No. 415, avenue O 100 00
Avesia Ross, South half lot
No. 20, group I, Fuchsia
path 5 00
James M.Farnham and George
W. Cook, South half lot No.
223, avenue K 50 00
Bradley, Robert M., grave No.
6, in lot No. 16, group i,
Fuchsia path 9 00
Fred Wesley Wentworth, lot
No. 20, group 2, Maple
avenue 100 00
Benjamin Hoitt, lot, avenue A 50 00
Jeremiah Rothwell, lot No.
369, avenue P 100 00
John Roberts, lots Nos. 633,
635, avenue Q 15000
William T. Sandiford, grave
No. 10, in lot No. 1,247,
avenue J 6 00
43
George E. Plant, North half
lot No. 26, group I, Fuch-
sia path $50 00
Ivory Varney estate, lot No.
1 ,285, avenue J 100 00
George S. Jackson, grave No.
2, in lot No. 1,245, avenue J 6 00
Mary A. Holmes, grave No. 8,
in lot No. 1,247, avenue J.
.
6 00
Harry G. Davis, lot No. 288,
avenue M 100 00
Melville J. Smith, North half
lot No. 128, avenue N 50 00
B. N. Pierce, South half lot
No. 128, avenue N 50 00
Joseph Wilkinson, lot No. 36,
avenue A 100 ou
Mrs. James Newton, lot No.
636, avenue Q 100 00
Mary C. Davis, lot No. 22,
group 2, Walnut avenue.. .
.
100 00
Charles H. Cook, lot No. 438,
avenue O 100 00
Otto Amundsen, grave No. 3,
in lot No. 1,245, avenue J. 6 00
H. P. Perkins, lots Nos. 523,
525, avenue P 100 00
Lydia E. Jenkins, lot No. 25,
group I, Japonica path 100 00
$2,497 00
William Woodman trust, deposited in Straf-
ford National bank $1 13 55
Currier fund, income, charity. . 35 30
Cemetery i ,000 00
City farm 248 60
44 .
City bonds, retired $17,000 00
Damage by dogs 25 1 65
Election expenses 649 44






Fire escape $2,402 83






Heating and lighting offices and corridors. $1,300 00
Highways and bridges 20,000 00
Insurance 3'356 67
Interest on cemetery loan $490 00
Coupons on city bonds and
interest 10,973 82
$11,46382
I^ands and buildings $1,584 72
Lights / 12,865 80
Militar3' appropriation 400 00
Miscellaneous 981 09
Memorial day 225 00
Notes payable 15.000 00




$1 1 ,427 32
45
Public library $5 )5oo oo
Printing and stationery 66i 51
Perkins prize medal 28 50




Textbooks i ,900 00
Evening school 600 00
lyiterary fund 924 76
Dog licenses 1,264 7°
fo7>939 46
Sewers $5 , 200 00
Sidewalks 2,000 00
Street sprinkling 435 00
Support of prisoners 219 75
Special 347 28






Wentworth hospital 6,000 00
Balance on hand 65,838 45
Total $309, 1 12 85
BROWN TAIL MOTHS.
RECEIPTS.
City appropriation $75© 00
46
EXPENDITURES.
City checks $709 23




City appropriation, heating and lighting











Balance from 1906 account $ 16 40









Sundries 2 14 78
Lights 27 1 2
1
Heating and janitor services 800 00
Magazines 246 95




To bequest ot the late Hon. James E.





Balance on hand 6 67
Total $1,000 00
INVESTMENTS.
Jacques fund, deposited in Strafford sav-
ings bank $1,774 28
Pray fund, deposited in Strafford savings
bank 707 26
Lothrop fund, gold note Lake Shore and




Balance from 1906 account $3>775 67
Cash, Henry E. Perry, superintendent. . . . 37,980 39
Total $41,756 06
EXPENDITURES.
Water commissioners' checks $37,522 86




Balance from 1906, account $i34 96
City appropriation 20,000 00
Crushed stone and dust sold :
R. G. Blanchard $1025
D. Foss & Son 27 73
Samuel C. Fisher 24 00
W. F. Cartland 25 65
F. B. Williams 23 10
Samuel Cassell 4 50





Sale of pigs $109 90
Farmington Village Precinct,
six old lamp posts 21 00
D. Chesley & Co., use of
steam drill and man 7 00
$131 21
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Frederick W. Davis, use of
steam drill $30 00
Health department, hay, bed-
ding and shoeing for one




Payrolls, district No. i $12,289 18
Payrolls, outside districts.... 3,09200
Sundries 5,038 35
$20,419 53




Balance from 1906 account $ 12 58
City appropriation 2,000 00
Charles A. Watson, labor and
material $1813
O. J. Palmer, 1,000 bricks.... 11 00
Boston & Maine R. R., curb-
ing and labor 60 36
Twin State Gas & Electric Co.,
bricking around gas main.
.
5 90








Sundries i , 105 65
$2,045 63




Balance from 1906 account $265 60
City appropriation 5,200 00
Sewer entrances :
Brewster, C. E. Co., Fourth
street $25 00
Boyden, Frank J., 28 West
Concord street 25 00
Caverly, Alfred, estate, 313
Washington street 2500
Hussey, F. Garfield, 77 Port-
land street 25 00
Harvey, James, 94 and 96
Payne street 25 00
Hayes, Frank L., 27 Cushing
street 25 00
Kenney, Patrick, 90 and 92
Payne street 25 00
King, Nettie L., New York
street 25 00
Langmaid, Linville F., 26
South Pine street 25 00
Littlefield, Susan, 15 Mechanic
street 25 00
51
Lothrop, Olive S., admx., 722
Central avenue $2500
Luddy & Currier, Sixth street 25 co
Parsons, Elizabeth, 9 Arch
street 25 00
Peabody, Geo. A., Jr., Maple
street 25 00
Page, Daniel A., 301 Wash-
ington street 25 00
Riley, Patrick, 86 and 88 Payne
street 50 00
Shaw, Harris M., Lincoln
street 25 00
Swaine, D. L., 302 Washington
street 25 00
Whitehouse, Chas. E., 8 South
Pine street 25 00
Wiggin, Orlando R., East
Concord street 25 00
$525 00
Sewer, miscellaneous :
Haverhill, Southern N. H.
St. Ry. Co., labor and mate-
rial on catch basin, Central
square $ 4 63
Geo. A. Peabody, Jr., labor.. 19 21
Strafford National bank, labor
and material 40 15
J. E. Kennedy, labor and ma-
terial 1 1 40
I. B. Williams & Sons, labor. 20 38
Susan Woodman, labor 7 32
Haverhill, Southern N. H.
St. Ry. Co., one day's labor
on sewer chimney ... 2 50
$11559
Total $6, 106 19
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EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls $i ,084 19
Sundries 4,977 54
$6,061 73
Balance on hand 44 46
Total $6, 106 19
SCHOOI. DISTRICT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1906 account $358 55
City of Dover, school appro-
priation fo3'25o 00
Text-books i ,900 00
Evening schools 600 00
State literary fund 924 76
Dog licenses i ,264 70
Dover public library, heating
and janitor service 800 00
School tuition i >94i 00






Care of rooms 2,688 59
Transportation 1,981 00
Printing and stationery 402 61
Miscellaneous 883 51
Text-books i ,968 54





Balance from 1906 account $1,551 03
Cash, appropriation, etc 6,807 04
Total $8,358 07
EXPENDITURES.
Cemetery checks $8,301 53
Balance on hand 56 54
Total $8,358 07
RECAPITULATION.
City proper, balance $65,838 45
Water department, balance 4>233 20
Trustees Pine Hill cemetery, balance 56 54
Dover public library, balance 12 00
" Lothrop fund, balance 667
City hall committee, balance 232 70
Highways and bridges, balance 96 29
Sewers, balance 44 46
Sidewalks, balance 74 54





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
INVENTORY
OF
THE CITY OF DOVER, 1907.
Polls 3*238 $323,80000
Improved and unimproved
lands and buildings 5,883,888 00
Horses i ,058 80,722 00
Mules I 75 00
Oxen 10 806 00
Cows 881 28,46200
Other neat cattle 133 2,539 00
Sheep 56 168 00
Hogs 36 620 00
Fowls 442 00
Vehicles 44,210 00
Stock in banks and other cor-
porations in this state 77*944 00
Money on hand, at interest, or
on deposit 73,041 00
Stock in trade 92 1 ,979 00
Mills, factories and their ma-
chinery 1,195,420 00
Buildings not designated 9,300 00
Total valuation $8,643,416 00
Amount of taxes levied for all
purposes $173,029 40
Of which J161.08 is taxes of property annexed to
Dover for school purposes.
Rate per cent, of taxation for all purposes, $20.00
on $1,000.00, and for property annexed for school pur-
poses, $4.00 on $1,000.00.
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STATEMENT OF BONDED INDEBTEDNESS









To THE Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
The committee appointed to audit the accounts of
Harry A. Morrison, tax collector for 1906, report as
follows :
Dr. 1906.
To tax-list as committed $173,505 53
To interest 177 94
Total $173,683 47
Cr.
By paid city treasurer $171,315 37
By abatements i ,493 10
By balance of salary 875 00
Total $173,683 47
Your committee find that Harry A. Morrison, col-
lector of taxes for 1906, has collected all the taxes for
that year, and paid the same to the city treasurer, and
we recommend that the chairman of this committee be
empowered and instructed to write a discharge upon the










Dover, N. H., December 30, 1907.
To THE Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
The committee appointed to audit the accounts of
Frank McCabe, tax collector for 1907, report as follows:
Dr.




By paid city treasurer $162,850 00
Abatements 585 15
$163,435 15








Joint Standing Committee on Claims.
Gentlemen of the City Counci:^s:
The number of claims filed by the city clerk during
the year 1907, and presented to your committee for ex
amination and approval, has been 889, representing
claims in the aggregate of $197,744.68. The 630 claims
against the departments marked with an asterisk,
aggregating $40,663.44, were approved by the boards
having jurisdiction and are presented herewith for the
purpose of perfecting the table of municipal expendi-
tures.
To balance with the treasurer's statement of expen-
ditures the following additional items should be
included : Trust funds deposited in savings banks,
$2,497.00; Woodman fund, $113.55; Currier fund,
$35-30; Perkins medal fund, $28.50; applied on ceme-
tery loan, $2,000.00 ; and the Tredick fund, $5,000.00,
which would increase the total to $248,082.47, from
which deduct the sum of $4,808.07, representing the
difference between the appropriations for brown-tail
moths, city hall committee, highways and bridges,
sewers and sidewalks, aggregating $29,250, as treated
in the treasurer's report, and the actual expenditures of
those departments as herein comprehended, and we find
the total to be in exact agreement, namely, $243,274.40.
In order that the apparent discrepancy between the
available resources as shown in this report and the sum
as given by the city treasurer in his annual statement
may be clearly understood, the following brief analysis
is submitted.
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From the total resources, as shown in this report
($256,672.98), should be deducted the sum of the addi-
tional appropriations authorized by the city councils
during the year, ($8,500.00), also the sum of $5,296.83,
representing the earnings of the city hall committee,
and the departments of streets, sidewalks and sewers,
(which are treated by the city treasurer by sub-division),
and to the total thus obtained add $5,645.90, the in-
crease in tax collections over the appropriations raised
by direct taxation, and we find the result to be $248,-
522.05.
Eliminating the cash on hand at the beginning of
the year, ($50,916.45), also the cemetery trust funds,
($2,610.55), Currier fund, ($35.30), Perkins prize medal
fund, ($28.50), the Tredick fund, ($5,000.00), and the
amount applied on the cemetery loan, ($2,000.00), ag-
gregating $60,590,80, from the total of the treasurer's
receipts, ($309,112.85), and we find the two reports in
exact agreement.
The financial transactions of the city for the past
year are treated in detail in the following table, with
the exception of the public library, hospital, water,
school and cemetery departments. These last men-
tioned departments are considered only w4th reference





Department balances from 1906 included.. . $413 14
Notes pa3'able, (retired) 15.000 00
Total $256,672 98
Expenditures as per table 238,408 12
Excess of receipts over expenditures $18,264 86
Amount of taxes levied for all purposes. . . $173,394 20
Direct appropriation by city councils 168,519 47
Surplus for abatements, etc $4,874 73
Cash balance, January i, 1907 $50,916 45
Receipts from all sources 258,196 40
Total resources as per treasurer's report. . . $309,112 85
Expenditures, as per treasurer's report. . . . 243,274 40
Treasury balance December 31, 1907 $65,838 45
Increase in treasury balance for the year.. . $14,922 00
Derived as follows :
Tax collections for the year $174,165 37
Less appropriations by direct taxation 168,519 47
Balance to credit of treasury $5,645.90
To which add the department balances as
given in the foregoing table, exclusive
of highways, sewers, sidewalks, brown-
tail moths, city hall committee, and the
$8,500.00 appropriated by the city coun-
cils, aggregating 9,276 10
And we find the same result $14,922 00
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It may not be inappropriate to add that no bills
have been approved by your committee in excess of the
available resources of the department against which






Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on City Farm.
Gentlkmen of the City Councils :
Like our predecessors in office we have experienced
some difficulty in determining just where the responsi-
bility of your committee ceased and the authority of the
various interests occupying the premises known as the
city farm, began. In the absence of definite instruc-
tions we have assumed that the ordinary relation of
landlord and tenant should pertain, and on that basis
we have proceeded in all our official acts.
The work of your committee has been largely con-
fined to repairing and renovating the dwelling house on
the premises, and performing such work in and about
the stables as the means at our command permitted.
The buildings have also been equipped with fire
extinguishers which, with the recent change in the
method of lighting, reduces the liability from fire to
the lowest possible point.











GENTI.EMEN OF THE CiTY COUNCII.S :
Our city building is one of the largest and most
ornate structures of its kind in New Hampshire ; in
fact, no city in New England possesses a finer public
edifice in proportion to its population than that over
which your committee exercises nominal control. It
not only provides ample accommodations for all muni-
cipal departments but contains a spacious auditorium,
supplemented with a modern stage, and equipped with
all the acessories necessary to the convenient presenta-
tion of even the most pretentious theatrical pro-
duction.
Not only the committee having the construction of
the building in charge, but the city councils from which
the committee derived its power, evidently believed that
the theatre would contribute its portion, at least, to-
ward the cost of maintaining the structure. This
assumption is not only based upon a rational and chari-
table interpretation of the actuating motives of those
responsible for its construction and arrangement, but is
sustained by the subsequent actions of the councils in
contributing $1,300.00 annually, as its proportion of the
general cost of maintenance. That this sum is mani-
festly disproportionate to the benefits received, must be
apparent to any fair-minded investigator,—in fact, it
would hardly cancel either one of the three principal
items of expense, viz., janitorial service, light, or fuel.
Your committee knows of no fairer way of meeting
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the question, "Does the opera house pay ?" than by
calling attention to the relation of the net receipts, in-
cluding armory rents but excluding the $1,300.00 appro-
priated by the city, to the aggregate disbursements of
the department. During the past ten years the ratio
has been as follows: In 1898, 71 .4 per cent.; in 1899,
71.8; in 1900,74.1; in 1901, 72.9; in 1902, 74.4 ; in 1903,
59.7 ; in 1904, 66.5 ; in 1905, 55.7 ; in 1906, 83.9 ; and in
1907, 77 9.
In this computation interest on the invested capital,
insurance, and the cost of such repairs as may have
been made under the direction of the committee on
lands and buildings, are not included. As a matter of
fact interest on money invested is not regarded as a fac-
tor in determining the cost of maintaining a single
department in our municipal service except in the water
depariment, and it is only considered there in so far as
it relates to its outstanding indebtedness.
From the figures above presented it will be seen
that the largest income from the city hall, considered on
the basis of cost of maintenance, was in 1906, while
during the past year the receipts, exclusive of the city
appropriation, was sufficient to meet nearly four-fifths
of the entire operating expenses.
Those who have occasion to frequent the city hall
are early impressed with the fact that those persons who
are most prone to denounce the building as a piece of
" monumental extravagence," are invariably among the
first to conduct visiting friends through its spacious
corridors and point with pride to its fine appoint-
ments.
The action of the councils during the past year in
causing the construction of an adequate iron fire escape
from the opera house, and otherwise safeguarding the
interest of those who pationize the house against the
possibility of injury from fire, is not only appreciated
by the general public, but makes the theatre one of the
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safest, most intelligently piotected amusement houses
in the country.
In order that all persons in interest may have an
opportunity to make themselves familiar with the finan-
cial transactions of the department, we append hereto
the report of the city messenger, who, under the ordin-
ances, acts as clerk of the committee, which report
shows in detail the receipts and expenditures for the
year.
It may not be inappropriate to add that after paying
all claims we have an unexpended balance of $232.70 to






Dover, December 31, 1907.
Dover, N. H., December 30, 1907.
To THE City Hall Committee :
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit herewith a
report of the receipts and expenditures of the city build-
ing for the year 1907.
RECEIPTS.
Theatre $2,994 65
Banquet hall 358 00
Council room 2 00
Armory rents 400 00
Heating and lighting offices and corridors. 1,300 00
Total $5,054 65
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Itemized as follows :
Jan. 2, Received after report closed 1906. $6700
4, Middlebrook Golf club, banquet
hall and reception room 1 1 00
6, Knights of Columbus, banquet
hall, (afternoon) 5 00
8, Luddy & Currier, opera house. .
.
37 00
10, Crescent Co., No. 4, U. R. K. P.,
banquet hall 10 00
22, Dover Woman's club, banquet
hall and reception room 10 00
23, Alvah G. Salmon, banquet hall
and stage 8 00
24, Dover Choral society, opera house,
rehearsal i 20
25, Dover Navigation Co., council
room I 00
25, Emery's Military band, opera
house 39 00
Feb. 2, Frank J. Harvey Co., opera house 240 00
5, St. Anna's Guild, banquet hall
and stage 8 00
12, Middlebrook Golt club, banquet
hall and reception room
16, Prescelle, opera house .
19, Dover Woman's club, banquet
hall, (afternoon)
21, Piff, Paff Pouf Co., opera house.
.
22, Crescent Co. No. 4, U. R. K. P.,
opera house
Mar. 2, As Ye Sow Co., opera house
4, Olive Branch lodge, No. 6, K. of
P., opera house, rehearsal
5, Olive Branch lodge. No. 6, K. of
P., opera house, rehearsal
6, Olive Branch lodge. No. 6, K. of
P., opera house 37 00
II
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Mar. 14, Dover Choral society, opera house,
rehearsal $2 25
19, Heating and lighting offices and
corridors 800 00
21, Dover Choral society, opera house,
rehearsal 120
26, Oberammergau, B. P. O. E., No.
184, opera house
28, Dover Choral society, opera house,
rehearsal
Apr. I, Division No. i, A. O. H., opera
house
2, Phi Delta Sigma, banquet hall
and reception room
3, Dover Choral society, opera house,
rehearsal
5, Dover Choral society, opera house,
7, Odd Fellows Asso., opera house,
rehearsal
8, Odd Fellows Asso., opera house..
10, Maj. Waldron Council, R. A.,
opera house 37 oo
12, Middlebrook Golf club, banquet
hall and reception room 1 1 00
15, Canton Parker, No. 3, P.M., opera
house, rehearsal
16, Canton Parker, No. 3, P.M., opera
house, rehearsal
17, Canton Parker, No. 3, P.M., opera
house
18, Snug Harbor Co.. opera house. . .
23, Dartmouth Dramatic club, (D. H.
S. ) opera house
25, Hi Henry's Minstrels, opera house
27, Isle of Spice Co., opera house. . .
.




May 3, Mildred Holland Co., opera house $5000
II, Larkin Co., banquet hall and
reception room 70 00
14, St. Thomas Parish society, ban-
quet hall and reception room.. . . 12 oo
17, Class 1907, D. H. S., banquet hall
and reception room 12 00
30, C. W. Sawyer Post, G. A. R.,
opera house 15 00
31, Twin State Gas and Electric Co.,
banquet hall
June 12, High School Alumnae, opera house
20, Class 1907, D. H, S., banquet hall
21, Class 1907, D. H. S., opera house
July 2, Heating and lighting offices and
corridors
Sept. 4, The Old Homestead Co., opera
house
21, Sweet Kitty Bellairs Co., opera
house
28. Mayor of Laughland Co., opera
house
Oct. I, Dover Woman's club, banquet
hall, (afternoon)
4, Dover Navigation Co., council
room
5, Bennett-Moulton Co., opera house
7, Dr, Roland D. Grant, banquet
hall 8 00
9, lyibby, McNeil & Libby, banquet
hall 15 00
15, At Yale Co., opera house 50 00
16, The Lion and the Mouse Co.,
opera house 50 00
26, Ivorne Elwyn Co., opera house. . . 240 00
29, Ladies' Auxiliary, A. O. H., ban-
quet hall 8 00
37
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Nov. 2, Geo. H. Biddle, banquet hall, (af-
ternoon and evening $io oo
5, Crescent Co., No. 4, U. R. K. P.,
banquet hall 8 00
7, The Heart of Maryland Co., opera
house
16, Quincy Adams Sawyer Co., opera
house
19, Maj. Waldron Council, R. A.,
banquet hall
20, Episcopalian club, banquet hall..
21, M. E. Peaslee, banquet hall and
reception room
22, Happy Hooligan Co., opera house
25, Coming Thro' the Rye Co,, opera
house
27, Strafford Guards, opera house.. .
.
30, Klark-Urban Co., opera house...
Dec. I, Dover I,odge,No. 184, B. P. O. E.,
opera house
4, Hospital club, opera house
10, Crescent Co., No. 4, U. R. K. P.,
banquet hall 8 00
11, St. Thomas Parish society ban-
quet hall 8 00
14, Harcourt Comedy Co., opera house 24000
18, Independent club, banquet hall.. 800
Armory rent, Strafford Guards. .
.
' 200 00
" Sawyer Rifles 20000
25, Phi Delta Sigma, banquet hall
and recep. room, 11 to i o'clock. 1000
The Train Robbers, opera house. 5000
26. Strongheart Co., opera house.... 5000







Geo. W. Lewis, hauling ashes
Herrett & Burnham, coal
Hayes & Hodgdon, mops
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
E. J. York, coal
Geo. W. Lewis, hauling ashes
Herrett & Burnham, coal
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
Payroll , February
Fred M. Bunker, coal
Payroll , March
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
Payroll , April
E. L. Young, furniture polish
E. J. York, coal
Cocheco Mfg. Co., yarn waste for mops.
Edith M. Torr, typewriter ribbon
Geo. W. Lewis, hauling ashes
Frank E. Grimes, coal
Fred M . Bunker, coal
H. I. Dallman & Co., brushes
Payroll, May
John H. Nealley, dust cloths
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
Geo. F. King, & Co., sundries
Payroll, June
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
Fitch Dustdown Co., disinfectant
Geo. W. Lewis, hauling ashes
E. J York, lumber
Payroll, July
Twin State Gas & Electric Co
Fred W. Stuerwald, wood
5205
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Payroll, August $150 15
Herrett & Burnham, coal 474 56
Jackson's Express Co., expressage 75
Geo. F. King & Co., toilet paper 1 1 co
Payroll, September 171 90
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 38 90
Payroll, October. 286 90
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 107 16
Fred M. Bunker, coal 68 65
John H. Nealley, dust cloths 90
Twin State Gas & ElectricXo 18 36
Payroll, November 272 25
John T. Welch, P. M., stamped envelopes. 1062
Wm. C. Swan, tuning pianos 12 00
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 122 72
Varney's Pharmacy, toilet paper and floor
wax 12 50
J. Herbert Seavey, sundries 618
Herrett & Burnham, coal 72 50
Fred H. Foss, sundries i 50
C. L. Jenness, ruby rub 80
Littlefield, Frary & Co., dippers 34
Cartland Gro. and Pro. Co., sundries 5 24
Twin State Gas & Electric Co 104 16
Thomas Hughes, hauling rubbish i 50
Payroll, December 274 25
Total $4,821 95
Balance unexpended 232 70
Total $5»o54 65
In conclusion I wish to say, there are no outstand-







Joint Standing Committee on Fire Department.
Gkntlkmen of the City Councii.s :
The appropriation for the maintenance of this branch
of our municipal service for the year 1907, was $12,000.00,
which sum was also designed to include the cost of
repairing steam fire engine J. S. Abbott, No. 4, con-
tracted for in 1906, but uncompleted at the close of that
year. Deducting this claim, amounting to $1,556.00,
from the appropriation, and the amount available was
substantially the same as that required to meet the
department expenses in previous years.
The fire in No. i mill, January 26, demonstrated
the need of additional apparatus in order to effectively
cope with fires in our larger manufacturing buildings,
and the city councils promptly set apart $2,000.00 for
that purpose, and for the purchase of a pair of horses to
replace those formerly attached to the Broadway station
and used in hauling the hook and ladder truck. Carry-
ing out the implied purpose of the councils we pur-
chased 2,000 feet of two and one-half inch Volunteer
fire hose, a Porter life net, and various other implements
and appliances designed to insure greater safety to the
firemen, and to facilitate the discharge of their perilous
duties.
A pair of horses has also been purchased for the
hook and ladder truck, and they have in every way
vindicated the judgment of your committee in their
selection. The horses formerly used in connection with
the truck were sold for $225.00, and the money thereby
received was turned into the city treasury.
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After deducting the above expenditures, together
with the amount required by law or ordinance for pay
rolls, from the $14,000.00 appropriated by the councils,
we had substantially $2,500.00 remaining with which to
maintain the fire alarm system and meet the ordinary
operating expenses of the department. The marked
advance in the price of grain, and in fact of nearly
every commodity incident to the maintenance of the
service, has added materially to the sum of our expen-
ditures, yet after paying all demands against the depart-
ment except one claim in regard to the adjustment of
which there is a disagreement, we have remaining to
our credit the sum of $537.38.
Notwithstanding the fact that 2,000 feet of new hose
were added to the equipment during the past year, we
would strongly recommend that 1,000 more feet be pur-
chased in the near future. The fact that some of the
hose now owned by the city has seen service for upwards
of twenty years, that we have been compelled in some
instances to load our wagons with hose before it has
been properly dried, and that we have been obliged to
borrow hose on several occasions, seems to warrant
your committee in suggesting the early and favorable
consideration of the foregoing recommendation.
It is also evident that extensive repairs will have
to be made on steam fire engine Fountain, No. 3, in the
near future, and it is, as well, only a question of time,
when the addition of a combination wagon to the gen-
eral fire-fighting equipment will be regarded as abso-
lutely essential.
During the past year your committee has held fifty-
six meetings, at which meetings all matters relating to
the management and maintenance of the department
have been carefully considered ; in fact, not a single
expenditure has been made until the necessity or advis-
ability of the outlay was clearly demonstrated to the
satisfaction of a major part, at least, of the committee.
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In reviewing the year's work we feel particularly
gratified at the results obtained, and cordially invite
the most searching investigation, not only of our official






Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department.
Gkntlemkn of the City Councii^s :
In accordance with previous custom and require-
ments, I herewith render a statement of the condition
and operations of this department for the year ending
December 31, 1907.





Second Assistant Engineer and Clerk,
Charles E. Mitchell.
Steward and Driver, Central Station,
James A. Thompson.
Steward and Driver, Hose Co., No. 2,
William E. Rand.
Steward and Driver, Hose Co., No. 3,
Louis H. Steuerwald.
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Steward and Driver, Lincoln Hook & Ladder Co., No.
Wesley B. Sterling.
Lincoln Hook & Ladder Co., No. i.
Fred E. Goodwin, Captain.
Frank W. Jones, Lieutenant.
W. J. Murray, Clerk.
Members:—George M. Baker, William H. Foss,
Charles H. Hale, William King, Harry Mitchell, Frank
E. Nason, Charles H. Clark, Samuel E. Welch, Elmer
Blaisdell, Ervin F. Wentworth, J. H. Sullivan, Charles
Welch, Geo. L. Taylor.
Hose Co., No. i.
Joseph Berard, Captain.
Patrick J. Bradley, Lieutenant.
Joseph Heeney, Clerk.
Members :—Frank Tuttle, John Smith, James
Grimes, John Sullivan, George W. Hoitt, Felix O'Neil,
George Bernard, Chester Spinney, Daniel Cronin, John
Brennan, Edgar Davis.
Hose Co., No. 2.
Guy M. Wiggin, Captain.
Frank H. Swain, Lieutenant.
Edwin C. Trefethen, Clerk.
Members :—Nelson U. Drew, William S. Burnside,
Edgar M. Foss, John B. Hull, John L. Abrams, Albert
E. Ashby, Charles W. Rollins, Charles E. Ross, George
Pettis, Geo. E. White, Walter Stacy.
Hose Co., No. 3.
William Jones, Captain.
Fred H. Richardson, Lieutenant.
Edward F. Knott, Clerk.
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Members :—Otto H. Brown, Lewis A. Scruton,
Eleazer L. Jones, James Feeney, John McDonough,
William Brown, I^eroy Butler.
Driver Steam Fire Engine,
Oliver W. Coleman.
Engineers of Steamers.
Cocheco, No. 2.—John E. Dame.
Fountain, No. 3.—Samuel B. Abbott.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4.—John D. Babb.
Stokers of Steamers.
Fountain No. 3.—Alonzo Whitehouse.
J. S. Abbott, No. 4.—Newell H. Young.
APPARATUS.
Three steam fire engines, built by Amoskeag Man-
ufacturing Co.
Three hose wagons, built by Abbott Downing Co.
One hose w^agon, built by H. A. Worthen.
One hook and ladder truck, built by Abbott Down-
ing Co.
One hose reel, built by Amoskeag Manufacturing Co.
One hand tub, built by Hunneman.
Three hose sleighs.
HORSES.
There are seven horses in the department.
HYDRANTS FOR STEAMERS.
One on Folsom street.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
Four on Locust street.
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RESERVOIRS.
One on Chapel street.
One on Portland street.
Two on Broadway.
One on Sixth street.
One on Central avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One on Maple street.
One on Chestnut street.
One on Grove street.
One on New York street.
One on Washington street.
One on Locust street.
One on Court street.
One on Tuttle square.
FIRE AI^ARM BOXES.
BOX NO.
7, Cocheco and School streets.
8, Paj'ne and Hanson streets.
9, Washington and Main streets.
13, Near American house.
15, Broadway and St. John streets.
16, Portland and Essex streets.
17, Broadway and New York streets.
19, Broadway and Hill streets.
21, First street.
23, B. & M. depot,
24, Grove and Fourth streets.
26, Central avenue and Sixth street.
27, Hough and Grove streets.
28, Central avenue, near Hill street.
29, Central avenue and Abbott street.
31, Central avenue and St. Thomas street.
32, Central avenue and Orchard street.
34, Central avenue and Silver street.
8o
BOX NO.
35, Spring and Locust streets.
37, Central avenue and Locust street.
38, Central and Stark avenues.
42, Washington and Belknap streets.
45, Washington and Lexington streets.
46, Silver and Atkinson streets.
47, Arch, near Washington street.
48, Bellamy road.
51, Court and South Pine streets.
. 53, Mount Pleasant avenue.
54, Sawyer's farm.
63, Kim and Hamilton streets.
64, Washington and Prospect streets.
65, Private, Cocheco Manufacturing Co.
172, Ham and East Concord streets.
241, Sixth and Home streets.
291, Page's corner.
324, Sawyer's upper mill.
325, Sawyer's lower mill.
521, County jail.
FIRK ALARM.
One tower striker attached to Central avenue
church bell.
One tower striker attached to city opera house belL
One tower striker attached to Sawyer's mill bell.
One steam gong attached to Williams' belt factory.
FIRES AND ALARMS, I9O7.
There have been 76 alarms during the year, classi-




The fire loss for the year amounts to $474,321 73
Insurance paid 463, 136 73




Dover, N. H , December 31, 1907.
FINAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Special Committee on Lighting.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
At a meeting of the city councils held June 6, 1907,
the joint standing committee on lights, with his Honor,
the Mayor, added, were constituted a committee to take
into consideration all matters comprehended in the
municipal lighting contract, with special reference to
securing, if possible, a modification in the terms under
which lights have been furnished the city during the
past five years.
At the September meeting of the councils the com-
mittee reported its inability to secure satisfactory con-
cessions from the lighting company, and recommended
recourse to arbitration as provided for in clause five of
the lighting contract.
In response to this suggestion the councils voted,
unanimously, to appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for
the purpose of meeting such expense as might be
incurred in adjusting the differences between the city of
Dover, and the Twin State Gas and Electric company,
and vested the committee with all necessary authority
in the premises.
As the lighting company evidenced no intention of
receding from the position they had heretofore taken,
your committee, on the 23rd of October, entered into a
contract with Mr. Lamar Lyndon, of the firm of Duncan
& Lyndon, whereby the services of that eminent firm
were secured in behalf of the city, and the entire mat-
ter placed in their hands.
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The report of the city's representatives is herewith
submitted in full, in order that the members of the
councils may have a thorough and intelligent undtr-
standing of the conclusions reached by the board of
arbitration, whose findings, in so far as they refer to the
price to be charged the city under the terms of the con-
tract are concerned, are final and binding.
REPORT ON ARBITRATION PROCEEDINGS BETWEEN THE
CITY OF DOVER, N. H , AND THE TWIN STATE
GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY.
The arbitration was entered into at the instance of
the city of Dover, in the belief that clause V of the
existing contract between said city and the Twin State
Gas and Electric company, entitled the city to a revision
of the contract, which would lower the rates for both
arc and incandescent lighting.
The arbitrators selected were Mr. Ivan A. Meloon
on behalf of the company, Lamar Lyndon on behalf of
the city of Dover, Mr. M. A. Wherry acting as counsel
for the company, and Dr. Louis Duncan as counsel for
the city.
The first meeting was held on November nth, at
the ofiice of Duncan & Lyndon, 56 Pine street. On
this day. Dr. Frederick A. C. Perrine w^as appointed
umpire, this selection being satisfactory to both sides,
because of Dr. Perrine's known experience, ability,
integrity, and absolute fairness. Subsequent meetings
were held during December, on the following dates :
2nd, 9th, nth, i6th, and i8th.
Clause V, on which the arbitration is based, is
somewhat indeterminate and not definite in its meaning,
but it is clear that the city could not demand any reduc-
tion unless a decrease in the cost of " producing the
electric current," within the period from November i,
1902, to November i, 1907, could be showm.
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Two contentions were made by the city. One, that
the term "cost of producing current," meant, really,
the cost of supplying light. The company contended
that this meant exactly what the words implied, namely,
the cost of simply generating the current.
The umpire, Dr. F. A. C. Perrine, ruled that the
city was correct in this position.
The next contention of the city was, that the
phrase, " reduction in the cost of producing the elec-
tric current," meant that the city would benefit from
any general advance in the art, and corresponding
reductions of prices as they might occur throughout the
United States.
The company maintained that the reduction in cost
could only mean any reduction at the particular plant
furnishing the electric service for the city of Dover.
The umpire ruled that the proper interpretation of
the clause limited the city to any reduction that might
be shown in the cost of producing light in the Dover
station of the Twin State company.
Owing to the increase in the service of the company
and the decrease in its water power, the cost to the com-
pany has undergone an increase within the past five
years. The umpire therefore decided that the city could
not obtain a revision, and therefore the present prices
cannot be reduced.
The umpire, however, stated (see Document No. 7),
that the request of the cit}^ for lower prices is a fair one,
and, but for the wording of the contract, he would re-
duce the cost of lighting in Dover.
The company, having won the arbitration, has the
right to maintain the old prices if it should see fit
to do so.
Messrs. Wherry and Meloon have indicated, how-
ever, that the company will, of its own volition, make
a reduction at an early date simply because they desire
to be fair and preserve amicable relations with the city.
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The work of the arbitration board and its extended
investigations have, we believe, convinced the officers
of the company that a lower rate would be just and
equitable and they, therefore, should make proper
concessions.
They have not made definite promises, but have
given an indication that a revision may be expected,
and if they carry out the idea, the desired result will be
effected with better feelings and more friendly relations
between the city and the company, than would have
existed if the reduction had been forced by the arbitra-
tion.
As soon as the company is ready to act, Mr. Wherry
will communicate with the undersigned, and the author-




Under date of December 30, the following commu-
nication was received from Mr. I. L. Meloon, general
manager of the Twin State Gas and Electric company,
which fully vindicates the assumption of the city's rep-
resentatives in the arbitration proceedings that the
lighting company would, of its own volition, make a
reduction in the terms under which it would continue
to furnish lights for the city of Dover.
New York, December 30, 1907.
To THE Hon. M. J. White, Mayor, and Light Com-
mittee OF THE City of Dover,
Dover, N. H.
Dear Sir:—
When this company acquired the plants of the
United Gas and Electric company, in October, 1906, it
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annouxiced its policy to furnish the best service possible
at the cheapest rate. In pursuance of this policy the
company reduced the price of gas to its general consum-
ers and modified its then existing contract with the city
of Dover, so as to enable your city to get all night
lighting at $80.co instead of $87,00 as provided for in
the contract. Requests were made for further reduc-
tion which the company could not comply with and the
company sent your committee a letter ot which copy is
attached to this. An arbitration was held according to
the terms of the contract between the company and the
city and the arbitrators determined that the city was not
entitled to any reductions in the price for any lights to
the city and the arbitrators further decided that the
company was running the plant economically and
fairly.
Notwithstanding this award of the arbitrators, the
company, in pursuance of its general policy as above
stated, is willing to continue all night moon-light light-
ing of all the arc lights for $80.00 per annum per arc,
for either one or five years in accordance with the same
terms which the company made the city under the
agreement of February 27, 1907, provided all the arc
lamps are burned on this schedule. This case not be-
ing provided for in the original contract between the
city and the United Gas and Electric company, must be
accepted before February 15, 1908.
The company will furnish the city street incandes-
cent lights of the same or equal C. P. as at present at
$30.00 per lamp per annum.
The company will charge the city for interior light-
ing at a rate of eight cents per K. W., net.
Yours very truly,
Twin State Gas and Electic Co.
I. ly. Meloon, Genl. Manager.
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Your committee is of the opinion that the lighting
company, in offering to continue the $80.00 price for all
night arc service, (making an aggregate annual saving
to the cit}' of $980.00 on the present basis of 140 lamps
from the original contract price), also in granting a net
reduction of 25 per cent, in the cost of street incandes-
cent lights and a net reduction of 33^^ per cent, from
the price heretofore charged for interior incandescent
service, (resulting in an additional saving to the city
of approximately $830.00 annually), has endeavored to
treat the city fairly and satisfy its contention that a
lower price should obtain.
The entile expense to the city for the arbitration
proceedings was $762.68.
In conclusion we recommend to our successors in
oflSce an early consideration of this important matter,
and respectfully refer them to the correspondence of
your committee, the stenographic report of the arbitra-
tion proceedings, and other related data on file in the






Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Lands and
Buildings.
Gentlemen of the City Councils :
Some idea of the claims made upon the time and re-
sources of your committee during the year, may be
gathered from a brief inspection of the classified list of
department expenditures hereto attached.
The laying of a hardwood floor in the banquet hall,
the expense incident to putting up a new steel ceiling
in the police quarters, and the almost daily call for
plumbing and incidental repairs has involved an outlay
at the city building of fully fifty per cent, of the re-
sources of the department. As a matter of economy, as
w^ell as in the interest of cleanliness, we would suggest
that a canvas covering be procured for the banquet hall
floor. Its utility and convenience must appeal to every
one who is interested in the city's welfare.
Your committee, with His Honor the Mayor added,
were appointed a committee early in the year to dispose
of the old high school building. The property was
duly advertised at public auction, and finally sold to
Mr. F. A. Bradbury, the highest bidder, for $3,050.
The city, unfortunately, owns no building in Ward
Two suitable for election purposes. For the average
annual amount expended for the accommodation of the
voters in that ward the city could hire enough money to
erect a suitable building and properly equip it for all
ward purposes. The Broadway theatre was secured for
the November caucuses and election.
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The addition of suitable fire escapes, ventilators
and water curtain to the city building during the past
year, at an expense of $2,402.83, not only completes one
of the best possible schemes for safeguarding the inter-
est of all occupants of the building, but adds materially
to the general appearance of the structure. As this
work was done under the direction of a special commit-
tee it is referred to herein simply because of its relation
to the building over which your committee is supposed
to exercise nominal control.
For a detailed list of the department expenditures
you are respectfully referred to the printed reports ol
the city clerk and city treasurer. The following classi-
fication of expenses by buildings is incomplete, owing
to the difficulty in making an accurate subdivision of
the labor and materials included in the paragraph
" unassigned " expenses. The larger portion of these
expenditures, however, should be charged to the city
building, the balance being divided among the remain-
ing buildings under the committee's charge.
City building.—Plumbing, repairs to boiler, etc.,
$315.64; carpenter work, $27.58; banquet hall floor,
including architect's fees and advertising, $267.75
;
steel ceiling in police station, $52.50 ; painting, $201.18 ;
slating roof, $11.09 ; repairing elevator, $10.00; care of
clocks, $17.25; repairing pianos, $26.00; making a
total of $928.99.
Central fire station.—Plumbing, etc., $2.05 ; car-
penter work, $85.36; total, $87.41.
Broadway fire engine house.—Plumbing, etc.,
$19.18; carpenter work, $51.75; painting, $59.94 ; total,
$128.87.
Sawyer hose house.—Plumbing, etc., $3.85 ; car-
penter work, $33.42 ; whitewashing, etc., $11.98 ; total,
$49-25.
Ward One house.—Carpenter work, $8.66 ; repair-
ing chimney, etc., $34-33 ; total, $42.99.
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Ward Four house.—Carpenter work, $22.88 ; paint-
ing, paper hanging, etc., $24.39 ; total, $47.27.
Public library.—Repairing roof, $28.15.
Old High school.—Carpenter work, $19.40.
Unassigned claims.—New furniture and repairs to
old, $59.24; iron work and hardware, $45.65 ; electrical
work and supplies, $91.77; lumber, $32 33; mason work,







Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
Gknti^emen of the City Councils :
I have the honor to submit herewith the report of





Support of soldiers and their families $53o 27
Support of paupers and their families 1,312 48
Salary of overseer 100 00
Total $1,942 75
The above expenditures may be classified
as follows :
Groceries and provisions $1,222 62
Care of children 240 00
Medical supplies 62 75




Salary of overseer 100 00
Total $1,942 75
Balance unexpended 57 25
Total $2,000 00
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In this report the expenses have been classified in
order that the public may have a more definite under-
standing of the various needs the department is called
upon to meet. The requirements for any given year are
largely contingent upon circumstances over which the
overseer has absolutely no control ; in fact, they must,
of necessity, be regulated by local conditions.
Our citizens demand that the worthy poor receive
proper care and attention, while the laws of the State
compel cities and towns to meet the reasonable require-
ments of all impecunious soldiers who may have ac-
quired a residence therein. This latter account is grad-
ually growing less, not only from natural causes, but by
reason of legislation, which in its trend, has for its
object the ultimate removal of these worthj^ portegees
of the people from the jurisdiction of this department.
Higher prices for all commodities has correspond-
ingly increased the cost of maintaining the city's
charges, yet with an appropriation considerabl}^ less
than that of previous years, we find a balance of $57.25
remaining, with all claims paid in full to date.
Sickness has been quite prevalent at times during
the past twelve months, and has made heavy demands
upon our resources. The expenditures from this cause
would have been much larger, had it not been for the
city hospital, where a number of cases have been
treated. Words fail to express my appreciation for the
many kindnesses received during the past year from the
superintendent of the hospital, Miss Grace P. Haskell.
I take this opportunity to tender my grateful ac-
knowledgment to ex-City Marshal McKone, the mem-
bers of the police force, and to the officials generally, for
many courtesies received during my official rounds.
Respectfully submitted,
H. K. Reynolds,
Overseer of the Poor.
Dover, December 15, 1907.
Ai\NUAL REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Printing.
Gentlkmen of the City Councils:
The duties of your joint standing committee on print-
ing during the past year have been practically confined
to calling for proposals, and subsequently awarding the
contract, for printing the annual reports.
The contract was awarded to the lowest bidders,
Messrs. G. J. Foster & Co., and amounted to $485.00:
the binding was done by Mr. G. G. Neal, at an expense
of $106.48. Although the number of volumes issued
was larger than for previous years, yet the supply was
inadequate to the demand, many requests for the publi-
cation having been received at the office of the city clerk
after the issue had become exhausted.
The sum required for printing and binding the offi
cial manuals, together with the miscellaneous printing
required during the year, aggregated only $70.03,
making the total disbursements of the department






Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
COMMITTEE ON POLES AND WIRES.
To His Honor the Mayor and thk Board of
Aldkrmkn :
Gentlemeji:—The appointment of a committee, as
provided by law, to which committee the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen could delegate absolute authority with
reference to the location of poles and the running of
wires, not only relieves the board from the formalities
incident to a hearing upon each individual petition, but
conserves the interests of petitioners by establishing a
tribunal whose official service may be enlisted with the
least possible delay.
The animating purpose of your committee appointed
under the statute to which reference is above made, has
been to prevent the multiplication of poles, to improve
the condition of those already standing, and to satisfy
the reasonable requirements of abutting land owners
whenever the extension of the service required the
granting of new locations adjacent to their property.
We confidently believe that our efforts have met with a
fair degree of success.
We present below a brief summary of the work
accomplished during the year.
We have held several interviews with the managers
of the Atlantic Telegraph company with reference to
remodeling their line in this city, but at the time of
filing this report no decisive action has been taken by
the company to carry out the instructions of your com-
mittee. We would recommend to our successors in
office that this matter be given early attention.
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At the request of your committee the New England
Telegraph and Telephone company has painted all its
poles, the Twin State Gas and Electric company has
partly completed its work along the same line, while
the superintendent of the Dover, Somersworth & Roch-
ester Street Railway has assured your committee that
the necessary material for the work has been received
and that steps will be taken at an early date to comply
with the committee's requirements.
TWIN STATE GAS AND EI.ECTRIC COMPANY.
The pole locations granted this company during
the year have been as follows :
Two on Nelson street, between Locust and Atkin-
son streets.
One on Highland street.
One on Locust street at the southwesterly corner of
the Masonic building.
One at the junction of Spring street and Central
avenue.
The location of one pole on Chapel street imme-
diately east of Mechanic street has been revoked, and
relocated eight feet west of its former position.
NEW ENGI.AND TEI.EGRAPH AND TELEPHONE COMPANY.
Seventeen locations have been granted this com-
pany as follows :
Six on Park street, from Oak to Hill street.
Three on Fisher street, from Elm street westerly.
Three on Mechanic street, from Chapel to School
street.
One on Fifth street, near Central avenue.
Four on Park street, from Ham to New York street,
have been relocated.
All the additions and changes herein mentioned
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aave been properly entered upon the plan of pole loca-







Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL. REPORT
OF THE
Joint Standing Committee on Repairs of School-
houses.
Gentlemen of the City Councils:
The appropriation allotted this, committee at the
beginning of the year by the joint standing committee
on finance, was determined and fixed at $1,800.00, to
include a new furnace at the Welch school and neces-
sary changes, in order to secure a higher degree of
sanitation, in the heating, ventilating and plumbing
systems at the Belknap school.
Immediately after the announcement of the various
joint standing committees, it was found that no mem-
ber of the committee on repairs of schoolhouses had
heretofore served in a similar capacity, yet in the admin-
istration of our duties we have endeavored to be guided
by practical business methods, and we trust that the
lesults attained have been such as to merit the approval
of the tax payers in whose interests we have been
officially engaged. Entire harmony has at all times
prevailed in our deliberations, and no attempt has been
made by any one member to negotiate for the perform-
ance of any work, or for the furnishing of any material,
without the full sanction of the entire committee.
Early in the year your committee, accompanied by
the superintendent of schools, made a personal tour of
the various school buildings for the purpose of ascer-
taining their respective needs. This course proved
particularly advantageous, as it not only enabled us to
more intelligently present the requirements of the
department before the finance committee, but formed a
practical working basis for our subsequent acts.
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Prior to the announcement of the various com-
mittees the school committee officially relinquished
control of the Pine Hill and old High school buildings,
and they were thereby transferred to the care and con-
trol of the joint standing committee on lands and build-
ings. Later in the year a resolution was passed by the
city councils authorizing the sale of the old High school
building, and in order to acquire control of certain
material therein contained that could be advantageously
used in other buildings, or that might be otherwise dis-
posed of to the city's credit, a resolution was introduced
and unanimously adopted at the Maj^ meeting of the
city councils, transferring to your committee ever}' rea-
sonable power in the premises. The result of your
committee's efforts under authority conveyed in the
foregoing resolution is covered in detail elsewhere in
this report.
Our resources have been as follows :
Appropriation $i ,800 00
Feb. I, Joseph Pinkham estate *5 78
16, Sale of old furnace broken up as
junk from Welch school 4 40
Mar. 7, Fred K. Goodwin, furnace **35 00
12, George H. Patterson *i i 22
Apr. 5, Thomas Coleman estate *5 27
C. E. Brewster estate *ii 05
15, George F. Cater *i i 39
Sept. 5, H. D. Getchell, old settees and
closet taken from old High school 45 00
Dec. 25, D. C. Mcintosh, old desks and
blackboard taken from old High
school 35 00
26, Arthur Simpson, old floor boards
from Back River school 2 00
Total $1 ,966 1
1
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(The items in the foregoing table marked with an
asterisk indicate the apportionment of cost of construct-
ing fence around new High school grounds, and were
fixed by the city solicitor. The item marked with a
double asterisk has absolutely no connection with the
committee of 1907 ; we have no specific knowledge of
the furnace for which payment was made, where it
came from, or the value thereof. The city treasurer
received the money, and informed us that the amount
had been placed to the credit of our department.)
THE NKW HIGH SCHOOL
We have expended a larger sum of money upon
this school than upon any other in the city. The ex-
treme cold weather of last winter caused havoc, both in
the piping and plumbing, necessitating repairs and
changes which involved quite an expenditure of money.
The expensive electric clock, which has been out of
order for some time, was duly repaired ; 225 feet of Oak
wall moulding added to two of the rooms at the solici-
tation of the teachers ; the pipes that burst inside the
walls have been replaced by new ones, but are neces-
sarily exposed ; every section of the radiator situated in
the ventilating stack burst from freezing, and had to be
replaced ; additional piping has been done to and from
the boilers, and the grates to the boilers have been
repaired.
The fence separating the school and library grounds
from the adjoining estates has been painted for the first
time since its erection ; all necessary varnishing to the
interior of the building has been done ; a glass front
black walnut case, formerly in use at the old High
school, has been repaired and placed in one of the hall
ways of the new building ; new keys have been made,
and locks repaired and new rubbers attached to the
chair legs in one of the rooms. In June, the graduating
lOO
class desired to present a "frieze " to the school com-
posed of a number of tablets extending along both
sides of the assembly hall, but felt unable to provide
suitable moulding to secure the same in position.
Upon presentation of the situation by Principal Butter-
field, the committee concluded to supply the necessary
material and have the same placed in position. The
clothes racks in both side basements have been im-
proved by the addition of 1,200 feet of one and one-
fourth inch quarter round to reinforce the wire rods and
keep them in place. At the solicitation of Superinten-
dent Keyes we also assumed the expense of erecting
the beautiful flag-pole, presented to the school by the
Hon. B. Frank Nealley, (that being one of the condi-
tions upon which it was given.) That this work was
thoroughly and reliably done can be attested by the
large number of our citizens who closely followed the
progress of the undertaking.
The amount expended on the school and grounds
was $370.59, as follows :
Carpenter work, including material, hard-
ware, wall moulding and labor $71 84
Material and labor in placing frieze in as-
sembly hall 28 75
Erecting flagpole, including trucking,
Georgia pine base and truss, digging
trench, cement base or jacket, etc 70 87
Paint stock, glass, painting fence, finishing
plate moulding, labor, etc 61 07
Plumbing material, including pipe, valves,
pet cocks, drips and shut-offs, radia-
tor, etc 72 75
New batteries for and repairs to electric
clock, renewing batteries and repairs
to the school telephone system 40 61
Furnishing slate and repairing roof 7 90
lOI
Blacksmith work fo 25
Sharpening lawn mowers, trucking, and
other small items 1 1 55
Total $370 59
VARNEY SCHOOL.
At this school the usual number of repairs have
been required, and although last yeai considerable
work was claimed to have been done in the way of
piping and plumbing we found it necessary, in order to
improve the sanitary condition, to change the entire
system of piping connected with the urinal sprinklers
in the boys' basement. Broken hoppers were also re-
placed in some of the closets ; the entire woodwork on
both sides, including stair walls, partitions, and closets,
were painted ; the roof around the flagpole repaired ;
new pulleys and rope provided ; keys replaced and locks
repaired ; batteries furnished for the bells ; doors, win-
dows and casements replaced ; sections of the furnace
grates supplied ; the entire wood finish of the two upper
rooms varnished, including teacher's and pupils' desks,
and chairs ; the blackboards resurfaced ; storm windows
removed in the spring and replaced in the fall.
The amount expended on this building was $96.33,
as follows :
Plumbing, including all material, sections
of grates and labor $57 04
Carpenter work, including hardware, rope,
etc ID 16
Paint, varnish, blackboard slating and
labor 27 18
Other small repair items i 95
Total $9633
HALE SCHOOL.
At this school the entire woodwork of both base-
I02
ments, including exterior and interior of closets, stair-
ways and partitions, were painted ; the interior of one
of the furnaces repaired, and sections of the grates re-
placed
;
pipes thawed during the excessive cold weather ;
the flagpole repaired and re-equipped with new pulley
and rope ; outside storm entry painted ; every black-
board, with one exception, resurfaced ; clocks, batteries
and bells repaired ; the fence rebuilt ; new trap door to
roll-way put in, and, although no special appropriation
for new school furniture had been provided, we suc-
ceeded in saving enough from the means at our com-
mand to purchase and install forty adjustable chairs and
desks at this building. Two teacher's desks, taken
from the old High school, were rejuvenated and added
to the general equipment.
The entire amount expended at this school was
$249.43, as follows :
Plumbing, repairing furnace, new grate
sections, material, and labor $21 59
Carpenter work, including lumber, hard-
ware, digging post holes, etc 35 37
Paint, slating, blackboards, glass, labor,
etc 25 19
Repairing clocks, batteries, bells,, locks,
etc 7 28
Forty desks and seats, including freight,
cartage and setting up 160 00
Total $249 43
WKLCH SCHOOL.
At this school, in compliance with one of the pro-
visions of our appropriation, we were obliged to install
a new furnace. Specifications were prepared and sub-
mitted to the three local dealers. Littlefield, Frary &
Co., being the lowest bidders, were awarded the con-
I03
tract. Later, it was decided to put in an additional hot
air flue and register, and to rebuild the cold air box.
New faucets were placed at the sinks; every part of the-
wood work in this building, including the storm entry
and part of the entry walls, were painted; the roof re-
paired, and a new pully and rope attached to the flag-
pole.
The amount expended at this building was $208.97,
as follows :
Installing new furnace, including new
heavy galvanized iron hot air flue to
original register, tearing out old fur-
nace and brick work, and rebuilding
same as per specifications $150 co
Plumbing repairs, new register and flue in
room 10 05
Carpenter work, including new cold air
box to furnace, repairs to roof, repairs
and new equipment for flagpole, hard-
ware, lumber, etc 19 45
Painting, including stock and labor 29 47
Total $208 97
BEI.KNAP SCHOOL.
At this school, as in the case of the Welch school,
we were bound by the provisions attached to our appro-
priation, to effect a change in the sanitary condition of
this building. We accordingly drew up suitable spec-
ifications, which were given to the three local dealers,
with the result that Henry G. Hayes, the lowest bidder,
received the contract. The old closets were torn out,
and the scheme of ventilation changed by installing
registers in direct connection with the air shaft. The
results obtained are entirely satisfactory.
The entire woodwork in the basement has been
I04
painted, and all the blackboards lesurfaced with the ex-
ception of those composed of natural slate, and other
minor repairs attended to.
The amount expended at this building was $360.80,
as follows:
Installing new closets as per specifications. $208 00
Carpenter work, including lumber, hard-
ware, etc., and new rope for flagpole. . 90 69
Paint and labor, including slating black-
boards 28 17
Mason work, including repairs to cement
floor, bricking, sand, etc 3 90
Digging trench outside building, soil pipe,
and laying same to connect with sewer 12 63
Cleaning out and disinfecting old closets.
.
7 00
Other plumbing repairs, repairs to bat-
teries, bells, clock, new keys, work on
lock, etc 10 41
Total $360 80
BACK RIVER SCHOOL.
At this school no repairs, apparently had been done
for some time. We had two window sills cut out and
placed in the brick foundation, to allow circulation of
air, and to protect the timbers; the ceilings and walls
were repaired; new floor laid in the entry and main
room; all woodwork painted and varnished; sheathing
repaired in entry; clapboards and blinds repaired; ceil-
ings whitened, and all walls repainted with oil paint; a
desk taken from the Hale school and repaired to replace
the old desk in use by the teacher; a new 32-foot flag
pole, painted and equipped, has been attached to the
school, in compliance with the provision of the public
statutes; the floor painted, and all the blackboards re-
surfaced.
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The amount expended at this school was $159.38,
as follows :
Carpenter work, including lumber, hard-
ware, flagpole, rope, pulleys, labor,
etc $97 75
Painting, including stock, gold leaf, labor,
etc 36 26
Mason work on ceilings, walls and founda-
tion 18 75




At this school no extensive repairs have been made,
the only items being some carpenter work on doors,
windows, etc., and the renewing or replacing of the
ropes to the flagpole. The entire amount expended was
but $6.81.
UPPER NECK SCHOOL.
At this school, owing to the fact that its discontin-
uance was seriously contemplated by the school board,
we made no provision for repair work during the sum-
mer vacation. In the fall, however, we were obliged to
have the chimney cleaned out and the stove funnel re-
paired. As it was subsequently decided to continue the
school a new flagpole, fully equipped, was placed in
position.
Amount expended :
Cleaning chimney, funnel, and repairs. ... $2 80
Carpenter work, including flagpole, rope,
hardware, labor, etc 10 43





At this school a small expense was incurred in re-
moving settees, taking up desks, and removing the
natural slate blackboards, also for trucking same from
the building and storing away, Everything taken from
the building and not otherwise accounted for, has been
stored at the following places : Sawyer school attic,
unoccupied room in Sherman school building, and at
the old library rooms in the city building. In addition
to the material sold, for which we have realized $80.00,
we have utilized many desks, chairs, tables, etc., in sup-
plying the needs of other buildings.
The expense at this building was $16.60, as fol-
lows :




At this school a large number of repairs have been
necessary. We found that gas had been escaping from
the furnace for some time, not only causing annoyance
to the occupants of the building, but vitiating the air to
such a degree as to prove a menace to health. After
several tests we ascertained the cause and applied the
remedy.
Three new porcelain long hoppers and traps com-
bined, have been put in closets to replace those found
broken and cracked, and a few small plumbing repairs
made. Although new conductors were put up last year,
the bends or elbows at the eaves proved too short, caus-
ing the staples to become loosened, with the result that
the conductors extending from the roof to the ground
fell down. These have been lengthened and repaired
and restored to their former place.
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The woodwork in the basement, the ventilating
shaft, the walls of both the upper and lower entry, the
stairway leading to the basement, as well as the three
rooms in use, have been painted, and in fact the entire
interior of this building has been renovated, windows
glazed, and the fence repaired.
The sum expended on the Sherman school was
$135.55, as follows :
Plumbing, including material and labor... $33 60
Repairs on furnace, new top to dome, new
smoke pipe to chimney, etc 16 50
Mason work 13 70
Carpenter work, including lumber, hard-
ware, rope, etc 10 43
Repairs, additions, and labor on conductors 14 96
Painting, including stock, glass, slating
blackboards, labor, etc 45 20
Trucking, renewing batteries, zincs, carbon i 16
Total $135 55
SAWYER SCHOOL.
At this school a number of repairs were found nec-
essaiy. A new electric gong was purchased and placed
over the door on the Lincoln street entrance, bells re-
wired and repaired ; three movable steps built, painted
and placed in three of the rooms ; doors, interior blinds,
desks and seats repaired, and an entire new set of grates
purchased and installed. Owing to the trouble hereto-
fore experienced in putting in the winter's supply of
coal by reason of the inconvenient location of the coal
bin, we had a new window cut in the brick foundation
wall, which entirely obviates the difficulty. The inside
wood work and seats in the water closets have been
painted ; the fence on Fifth street straightened, and
both the easterly and westerly fences repaired
; the
porch over the Fifth street entrance painted, and the tin
io8
roofs of both porches repaired ; some conductors re-
placed and others repaired ; the grounds graded ; a
window jack purchased for the use of the janitor ; keys
made and lock repaired
;
piping and plumbing repaired,
and nearly all the blackboards resurfaced ; the flag pole
repaired and numerous small repairs made.
The amount expended at this school was $172.78,
as follows :
Carpenter work, including lumber, hard-
ware, rope, etc $42 98
Painting, including stock, blackboard slat-
ing and labor 20 60
Plumbing, including tin roof, conductors,
grates for boiler, and labor 62 21
Mason work, including material and labor 15 25
Grading, and removing ashes 6 00
Electric work, including new gong 13 75
All other expenses, including window jack,
cleaning clocks, trucking, keys, labor,
etc 1 1 99
Total $17278
PIERCK SCHOOL.
At this school repairs were made to windows, doors,
etc., also to the tin on porch and top of building; the
entire porch painted ; conductors repaired, etc. The
pupils' desks and chairs, and the teacher's desk in one
of the rooms have been varnished ; repairs made to the
electric bells ; clock cleaned ; glazing done ; the wood
work in both basements painted, including interior of
water closets and the walls of both basement stairways;
and other minor repairs such as equipping batteries,
etc. All the blackboards at this school were resurfaced,
a force pump purchased for the use of the janitor, new
keys supplied, etc.
I09
The amount expended at this building was $42 24,
as follows : "
Painting, including stock, blackboard slat-
ing, and labor $23 92
Carpenter work 3 53
Plumbing and tinsmith work, stock, etc. .
.
6 09
Cleaning clock, repairs to locks, keys, etc 3 30
Force pump 5 40
Total $^2 24
GARRISON HII.L SCHOOI..
On this building we have placed a flag pole,
equipped with pulley and rope ; every part of the walls
and woodwork has been painted with lead and oil paint
;
the ceilings whitened ; all blackboards repaired and re-
surfaced ; considerable glazing done ; storm windows
cared for, and other small repairs made ; in fact, this
building has been put in such a condition that little will
have to be expended on the interior for some time. The
chimney has been thoroughly cleaned out ; .stove funnel
cleaned and repaired, and the outhouse vault emptied.
The amount of money expended at this school was
$59.16, as follows :
Painting, stock, blackboard slating, white-
washing, etc $23 09
Carpenter work, including flag pole and
rope, iron work, lumber, etc 25 51
Cleaning out chimney and stove funnel
;
tinsmith work 5 56
Cleaning out vault 5 00
Total $59 16
CONCI<USION.
It has been the purpose of your committee tKrough-
no
out the year, to see that an honest equivalent was re-
ceived for every cent expended. All work has been
personally inspected, and no claim against the depart-
ment has been allowed without a full knowledge on the
part of the committee of every item contained in such
claim. We also desire to state that no member of the
committee has been a party to, or has had the slightest
personal interest in, (except as the city's representa-
tive), any contract or order, for work to be performed or
for material to be furnished the department, during
their term of service.
The expenditures of the department for the year
has reached a total of $1,893.87, and with the satisfac-
tion of having fulfiled every reasonable demand,






Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF POLICE COMMISSIONERS.
To THK Mayor and Board of Aldermkn, Gity of
Dover, New HamPvShire :
Agreeably to a provision contained in section 6 of
chapter 189 of the laws of 1903, the police commis-
sioners of the city of Dover, N. H., make the following
report for the year ending December 31st, 1907.
During the year the commission has held its regu-
lar meetings, and such special meetings as the business
of the department required.
There have been but two crimes of a serious nature
alleged to have been committed in Dover during the
year, viz : A murder in February, and another in
August. In the first case the respondent is at the State
hospital under observation as to his sanity ; and in the
latter one of the respondents has been tried and ac-
quitted, the case against the other being continued.
As recommended by this board in its last report,
legislation was enacted at the last session of the legis-
lature, against the class of criminals commonly known
as Yeggmen, w^hose criminal specialty is that of blow-
ing safes, the state of New York being the only other
state besides New Hampshire having such legislation.
On the 17th day of December, 1907, Edward C.
McKone was removed from the ofiBce of City Marshal,
and James B. Adams was appointed to the place.
In the month of May, 1907, the hours of all the
regular officers were changed. The day officers who
had been doing duty on the street ten hours per day one
week and eleven hours per day the next week, were cut
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down to ten hours per day. The night officers who had
been doing seven hours per night one week and eight
hours per night the next week, were so changed that
each officer was to be on duty nine hours each night.
Such changes leaves at the least one officer on the
street from six to seven in the morning, two men on the
street from seven in the morning to seven at night,
three men on the street from seven to eight in the eve-
ning, five men on the street from eight to nine in the
evening, seven men on the street from nine to eleven at
night, five men on the street from eleven at night to one
the next morning, six men on the street from one to two
in the morning, seven men on the street from two to four
in the morning, four on the street from four to five in
the morning, and two on the street from five to six in
the morning.
Previous to this change there were none on the
street from six to eight in the morning, and at an earlier
date, until changed by this board, there were no officers
on the street from noon to two in the afternoon.
The membership of the regular police force con-












William A. Brownell, Edgar Caverly, Thomas
Fody, Robert Giroux, George E. Smith, Walter S. Sterl-
ing, William H. Tibbetts.
Special Officers,
William E. Berry, David Blair, John D. Blue,
Harry H. Brownell, George G. Call, John Canney,
•Valmore H. Caverly, John Daeris, John S. Dame,
Patrick J. Durkin, James W. Ford, Patrick Gorman,
Rodolpho M. Handy, William R. Hanson, John E.
Lee, Einden W\ Hayward, Charles E. King, Bernard
Gates, John McDonough, Frank E. McKone Charles
H. Moran, Daniel A. Nute, Eugene Palmer, Henry P.
Pitcher. William Scanlon, Eewis A. Scruton, George E.
Whipp. John Smith, John Sullivan, Charles A. Ward.
Newell H. Young, Philip Boissonnault, Thomas Cash,
William R. Clark, John E. Dame, Asa W.Jewell,
Thomas H. Leavitt, William E. Mocdy, James Smith,
James T. O'Neil, E. S. Sherman, George A. Swain,
Simon H. Staples, William J. Hartford, Elmer W.
Akers, Richard F. Atkins, Frederick Coffin, Charles E.
Clark, John Walter Clark, Lorenzo E. Decatur, Martin
J. Donahue, Ernest L. Downing, Harry P. Downing,
Richard Eastman, Daniel S. Hammond, Ira H. Hussey,
Charles H. Jenness, Geoige W. Leonard, Harry R.
Smith, George H. Legro, Daniel Nixon, Joseph B.
Nash, Clarence W. Pinkham, Winfield S. Randall, Al-
burton Seavey, Samuel E. Shapleigh, James W. Walker,
Sidney F. Hawkins, Richard Jones, Thomas McKenna,
James McKerna, Joseph Baker, George W. Richard-
son, Francis Dondero, Walter L. Frost, Archie T.
Jewell, Alexander McRae, Orville W. Chamberlain,
Charles A. Wentworth, George W. Parker, William
Hathaway, Eugene M. Foss, James P. Roberts, John
McClintock, Paul Ducharme, George R. Bunker,
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Charles E. Hayes, Edwin F. Lord, Frank Rines, Ben-
jamin F. Rollins, William M. Courser, Ernest Luther
Williams.
The number of arrests for the year ending Dec.
31st, 1907, as taken from the records of the department,
were 823, of which 786 were males and 37 were females.
Arrests were for the following causes :
Accessory to murder i
Aggravated assault i
Assault 18^
Breaking and entering 5
Begging 2
Cruelty to a horse i









Keeping an unlicensed dog i





Receiving stolen property 6
Runaway child i
Safe keeping. ...» 77
Selling liquor to intoxicated persons i
Selling liquor to a minor. , . i
Stealing a ride 3
Truancy. i
Using counterfeit labels i
Using firearms i
"5




The 823 arrests were disposed of as follows :
Appealed to the Superior court 3
Bound over to the Superior court 22
Committed to House of Correction 153
Committed to jail 18
Committed to N. H. State hospital 2
Committed to State Industrial school 4
Continued 23
Continued for further order i
Continued for sentence 144
Court ordered old sentence imposed 10
Delivered to County Commissioners i
Delivered to his sister i
Delivered to out of town officers 8
Delivered to probation officer 9
Delivered to U. S. Mashal i
Discharged by order of the court 8
Discharged without trial 76




Paid fines and costs 114
Placed on file 25
Returned to Supt. Handy 2
Suspended during good behavior 26
Suspended, mittimus at order of the court. 92
Suspended, mittimus at call of the marshal 76
Total 823
ii6
The number of lodgers during the year
1907, were 467
Amount received from fines and costs and




Police Commissioners of the City of Dover, N. H.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
CLERK OF THE POLICE COURT.
GKNTI.KMEN OF THK CiTY COUNCII.S :
The following cases have been entered on the
criminal docket of the police court during the year end-









Accessory before the fact to a criminal
abortion i
Keeping liquor for sale 6
Destroying property 3




Entering and larceny 2
Selling liquor to intoxicated person 2
Begging i
Neglecting infant 3
Selling liquor to a minor i
Purchasing goods known to be stolen i









Attempt to defraud i
Stubborn child 2
Using horse and team without permission
of owner p.
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Said cases were disposed of as follows :
Committed to the House of Correction 165
Bound over to the Superior court 22
Committed to jail 20
Committed to State Industrial school, 4
Appeal to Superior court. i
Continued for sentence, 175
Discharged 10
Paid fine and costs 114
Placed on file. 30
Nol prossed 5





There have been twenty-five cases entered in the
civil docket. There has been collected in fees $95. 63
and the same has been paid to the city treasurer.
Respectfully submitted,
James McCabb,
Clerk of Police Court.




Gentlemen of the City Councils:
I have the honor to submit herewith the report of
the probation officer of the Juvenile court, for the period
beginning July i, 1907, and ending December 17, 1007.
Number of cases brought before the court 20






Obtaining goods under false pretenses z
Breaking, entering and larceny in night
time I
Total, 20











Sent to State Industrial school in default of
bail for appearance in the next term of
Superior court, (not under the immedi-
ate supervision of the probation officer), i
Number of probationers sent to Industrial school in







Number of calls on parents at their homes
during my term of office i8
Total value of stolen property returned to
owners $20 75
Number of adults arrested and convicted in
police court for receiving stolen goods
from juveniles 2
The rule that all juveniles on probation should re-
port to the probation officer every Saturday morning be-
tween the hours of nine and ten, unless excused by rea-
son of sickness or for other sufficient cause, has re-
sulted satisfactorily, and in compliance therewith the
children have been invariably prompt and courteous.
Numerous calls have been received from parents
concerning their children, and in all cases the co-opera-









Gentlkmen of the City Councils :
I herewith submit m}' report for the year ending
December 31st, 1907.
At the September term 1907 of the Superior court
for the County of Strafford, an action was brought by
the County of Strafford to recover the sum of four hun-
dred and ninety-six dollars ($496) for the support of
the prisoners sentenced by the police court of the City
of Dover, to the house of correction.
The facts being agreed, the case was transferred to
the Supreme court and is now pending therein.
During the year written opinions have been filed in









GENTI.KMEN OF THK CiTY COUNCILS:
The following report is respectfully submitted :
House calls 30
Office calls 28




John D. O'Dohkrty, M. D.
City Physician.
Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
Executive OflB.eer of the Board of Health.
GKNTI.EMKN OF THE CiTY COUNCILS:
In no branch of public service has there been such
marked progress during the past few years than in that
of the department of public health. The methods pur-
sued by unscrupulous manufacturers of food products,
a more comprehensive understanding of sanitary re^
quirements, an advanced knowledge of the relation of
parasites or microbes to various forms of disease, and
the logical outgrowth of an intelligent study of cause
and effect as applied to public health, has resulted in
the adoption of numerous rules and regulations with
which the health ofl5cer must be familiar in order that
the best possible results may obtain. While these rules
and regulations are designed to cover, in the abstract,
the ordinary methods for safeguarding public interests,
yet it is manifestly impossible to anticipate, by legisla-
tive enactment, the peculiar conditions which offtimes
confront the health oflQcer in the performance of his
duty. For this reason the State Board of Health has
been vested with certain discretionary powers, and
those powers have, in a large measure, been transmitted
to local boards.
It has not been the policy of the local department,
and we believe our attitude to be in accord with the
better sentiment of our people, to enter into a minute
discussion of the multifarious problems with which we
have to deal. We are actuated by the belief that the
public desires results, not the purely personal and oft-
times nauseating details connecting cause and effect.
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In adhering to this policy we realize that those against
whom the department may have been compelled to deal
with a stringent hand, are in a position to unfairly ciiti-
cise or condemn the action of the board, when a plain
statement of all the attendant circumstances would
clearly demonstrate, not only the wisdom, but the abso-
lute necessity, of our ofi&cial acts. When individual
interests come in conflict with the larger interests of the
people, the official in his choice of action is permitted
no alternative. The general good must be his first and
final consideration.
We allude to this matter simply that the public may
understand that we have no ulterior purpose in conceal-
ing either our motives or our acts with reference to any
case requiring action, and to assure our citizens that
the books and accounts of the department are always
open to public inspection, and that prompt and courte-
ous attention will at all times be accorded those seeking
information as to our official acts.
INSPECTIONS.
The recorded inspections made during the year are
















The following table shows the number and char-





Dog in cellar 3




Slops and filth on ground 12










The sewer system of the city has been materially
improved during the year, the most important addition,
so far as its relation to the public health is concerned,
was the construction of that part of the Drew brook
sewer contiguous to Payne street. The heretofore ex-
posed waters of the brook at this point, polluted with
sewage, has not only been a constant source of annoy-
ance to people living, or having occasion to pass, in
that vicinity, but during the heated season of the year
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when the flowage of water was slight, the deposit of
vitiated matter along the banks of the stream became a
standing menace to the public health.
Two score or more sewer entrance fees have been
received during the year, which indicates the gradual
abandonment of cesspools and the adoption of more
sanitary methods for disposing of all kinds of deleteri-
ous matter.
GARBAGE WAGON.
This branch of the service has been taxed to its
utmost capacity during the past twelve months. The
quantity of refuse matter cared for has been largely in
excess of the collections of any previous year, while the
number of reported cases of inattention or neglect upon
the part of the employees of the department has been
comparatively small. In this connection it may be well
to emphasize the fact that the garbage wagon is main-
tained for the public good and not for the personal con-
venience of individual taxpayers. If householders
would provide suitable receptacles for their refuse ma-
terial, and confine their contributions to reasonable
limits, there would be little, if any, cause for complaint.
The valley on Chapel street has proved a very con-
venient dumping place, and its nearness to collection
centres has made it possible to increase the service
without additional expense. Every precaution is ob-
served to prevent the deposit of obnoxious material at
this place, and the ultimate advantage to be derived
from having this ravine filled more than compensates
for the passing annoyance occasioned by the present
process of development.
VITAI, STATISTICS.
In the following table is given the number of local
deaths, (270), with a classification of diseases or causes
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of death, for the year 1907. The number of accidental
deaths (12), stillbirths (8), and from unknown causes
(4), has been unusually large for the past year and
should be eliminated in determining the normal death
rate for the year.














Burned to Death 5
Cancel 2








Cirrhosis of Liver i
Congestion of IvUngs 2
Convulsions i































Nephritis, various forms of 11
Old Age 9

































In addition to the deaths reported in the foregoing
table, the mortuary records in the office of the city clerk
show that the bodies of sixty-six persons, whose death
occurred elsewhere, have been brought to this city dur-
ing the past year for interment.
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The mortality rate for the city of Dover during the
ten years immediately preceding 1907, was practically
normal, reaching an annual average of only 17.3 per
cent. A- comparison of births and deaths for the period
just mentioned shows that the former exceeded the lat-
ter by 380, an annual average of only 38. As a matter
of related interest we might state that of the 3316 per-
sons united in marriage during the decade included in
the foregoing summary, as appears of record, 1522, or
nearly 42 per cent., were non-residents.
The following table shows the number of cases of
contagious diseases reported to the board during the
past year, and the number of resultant deaths. Statis-
tics for the three years immediately preceding are also
included for the purpose of comparison.
1904. 1905- 1906. 1907.
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CAUSE OF DEATH. 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907
Consumption
Pneumonia








$2,362.40, demonstrates that but little outlay has been
required for the care and treatment of infectious or con-
tagious disorders.
For a detailed statement of the expenditures of the
department you are respectfully referred to the sum-
mary of the receipts and expenditures for the year, as









Gknti^emkn of thk City Councils :
I respectfully submit herewith ni)' report for the
year ending December 31, 1907.
As indicated in my report for last year, the ex-
tremely early advent of inclement weather necessitated
postponing the completion of the perambulation of the
town lines. This work was completed in the early
spring and the necessary report filed with the city clerk.
Bridges.—Under my direction the Fresh Creek
bridge was rebuilt. This was in the nature of a repair
job, but the design of the bridge was changed materi-
ally, and strengthened.
Highways.—Grades were given for macadam work
on Portland and Court streets, and lines and grades for
the rebuilding of a section of Cocheco street.
Sewers.—Lines and grades were given for the
extension of the Washington street sewer, plans and
specifications prepared, and construction supervised.
A scheme for the relief of the overcrowding of the upper
Washington street sewer, by the removal of the surface
water, was successfully accomplished. By the co-oper-
ation of the Boston and Maine railroad to the extent of
furnishing all materials, a highly efficient work was
executed at a minimum of expense to the city, and a
most offensive nuisance abated. Late in the year,
through a special appropriation, a section of the "Drew
Brook" sewer, so called, was built, for which I gave
lines, grades and inspection.
It is with a feeling of satisfaction that I report on
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the sewer situation at this time, for I believe substan-
tial progress has been made. The urgency of this work
is apparent to those who are at all familiar with the
situation, and I trust that it may continue for several
years as satisfactorily as it has in the year just closed.
In accordance with the act of the board of mayor
and aldermen in 1906, changing the street line of
Chapel street, at its junction with Portland street, lines
and grades were given for the carrying out of the gen-
eral scheme of beautifying this spot. Through the
hearty and public spirited co-operation of the abuttor,
Mr. Place, it has been possible to successfully treat a
situation that had previously been most unsightly.
Sidewalks.—Lines and grades were given for side-
walk work on St. John street, Broadway, Central ave-
nue opposite the Quincy House, Central avenue near
the Railroad House and on Central avenue opposite the
residence of Henry Grimes, also for the new granolithic
walk around the Masonic Temple.
For the board of water commissioners, surveying
work of a detail nature has been performed from time to




Dover, N. H., December 31, IQ07.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Report of the Board of Street and Park
Commissioners.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
Gentlemen:—The board of street and park commis-
sioners submit, as follows, their annual report for the
year 1907. The general policy lor the past year has
been to give the citizens cleaner and healthier streets.
Perhaps more time has been spent on this item than
will be necessary the coming year
;
(we hope so) ; but
it was the old story of cleaning house. The concensus
of opinion of those close observers whose advice we
value, has been complimentary to us on this point,
—
and we believe that the taxpayers are entitled to clean
and wholesome streets.
Another policy which has been rigidly adhered to
so far as possible was the requiring of public service
corporations, enjoying valuable franchises, to live up to
their end oi the bargains. Thus, the Atlantic Shore
Line railway was required to pave Franklin square, at
an expense of over a thousand dollars, and the Dover,
Somersworth and Rochester Street railway to re-pave
Central avenue, from the crossing at the Strafford banks
building to beyond the city hall, at about the same ex-
pense. Companies entitled to dig up our streets are
required to replace the street surfaces in reasonably sat-
isfactory manner, and the interests of the city secured
thereby.
In our report of last year we called attention to the
increased cost of materials and labor. We had been
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cognizent, for some time, of the trend of affairs, and in
the early summer it was unanimously voted to grant
the petitions of the laborers and teamsters for an in-
crease in pay. We are convinced that the efficiency of
our department depends on the personnel oi the force.
Our laborers are now as well paid, and work as short
hours, as do the laborers working lor any of the larger
concerns in the city, and we are constantly demanding
more and more from them.
The beautifying and developing of the section from
the Chapel street dump to Portland street was com-
menced early in the year and was completed in season
for the grass sods to take root. Two hundred lineal
feet of curbing was laid and the street re-graded and
macadamized. About fourteen feet of land which was
given to the city by Mr. Place was graded back for the
sidewalk, and the banking sloped. The surplus mate-
rial was used to widen the fill on Chapel street and
this, in connection with the debris from the Number
One mill and the Masonic Temple fires, has very mate-
rially improved what was once a most unsightly local-
ity. With discretion on the part of the health depart-
ment in allowing proper material to be dumped here,
covering the same immediately with street scrapings, a
wide road will be secured. It is essential that this
should be done, as Chapel street is destined to be one of
the main arteries of travel.
Cocheco street, which we ascertained had en-
croached on private property, was rebuilt on the proper
street lines from a point near the gas works to Rogers
street. By so doing, litigation was avoided and a good
road secured. Court street was macadamized from Tuttle
square to Union street ; I^ocust street was macadamized
from Washington to Locust, and Central avenue from
Hale to St. Thomas. This last mentioned job it was
intended to continue to the paving, but cold weather
overtook us and further work was deferred until spring.
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First street, so long in very bad shape, (the repairing of
which had been delayed in the supposition that a rail-
way was to be laid there), has been put in condition,
and the Dover Point road resurfaced from the Gushing
place to near the residence of Charles W. Twombly.
For other and more detailed information, reference may
be had to the report of the superintendent of streets. A
change was made in this officer on April 8, Mr. John R.
Worster being succeeded by Mr. Frank M. Libbey.
SBWBRS.
The trunk line sewer on Washington street was ex-
tended four hundred feet, bringing it now to within one
hundred and eighty-three feet of Atkinson street. An
appropriation of $1825.00 will suffice to complete this
important undertaking, and will abate the long exist-
ing nuisance at the foot of Green street. We trust this
may be accomplished the coming j^ear.
One of the steps in this general scheme was the re-
lief of the upper Washington street sewer, so called,
from overcrowding. The management of the Boston
and Maine railroad was communicated with and an ar-
rangement made w^hereby the corporation furnished all
pipe and other materials, and granted a right of way
across their land, provided the city furnished the labor
and agreed to run nothing but surface water into the
Cove. The five foul inlets at the foot of Cushing street
and vicinity were closed up, (the sewage going as it
always had done), the rain water being conducted by a
separate pipe direct to the river. A reduction of the
size of our trunk line is thus made practicable, and an
exceedingly unsanitary situation corrected.
Two sections of the Drew Brook sewer, so called,
one on each side of Payne street, were constructed; a
total length of two hundred and seventy-five feet, and
the conditions in that locality materially bettered. The
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end of this undertaking is now in sight, and while we
can hardly hope to complete it this year, yet we trust
we may be able to build one section of it, as well as to
extend the pipe sewer on Payne street to Niles street.
We also advise that the appropriation be sufiBcient
to extend the stone sewer now terminating just north of
Ham street to Baker street, and close in the open brook
now flowing there.
BRIDGES.
The Fresh Creek bridge was entirely rebuilt under
the experienced direction of Mr. Alfred Spinney. A
large amount of the old material was found suitable to
use, it being weak only in the tenons. The necessity
for head room being removed, it was possible to con-
struct a much stronger structure, on a better grade, and
use the stronger parts of the timbers. A saving of
fully four hundred dollars was made in that manner,
and a most substantial bridge built. The other bridge
work was in the nature of replanking several of the nu-
merous bridges, all of which is contained in the report
of our superintendent.
SIDKWAI.KS.
Brick sidewalks were laid on the east side of Cen-
tral avenue from the railroad crossing, northerly, to
Franklin Court. This had previously been very low
and wet, and in consequence the grade was raised some-
what. The sidewalk from the Broadway fire station to
the residence of Dr. I^athrop on St. John street was re-
laid, and also the walk leading from the avenue to the
depot. This work all necessitated the re-setting of the
curbing and the adjusting of the adjoining grades.
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An innovation was started by laying a granolithic
sidewalk around the Masonic Temple. After the fire a
new walk had to be laid, a large percentage of the
bricks in the old walk having been totally destroyed.
The Masonic Building association agreed to furnish
new edge stones and give to the city all materials then
in place, if a granolithic walk was laid in place of
brick. Communication was entered into with sixteen
firms laying that kind of walk. Bids were asked for,
and it was ascertained that a granolithic walk could be
laid as cheaply, if , not more so, than brick. Warren
Bros, were awarded the contract at $i 39 per square
yard, and they completed their contract in a thoroughly
workmanlike manner, and have given the city a written
guarantee for five years. This innovation is seemingly
a very desirable arrangement and one which we hope to
see duplicated many times in the future.
While Dover is indebted to the clay banks for a
share of her prosperity, yet it is a serious condition to
successfully combat this element in the putting down of
a permanent walk. It is essential to properly drain the
sub-foundation. In preparing for the above work a
two-inch tile pipe was laid, sixteen inches below the
surface, and diained into the basin at the corner. The
surface treatment for this kind of walk is as cheap as
brick, the additional cost being merely in the founda-
tion. Were bricks laid with as much care as concrete,
this item would not enter in. As a consequence of this
lack of preparation, bricks have to be constantly relaid,
an expense which is obviated in granolithic walks. We
are of the opinion, all things considered, that the gran-
olithic walk is the cheaper in the end.
In conclusion, we submit, that the affairs of this
department were never in better condition. Our crush-
er, boilers, roller, etc., are in perfect working order.
We recommend a new elevator and screen at the quarry,
the old screen to be set up in the Gage's Hill gravel
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bank, as the equivalent of a macadam road can be built







Board of Street and Park Commissioners.
Dover, December 31, 1907.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
(FROM JANUARY i TO APRIL 6.)
To THE Board of Street and Park Commis-
sioners :
Gentlemen:— I submit herewith a brief summary of
the work performed in this department during the





Balance from 1906 134 96
Income to April 6 10 25
Total resources $20, 145 2
1
Bills approved for payment 5.333 87
Balance to new account $14. 811 34
SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation $2,000 00
Balance from 1906 12 58
Income to April 6 18 13
Total resources $2,030 71
Bills approved for payment 36 95




Balance from 1906 265 60
Income to April 6 100 00
Total resources $4,065 60
Bills approved for payment 131 16
Balance to new account $3,934 44
SNOW.
During the winter we were called out thirteen times
for the purpose of cleaning the sidewalks, six times
after midnight and seven times during the day. Janu-
ary 23 was the coldest day ever known in Dover, the
thermometer registering from twenty-six to forty de-
grees below zero.




The following table shows the number of loads of
cinders used during the first three months of the year
in the work of constructing and repairing the streets :


























On the 23rd .of January we began to fill in the
Guppy dump, by reason of the fact that the foot-bridge
at that point had become unsafe for public travel.
Forty-one loads of gravel from Horn's hill and 161
loads of cinders from the city farm were used. Cost in
labor, $75.25.
BROWN-TAIL MOTHS.
From the 14th of March to the 6th of April, fifteen
men were employed by the order of the tree wardens, in
the work of destroying the brown-tail moth nests. The
number of nests collected was 30,147 ; 14,909 having
been gathered on the north side of the river, and
15,238 from the south side. These were burned at the
city farm. The expense of this work was charged to
tae brown-tail moth appropriation.
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SHADE TREES.




REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
(FROM APRIL I TO DECEMBER 31.)
To THE Board of Street and Park Commissioners :
Gentlemen :— I have the honor of submitting here-
with a report of the operations of this department for




Cash balance April 6 $14.81 1 34
Income to December 31st 370 61
Total resources $15,181 95
Expenditures, 15,085 66
Balance to new account $96 29
SEWERS.
Cash balance April 6 $3,934 44
Special appropriation i ,500 00
Income to December 31 540 59
Total resources $5,975 03
Expenditures 5 ,930 57
Balance to new account $44 46
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SIDEWALKS.
Cash balance April 6







One of the most important pieces of work performed
during the year was the widening of Chapel street from
the easterly side of the valley, to the Grant estate on
Portland street. The plan adopted by the board of
mayor and aldermen in 1906 which removed the angle
in the Place property and added eight and one-half feet
to the width of the street, was adhered to, and the com-
pleted work demonstrates the wisdom of those responsi-
ble for the undertaking. The improved condition of
the sidewalk and the macadamizing of the highway,
adds not only to the convenience of the public, but ma-
terially improves the general appearance of the locality.
The rebuilding of Cocheco street from Mathes' coal
shed to Rogers street, is another advance in the line of
public improvement. Twenty-four willow trees were
removed, and the bank on the north side cut awa}^
about eight feet.
East Concord street, from Ham street to Hill street,
and Oak street, between Broadway and Portland street,
have also been re-graded and improved.
From April 8 to December 31, 1,297 loads of street
and gutter scrapings were hauled to the various dumps
or used for the purpose of filling depressions in the
highways.
In addition to the above the single teams have
hauled 457 loads of scrapings from the streets, and 1141
loads of stone from the ledge to the stone crusher.
During the year 200 feet of fence have been built on
Hanson street, 87 feet on Broadway, 125 feet on the
Back River road and 304 feet on Chapel street.
We were called out only four times to clear the
sidewalks of snow, as follows : April 9, April 10, No-
vember 24, and December 14, all after 12 o'clock, mid-
night.
We have now 176 loads of sand at the city farm for
use in sanding sidewalks.
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The road machine has been advantageously used
during the year on the following streets : Forest. Han-
cock, Rogers, Central avenue, Washington, Portland,
Cocheco, St. John, Broadway, Pierce, Chestnut, First,
Second, Third Grove, Fourth, Fifth, Oak, Home, Lo-
cust, Silver, Summer, Elm, Nelson, Church, Court,
Hanson, Trakey, Richmond, Arch and Prospect, and in
Districts Nos. 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 19.
MACADAMIZING.
The stone crusher was started July 22, and the
work of crushing stone was continued as opportunity
permitted throughout the year. The following streets
have been treated : Chapel, from Portland to the end of
the Chapel street dump, 2,390 square yards ; First, from
Central avenue to Chestnut, 1,955 square yards ; Locust,
from Washington to St. Thomas, 994 square yards
;
Central avenue, from St. Thomas to Kirkland, 831
square, yards ; Court, from Central avenue to Union,
1,584 square yards, using in the aggregate 1,274 loads
of crushed stone.
The following quanties of crushed stone were used
in repair work :
STREKT. I^OADS. STREET. I,OADS.
Locust 16 Orchard 6
Maple 3 Chestnut 6




Main 14 Washington 8
Broadway 5 Fourth 35
New York i Sixth 2
Sixty-nine loads of crushed stone were removed




In addition to the extension of the Washington
street and Drew brook sewers (work upon which was
performed under contract and cost respectively $2,628.90
and $1,357.85), a sewer has been laid from Washington
street to the Cocheco river across land of Mr. D. L-
Furber, which completely relieves the congestion here-
tofore complained of at that point. This sewer is de-
signed for surface water only, and in its construction 225
feet of 18-inch Akron pipe, furnished by the Boston &
Maine railroad, connects the inlet immediately west of the
rail-road crossing with the river. An extension of this
sewer to Gushing street was also made, 170 feet of
twelve-inch Akron pipe being required. Thirty-eight
feet of ten-inch pipe was used in constructing necessary
inlets.
An eight-inch Akron pipe sewer, 104 feet in length,
was also laid on South Pine street.
The Central avenue sewer, from Ash street to Hill
street, was found, upon investigation, to be filled with
sand, and its removal entailed an expense of $121.00.
In order to prevent further obstruction at this point, a
catch basin was put in at the head of Ash street and
one on Hill street.
Owing to the irregularity of the ground, a part of
the Drew brook sewer was necessarily left exposed.
For the purpose of covering this section we hauled
17 loads of dirt and broken brick from the Masonic
Temple, 142 loads of stone and cinders from the city
farm and 108 loads of clay from the excavation in front
of Varney's drug store on Washington street.
New inlets have been built on the following streets:
Court street i Washington street. ... 4
Tuttle square i Cushing street 2
Cocheco street i Portland street i
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Inlets have been rebuilt as follows :
Washington street i East Concord street. . . i
Grove street i vSixth street i
A man-hole was also constructed on Waldron street
at the head of Green street, for the purpose of flushing
the sewer at that point.
EDGESTONE AND GUTTERS.
We have set during the year 750 feet of new edge-
stone, as follows :
Chapel street 200 feet Central avenue. . 324 feet
Broadway 139 feet Walnut street. . . 87 feet
Old edgestones reset :
St. John street 104 feet Fourth street. . . 76 feet
Preble 80 feet Broadway 59 feet
Washington 164 feet Mt. Vernon 76 feet
Silver 43 feet Central avenue. . 292 feet
First 45 feet Walnut 60 feet
Payne 88 feet Chestnut 92 feet
During the season, 1,163 feet of gutters have been
laid as follows :
Central avenue.... 653 feet Preble street. .. . 80 feet
Broadway 190 feet St. John 104 feet
Silver 43 feet Chestnut 93 feet
CROSSINGS AND DRIVEWAYS.
New stone crossings have been laid on the follow-
ing streets :
Central avenue, at Hill street 58 feet
Central avenue, at New York street 46 feet
Broadway, at Wardwell's dye house 45 feet
Chestnut street 44 feet
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Stone crossings relaid on following streets :
Belknap street, at St. Thomas street
Central avenue, at Pierce street
Central avenue, at First street
Central avenue, at Waldron street
Locust street, at St. Thomas street
Third street
Stone driveways have been laid as follows :
Central avenue 3 Walnut street i
Washington street i Chapel street 2
Lexington street i Second street i
Box driveways, made of heavy plank and averaging
eighteen feet in length, have been laid on the following
streets:— Silver, Court (3), Central avenue, Park (2),
Cocheco, Sixth, Grove, Forest, Belknap (3), Rutland,
()ak (2), East Concord, Home, and in Districts Nos. 8
and 19.
SIDEWALKS.
In addition to the granolithic sidewalk around the
Masonic building, we have laid 190 feet of brick side-
walk on Broadway, from St. John street to the fire sta-
tion, and relaid 104 feet on St. John street, 40 feet on
Washington street, 90 feet on Locust street, 411 feet on
Central avenue, 60 feet on Walnut street, 47 feet on
First street, and 87 feet on St. Thomas street, in addi-
tion to making and repairing hundreds of feet of cinder
sidewalks.
CINDERS.
Number of loads of cinders used during the year's





































43 Knox Marsh road
32 Grove
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Trickey's bridge on Sixth street has been repaired
during the year, 2,530 teet of three-inch pine plank
being required in the work. Cost, for labor and ma-
terial, $70.37-
The recovering of the Bellamy bridge called for
1,750 feet of three-inch pine. Cost, for labor and ma-
terial, $4905.
In addition to the work on the Fresh Creek bridge
performed under the immediate supervision of the city
engineer, a covering of two-inch pine twelve feet in
width, was laid in the centre of the roadway, 2,950 feet
of plank being used. Cost, in labor and material,
$74-85.
At the Whittier's Falls bridge 2,480 feet of four-
inch plank was used in repair work. Cost, for labor
and materal, $78.00,
In replanking the sidewalk on the westerly side of
Central avenue bridge we used 2,268 feet of three-inch
pine. Cost, for labor and material, $41.66.
The iron work of the various city bridges will re-
quire repainting at an early date, in order to prevent
corrosion.
In conclusion, permit me to acknowledge my sin-
cere appreciation for the courtesy and kindness at all
times vouchsafed me by the members of your board.
Your many kindly suggestions have largely contributed
toward the gratifying measure of success which has




Dover, December 31, 1907.
ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
BOARD OF TREE WARDENS.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
Gefitleme7i :—The board of tree wardens appointed
March 7, 1907, submit the following report of their ex-
penditures for the year ending December 31, 1907.
There was appropriated, originally, for the suppression
of the brown tail moth pest, and later through a resolu-
tion of the councils for the purpose of trimming trees,
the sum of $750.00.
With this amount all the street trees as well as
those on Garrison Hill reservation, school house and
hospital lots and city farm were cleared of moth nests.
For this purpose the regular city laborers and city
teams were used as far as practicable and paid out of
the appropriation. Expert climbers were employed in
the more dangerous trees, the city men picking up the
nests. The nests were very numerous, five thousand
being taken off Garrison Hill, and in other sections in
proportion. We feel that the work was thoroughly
done, as notices were published requesting anybody
knowing of nests to notify the board, and not one notice
was received.
A great deal of care and attention was given to the
removal of dead and dangerous limbs and trees, many
of which it was necessary to remove in sections, owing
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to wires and other obstructions. Fully one hundred
dollars was used on this item alone, and yet we are











Charles H. Sawyer March, 1908
Klisha R. Brown March, 1909
Henr}^ Law March, 1910
James F. Seavey,* March, 191
1
Charles E. Wendell March, 1912
Michael J. White, ex-officio Jan'y, 1908
ORGANIZATION.






Finance—Messrs. White, Law, and Brown.
Cemeteries—Messrs. Law, Wendell and Sawyer.
Personal Property—Messrs. Wendell, Seavey and
Sawyer.
Succeeded Hon. James E. I.othrop, deceased.
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GENTI.EMKN OF THE CiTY COUNCILS :
The work in this department has continued along
substantially the same lines as laid down in previous
years, and is largely covered in the subjoined reports of
the superintendent, collector, and treasurer, to which re-
ports you are respectfully referred for the ordinary de-
tails of administration.
The purchase of the land immediately east of the
Pine Hill school and Friends' meeting-house lots, ad-
joining the cemetery on the west, has added a most de-
sirable tract to the cemetery possessions and renders
feasible the erection of a mortuary chapel whenever the
city finds it convenient to take the initiative in this im-
portant matter.
The price paid for the land was $1,500.00, one-third
of the amount having been taken from the income of the
department, the balance secured upon the personal note
of the members of the board of trustees. The payment
of $2,000.00 on the outstanding cemetery note earlier in
the year, precluded the payment of the entire purchase
price from the accumulated earnings. A sinking fund
of nearly one-half the amount of the above note has
been set apart during the year, hence it is fair to assume
that the cancellation of the entire obligation will be
effected within a very short time.
For the information of the public it may be well to
state that it is not the purpose of the trustees to set
apart any portion of the recently acquired addition for
burial purposes, but to hold it in reserve for the pur-
pose heretofore suggested and to render possible long
contemplated improvements in the grounds immediate-
ly north of the avenue entrance.
Section 4 of the legislative act placing the manage-
ment of our public cemeteries in the hands of a board of
trustees, provides that "the trustees may receive from
the owners of lots a deed of trust which may be so writ-
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ten as to forever prevent any sale or exchange of said
lot, by any heir at law, or any other person."
Several lot owners have availed themselves of the
provisions of this section, and from present indications
the number will soon be largely increased. Any infor-
mation with reference to this provision will be cheer-
fully furnished upon application, either by the secretary
of any member of the board of trustees.
The funds held in trust for the care of lots and for
the improvement of the cemetery grounds now aggre-
gates $33,253.24, an increase of $2,497.00 for the year.
In closing this report the trustees desire to pay
tribute to the memory of their erstwhile colleague, the
late Hon. James E. Lothrop, whose death occurred
March 6, 1907. In his death the members of the board
of trustees have lost a valued friend and adviser, the
city a tried and trusted official, and the community at
large one of its most distinguished and worthy mem-
bers. The vacancy in the board caused by his death,









Dover, December 31, 1907.
PINE HILL OEMETERY.
COLLECTORS' REPORTS.
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemeyi :— I have the honor to submit herewith a
statement of the financial transactions of this depart-








































Balances as per book accounts :
Work on lots $715 95
Care of lots 695 83
Interments 131 00
158
Rent of house, pasture and yard 42 oo





To THK Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit herewith a
statement of the financial transactions of this depart-













Income from trust funds
Income, Woodman fund
































Balances as per book accounts :
Work on lots $974 22
Care of lots i ,273 83
Interments 206 00
Rent of house, pasture and stone yard 60 00
Sale of hay I59 03
Total $2,673 08
INCOME OF TRUST FUNDS.
During the past year the department has received
from the trust funds for work done on the following
lots .
Abigail Place, lot 738 $2 00
Amanda M. Jackson, lot 59 3 00
George S. Shepley, lots 276, 277 3 00
Joseph Fowler, lot 574 i 50
Sarah M. Ham, lot 75 i 50
Isaac G. Felker, lot 72 2 00
Martha Guppy and King Colbath, lots 214,
216 9 GO
Elizabeth Frye, lot 459 i 50
Maria T. Rich, lot 503 2 00
Caroline Young, lot 304 2 50
John Weed, lot 10 i 50
Abbie V. Ricker, lot 867 i 50
Elizabeth R. Smith and E. O. Hills, lot
376 2 00
Stephen J. Marden, lot 235 2 50
Joseph H. York, lots 181, 182 2 00
Mrs. Timothy Emerson, lot 2 2 00
Joshua Banfield, lot 142 2 00
Rev. J. T. Neal, lot 275 2 00
W. S. Stevens et als., lots 107, 108, 109, no 4 00
Irene Cheney, lots 34, 36 6 00
i6o
Martha C. Pendexter, lots 650, 651, 652, 653 $4 00
Richard Waldron, lots 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219 4 00
John H. Gilman, lot 657 i 50
Emma D. Flagg, lot loi 2 00
Annie E. Williams, lot 2 00
John Waldron, lot i 50
O. S. Sanders, lot 96 2 00
Elizabeth J. Frye, lot 59 2 00
A. K. McAllister and W. F. Estes, lots 145,
146, 147, 148 12 00
George P. Folsom and Mary S. Cross, lots
III, 112.,
Mrs. Abia C. Caverly, lot 122
Charles H. Sawyer and E. R- Brown, lots
860, 861, 862, 863,
Moses Paul, lots loi, 103
Henry A. Foote, lot 338
Priscilla B. Cocking, lot 95
Andrew Pierce, lots 13, 14, 15, 16 and tomb
Cornelius Caswell, lots 527, 528
Estate Alfonso Bickford, lots 64, 65, 67, 68
Andrew Tetherly, lots 51, 52, 53, 54
George W. Varney, lot 443
John Mack, lot 131
John E. Blaisdell, lot 25
John S. Glass, lot 29, 31
Stephen D. Patten, lot 374
Morris D. Palmer, lot 13
Daniel Osborne, lot
Samuel H. Henderson, lot 211
Jacob H. Currier, lot
David Hayes, lot 41
Daniel Ham, lots 153, 154
Abram M. Drake, lot 76
Adeline Libby, lot 227
Charles E. Bacon, lots 253, 254, 255, 256... .
Israel Ham, lots 151, 152
3
i6i
Jonathan Bradley, lot 82 . . ."
Richard P. Sayward, lot
Ephraim Thayer, lot 87
Solomon H. Foye, lots 185, 186
Single graves, lot 1241
William H. Palmer, lot 59
A. G. Fenner, lots 193, 194
S. H. Fuller and W. H. Seavey, lot 291.. .
.
John Smith, lot 59
Dorcas W. Ross, lots 53, 54
Caroline Varne3% lot 680
Levi C. Ferrin, lot 54
William B. Wiggin, lot 90
Charles C. Hardy, lot 126
Henry E. Moore, lot 352
Brackett W. Clark, lot 47
Daniel M. Christie, lots 169, 170, 171, 172..
Moses D. Hill, lot 293
William Colbath, lot 306
Single graves, lot 1242 ....
Single graves, lot 1243
Mary Ann Fernald, lot 414
William Bevins, lot 114 1-2
Marcia N. Sanders, lot 5
Stanislaus S. Sanders and D. A. Emerson,
lot 460 1-2
Ichabod Tibbetts, lot 4
Samuel F. Hurd, lot 319
Natt Brown, lot 6
Elizabeth E. Flinn, lot 10
Andrew Hanson, lot 762
R. E. Clark, lot 81
Stephen H. Bickford, lot 1222
Mrs. Charles F. Jones, lot 588
Francis H. Hardy, lot 64
Geo. J. and Chas. G. Foster, lot 7
Sarah Paul and Carrie Rundlett, lot 586. .
$1
l62
Single grave, lot 1240
Jeremy B. Guppy, lots 211, 212, 213, 214...
Hijam F. Snow, lot 69
William A. Morrill, lot 171
Christianne Place, lot 34
Sarah K. Drew, lot 303
Charles C. Coleman, lot 811
Nancy H. Stevens, lot 19
Harriet D. Libby, lot 182
Dr. John H. Paul, lot 61
Melinda M. Brown, lot 125
Lyman B. Lougee, lot 221
William Whitehead, lot 8
Clark Foss, lot 74
James N. Header, lot 392.
Benjamin Brownell, lot 392
Ann S. Ham, lot 382
John Emery, W. Hill, and Eunice Hill
and sister, lots 167, 168, 169, 170
Ruth Wiggin, lot 462
John D. Sowerby, lot 13
Susan M. Littlefield, lot 96
Adaline A. and Ann M. Chesley, lot 11
Marietta Quimby and M. J. Metcalf, lot 5.
Marilla H. M. Hills, lot 91
Hugh De Vennej lot 3
John P. Hale, lots 165, 166, 167, 168
Henry O. Cutts and Stephen Young, lot 11
Single grave, lot 1240
Single grave, lot 1240
Single grave, lot 1244
Ira W. Nute, lot 124
Elizabeth H. Nute, lot 7
Joseph Kay, lot 135
Darius Foss, lot 12 13
William A. Pike, lot 18
John O. Pierce, lots 144, 146
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Carrie M. Fox. lot 7
Jerome B. Canney, lot 201
Mrs. Stephen Austin, lot 15 ...
J. B. Pinkhani, lot 133
James A. Reynolds, lots 764, 765
John Cook, lot 14
Daniel E. Emerson, lot 236
John F. Linton, lot 58
George W. Brown and W. J. Hill, lot 225.
Edward Cocking and Alice C. Alley, lots
344> 128
Eli V. Brewster, lots 133, 134
Esther A. Wentworth, lot 857
Levi Sanders, lot 504
Hiram A. Smith, lot 12
John Tootel, lot 609
Moses C. Lathrop, lot 150
Woodbury T. Prescott, lot 128
Single grave, lot 1244
E. S. Tasker, lot 3
Jeremiah York estate, lot i
Jacob S. M. Ford, lot 884
Nathaniel Clark, lot 352
Grace L. Cheney, lot
Moses C. Lord, lot 911
Carrie M. and Cora E. Corson, lot 2
Fred A. Robinson, lot 13
Single grave, lot 1246
Louisa Smith, lot 257 ....
Rand and Willey, lot 554
Ellen Simpson, lot 17
William C. Randall, lot 675
Walter F. Gage, lot 3
Paul Chadwick, lot 105
J. Milton Hall, lot
Arthur K. Sanders, lot 73
Olive K. Hayes, lot 353
>2 GO
1 64
Vienna F. Berr^s lot 19 ....
Mrs. Israel B. Littlefield, lot 914
Single grave, lot 16
James E. Lothrop, lots 48, 49, 50, 51
Joseph Morrill, lots 52, 53, 54, 55
John E. Goodwin, lot 184
Ernest C. Thompson, lot 11
Joseph Pinkham, lot
Fred C. Heath, lot
Huldah Reed, lot 593
Aversea Ross, lot 12
Luther Caverly, lot 1220
John Delaney, lot 259
Nath. Nutter, lot 72
Isabel Odiorne, lot 255
Grace and Emma E. Garland, lot 350
Moses Brown, lot 350
Silas Dunn, lot 369
Geo. W. Mitchell, lot 1 19
John and David Hanson, lot
Thomas C. Hovey estate, lots 617, 618
Arthur M. Pettigrew, lot
Daniel Norris, lot 71
William F. Piper, lot
Matilda Garside, lot 255
H. A. Coburn, lot 223
Allen P. Richmond, lot
Single grave, lot 18)
Single grave, lot 18 i
John H. Nute, lot 1246
Isaac G. Hall, lot
James Foster and N. J. Wallace, lot
Charles E. Watson, lot
Moses Hussey, lot
C. S. D. Hayes, lot
Noah Emery, N. Hanson, Wyatt Emery
and Jos. Adam, lot 6 00
I
i65
Isaac Adams, lot $2 oo
Horace P. Watson, lot 3 00
William I. Tibbetts, lot 2 00
Edwin S. Jenkins, lot 2 00
William H. Twombly, lot 2 00
Eugene B. Thurston, i 50
M . L. Thompson 2 00
Edmond Tebbetts 2 00
Henry W. Twombly 2 00
Ellen M. Cassells i 00
Daniel Swain , 2 00
Thomas Twombly i 00
Lydia E. Snell 2,00
Ethel E. Blake and Jas. J. Connell 2 00
George H. Bride i 00
Mary E. Milner i 00
Jennie F. Hooper and Annie J. Robinson.
.
i 00
Nathaniel Churchill 2 00
Henry Law 3 50
Walter and Abbie Sterling i 50
Ben. Collins 2 00
F. E. and C. O. and A. M. Meserve and S.
F. Cotter i 00
Mathews and Haynes 3 00







To THK Board of Trustkes of Pine Hili. Ceme-
tery :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual re-
port of the treasurer of the board of trustees of Pine
Hill cemetery for the year ending December 31, 1907.
RECEIPTS.
1907.
Jan. I, Balance on hand $1,551.03
To city appropriation i ,000 00
To sale of the following lots in
cemetery, old part
:
Mrs. Hannah M. Home, Ave.
S. lot No. 795 $15 00
William T. Sandiford, Ave. J,
lot No, 1247, grave 10 6 00
George S. Jackson, A.ve. J,
lot No. 1245, grave 2 6 00
Mary A. Holmes, Ave. J, lot
No. 1247, grave 8 6 00
Otto Amundsun, Ave. J, lot
No. 1245, grave 3 6 00
$39 ^o
i67
Sale of the following lots in
cemetery, new part :
F. E. Meserve, Japonica path,
lot No. 15 and north half
lot No. 13, group 2 $150 00
Robert M. Bradley, Fuchsia
path, grave 6 in lot No. 16,
group 1 9 00
Henry Leith, Fuchsia path,
grave 11 in lot No. 18,
group 1 9 00
A. Ray Kennard, Maple Ave.,
lot No. 4, group 2 150 00
Lucinda Wentworth, Maple
Ave., lot No. 20, group 2.. 15000
George E. Plant, Fuchsia
path, north half lot No. 26,
group I 50 00
John W. Felker, Fuchsia path,
south half lot No. 24, group
1 50 00
Mary C. Davis, Walnut Ave.,
lot No. 22, group 2 150 00
Lydia A. Jenkins, Japonica




Income of cemetery received from collector
Work on lots, $1 , 167 42
Care of lots 726 17
Interments 730 00
Rent of tomb , 121 50
Income of trust fund 769 00
Income of Woodman fund. ... 52 00
Rent of house, pasture and
stone yard 224 00
1 68
Sale of hay $15245
Sale ol apples 7 50
$3,950 04




Salary and wages $4,352 03
By sundry bills as follows .
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. $16 50
Charles P. Chesley 30 00
D. K. Herr ' .; ; 8 00
D. Chesley 6 00
Samuel B. Hartford 150 00
F. W. Steuerwald 1 1 79
Charles Furbish 10 00
Marshall Press 2 75
E. J. York 189 52
C. L. Howe 15 88
Thomas Sherry 19 50
W. A. Grover 1 1 20
O. D. Coleman 8 36
Frank W. Hooper 9 00
Strafford National bank 1000
C. S. Cartland i ,500 00
George G. Neal 10 50
F. M. Bunker 13 5°
Charles A. Davis 28 00
$2,050 50
Interest 490 00
Sinking fund i ,409 00
Balance unexpended 5^ 54
$8,358 07
169
Cemetery sinking fund, deposited in Straf-




Dover, December 31, IQ07.
TRUST FUNDS
FOR














Elizabeth R. Smith and Edwin O. Hills.
.
Stephen J. Marden
Jasper H. York :
Mrs. Timothy Emerson
Joshua Banfield
Rev. J T. Neal










A. K. McAllister and Wm. F. Estes
Geo. P. Folsom and Mary L. Cross
Mrs. Abra C. Caverly



















































































































































































































































Sing-le graves, lot No. 1241
William H. Palmer
A. G. Fenner













Single graves, lot No. 1242











Ella M. Spur ling
Stephen H. Bickford
Mrs. Charles F. Jones
Francis H. Hardy
George J. and Charles G. Foster
Sarah Paul and Carrie Rundlett













John and Clarence I. Hurd
Clark Foss




































































































































































































































































Adaline A. and Ann M. Chesley
Marietta Quiraby and M. J. Metcalf
Marilla H. M. Hills
Hugh DeVenne
John P. Hale
Henry O. Cutts and Stephen Young
Israel Ham
Single graves, lot No. 1240
Single graves, lot No. 1242
Single graves, lot No. 1243
Single graves, lot No. 1240















Geo. W. Brown and Willis J. Hill







Mrs. Israel B. Littlefield
Woodbury T. Prescott
Single graves, lot No. 1244
E. S. Tasker
Jeremiah York estate




Carrie M. and Cora E- Corson
Fred A. Robinson
Single graves, lot No. 1244
I.Smith Brewster
























































































































































































































































































Grace and Emma E- Garland
Moses Brown
Single graves, lot No. 1246
Silas Dunn
Geo. W. Mitchell
John and David Hanson






Single graves, lot No. 1245
Herbert A. Coburn
Allen P. Richmond
Single graves, lot No. 18
John H. Nute
Isaac G. Hall
Jonathan Fester and Nelson J. Wyatt...
Charles E. Watson
Moses Hussey
C Iv. McD. Hayes















Ethel E. Blake and James J. Connell
Single graves, lot No. 1245
George H. Bride
Single graves, lot No. 18
Mary E- Milner
Single graves, lot No. 1247
Jennie P. Hooper and Annie J. Robinson
Nathaniel W. Churchill estate
Henry Law
Walter S. and Abbie Sterling
Benj. Collins
F. E. Meserve, C. O. Mcserve, S. F. Cot-















































































































































































































J. T. S. Libbey
Joseph Haley
Single graves, lot No. i8










Single graves, lot No* 1247
George E. Plant
Ivory Varney

















Maturing January 9, 1910, interest due January




Dover, December 31, 1907.
PINE HILL CEMETERY
SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT.
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen :—The past year has been an unusually
busy one, as a glance at the collector's report showing
the charges for the year ($4,084.77) will plainly indi-
cate.
The tool house has been enlarged by the erection
of an addition, 16x28 feet, which not only affords ample
storage facilities but furnisaes a convenient waiting
room which is also utilized as an oflSce for the superin-
tendent.
The arrangement of a series of plans, showing the
location of all lots with owner's names, which has been
in preparation for some time, has been completed, and
affords ready reference to those who have occasion to
visit the hill. A duplicate set of these plans are also
on file in the office of the city clerk.
A number of concrete vaults have been made dur-
ing the year. It is only a question of time when con-
crete will supercede all other materials in vault con
struction. Its solidity, imperviability, and relatively
small cost are elements which must inevitably chal-
lenge recognition. The new chimney to the tool house
was also constructed of cement, with highly satisfactory
results.
A large quantity of stone has been quarried during
thejyear part of which has been used in laying foundations
for monuments and headstones—twenty-one of the for-
mer and seventy-six of the latter having been placed in
position—and for road construction. A new stone gut-
177
ter has been laid from the Court street entrance to the
main grounds, and many loads of gravel used in
grading and improving avenues and roadways.
The main avenue near the receiving tomb has been
widened and arrangements have been made for further
improvements in this direction.
A plot of forty lots in the new part of the grounds
has been staked out and the work of grading is well
under way. The work of regrading the land recently
purchased of Mr. Charles S. Cartland has been begun,
and when completed will add materially to the appear-
ance of the cemetery grounds.
The new^ horse purchased early in the year fills a
long felt need, and has made it possible to accomplish a
vast amount of work which might otherwise have been
deferred.
The buildings and fences have been maintained in
good repair, and a new^ fence erected around the Cart-
land annex.
We give below a chronological list of the inter-
ments for the year
:
1907- Path. Ave. IvOt. G'v. Gp.
Jan. 4, William J. Ross B 3
Biederman Child S 860 8
5, Joseph F. Whittier.. T 932 i
Stephen W. George.. Front 126 i
6, Louisa A. Furber... R 640 1
7, Mary O. Godfrey. ..
.
A 54 5
Sarah O. Peirce A 38 2
II, John Zis N'w add'n 3
13, George W. Gray.... K 199 9
14, Charles B. Richmond E 184 i
15, Levi C. Cooper L 231 i
20, John A. Shaw Q 685 i
21, Jean. F. Wentworth. S 837 2
Syrena C. Pinkham.. Q 616 2
Wm. T. Wentworth.. Maple 20 i 2
178
1907.





31, Daniel E. Cook....
Feb. I, Charles G. Emerson
4, Abbie M. Everett
Lucy Peirce
Charles F. Bolo ..
8, Oliver J. Clark..
10, Mary C. Foss. . .
.
12, Chas. H. Thompson
13, Lewis J. Chapdaloine
14, Ira F. Pinkham...
Ann E. Hatch
15, Ira G. Haseltine..
.
16, Charles R. Edgerl);
18, Jackson Shaw
Emma Rutter




22, Samuel H. Dame.
26, Joseph E. Erwin..
27, Luther W. Leith..
Mar. I, Ella B. Leonard..
Richard P. Stone..
Eva M. Witham...
3, Charles A. Miles.
.
6, James E. Lothrop.
7, Richard Pollard. .
Keniston Child. .
8, Hannah N. Hatch.
10, James R. York. . .












































































Joseph T. S. Libbey
Richard H.Sandiford
Wm. C. Davis Child
Frank A. Hodgdon.
Edward B. Mills ...
Marguerite F. Smith
Frank W. Fowler . .
Burt Bassett
John H. Cook
Joshua G. Flagg. .
.
Nancy M. Shaw. . . .





Augusta L. Pound . .
Dorcas Kennard
lyUther W. Chadwick










Frank J. Moore Child
J. Frank Johnson. .
Hannah E. Foss
George W. Gray. . . .
Jane S. Rollins



















































































May 16, David Cross
Sarah L. Mitchell...
17, George G. Berry
I^ouisa Howe
21, William H. Ford....
26, Sarah P Warren....
27, Charles E. Clark
29, Frank P. Vittum. . .
.
31, Helen B. Goodwin ..
June 7, Ella F. Whipp
II, Frank H. Twombly..
Elizabeth H. Newton
15, Samuel H. Hull
18, Ida M. Plant Fuchsia
20, Frank W. Follett
22, Alice J. Spurling.. .
.
23, James Campbell
July I, Sarah Cox
Verna B. Emerson..
2, Hough A. Holmes...
6, Eliza J. Bunker
8, William R. Tuttle...
16, W. A. Stubbs Child.
17, Martha J. Jackson. .
18, Annie J. Robinson . . Japonica
25, Nathaniel Clough...
Sarah J. Gage Japonica
28, Evelyn R. Hanson..
Aug. 5, Mary F. Mellen
9, Charlotte Walker
10, Frank Smith
13, Margaret A. Jacobs..
Jeremiah M. Smart..
14, Raymond H, Currier.
16, Thatcher D.Hutchins

















































































Dec. 16, Amanda Varney. . .
20, Ellen J. Smith....
24, Mary A. Perkins..
28, Arabella E. Wills.








Sarah A.. Crockett Fuchsia
Mary J. Crockett Fuchsia
Sadie Crockett Fuchsia
Clara B. Pride Fuchsia
Benjamin R. Kennard Maple
Samuel Davis Walnut
Judith Davis Walnut








Francis G. Davis Q
Edith L. Davis Q
Samuel Bickford Q
Jonathan G. Carr T
George A. Carr T
Ira T. Jenkins Japonica












Hon. Michael J. White, Chairman.
Fred E. Quimby, Clerk.
W. K. Chadwick, Treasurer.
TRUSTEES. TERM EXPIRES.
James Cavanaugh March, 1912
RoscoE G. Blanchard March, 191
1
Daniel Hall March, 1910
John Kivel March, 1909
Frank B. Williams March, 1908
(ex-officio.)
Hon. M. J. White, Mayor Jan'y, 1908
C. A. Hammond, Pres. Common Council Jan'y, 1908
VISITING COMMITTEES.
1907.
April Messrs. White, Hammond.
May Messrs. Hammond, Hall.
June Messrs. Hall, Kivel
July Messrs. Kivel, Blanchard.
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August Messrs. Blanchard, Williams.
September Messrs. Williams, Hall.
October Messrs. Hall, Cavanaugh.
November MESSRS. Cavanaugh, Blanchard.
December Messrs. Blanchard, White.
1908.
January MESSRS. Williams, Kivel.
February MESSRS. KivEL, Cavanaugh.
March Messrs. Cavanaugh, Williams.
Auditing com.... Messrs. Kivel, Blanchard.
MEDICAL STAFF.
consulting physicians and surgeons.
Moses C. Lathrop, M.D. Henry R. Parker, M.D.
Inez H. Ford-Nason, M. D.
attending physicians.
A. Noel Smith, M.D.
Allkn p. Richmond, M.D.
Joseph H. Richard, M.D.
Harry O. CheslKy, M.D.
ATTENDING SURGEONS.
MiAH B. Sullivan, M.D.
RoscoE G. Blanchard, M.D.
George P. Morgan, M.D.
George A. Tolman, M.D.
OCULIST AND AURIST.
lyouis W. Flanders, M.D.





To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:
Ge7itlemen •'—In accordance with the provisions of
Section 5 of an Act of the General Court approved
February 9, 1905, authorizing the city of Dover to erect
and maintain a hospital, provide for the election of a
board of trustees thereof and define their duties, we
have the honor to submit herewith a detailed report of
the transactions of this important branch of our munici-
pal service lor the year ending December 31, 1907.
It takes time for a hospital to become established,
to demonstrate its true value, yet the Wentworth hos-
pital during the eighteen months of its existence has
made rapid progress in this direction, and its position
today can well be viewed with satisfaction by all those
who have an interest in its welfare.
That the hospital has grown rapidly in favor, that
its fame is something more than local in character, is
plainly evidenced by a brief glance at the table showing
the place of residence of those admitted. Of the 307
entries, 189 were from Dover, the remaining 118 being
distributed among thirty-six towns and cities in New^
Hampshire, Maine, Massachusetts and Connecticut.
A few deductions from the report of the superin-
tendent are here introduced, in order that the public
may have a more complete understanding of the work
accomplished by this beneficent institution for which
i88
the city stands sponsor, during the first full year of its
operation.
The total number of patients admitted during the
year has been 307, requiring an aggregate service of
6,481 days. The expenditures for the year have been
$16,659.83, making an average daily cost per patient,
upon the basis of expense, of $2.57. The receipts for
the same period, including the $6,000.00 appropriated
by the city councils, aggregated $17,705.20.
Assuming the basis of cost per patient to have been
$2.57 per diem, we find that patients paying $1.50 per
day, were received at $1.07 less than the actual average
daily cost. This fact, in conjunction with the number
of patients treated wholly free, marks a concession in
favor of those of limited means and emphasizes the
humanitarian purpose toward which the city councils
so wisely contributes. We know of no more effective
argument in support of the assertion that the hospital is
carrying out to the letter the purpose for which it was
founded, than to state that fully fifteen per cent, of the
service rendered during the year has been in the interest
of those who, but for its charitable provisions, would
have been unable to receive either proper remedial
treatment or the benefit of professional nursing.
The management recognizes no distinction among
those who are admitted as patients, other than that dis-
tinction which finds its solution in, and must of neces-
sity be regulated by, the patient's physical needs. The
paying patient, as well as the occupant of a free bed,
are objects of equal solicitude. In fact, some of the
most critical cases which the hospital has been called
upon to treat during the year,— cases where not only
the highest degree of professional skill, but the use of
the rarest and most expensive medical formulas have
been required,—have been among those who were abso-
lutely unable to reimburse the institution for the care
and attention received.
i89
The trustees take this opportunity to gratefully ac-
knowledge the receipt of $70.00 from Mr. George B.
Leighton, chairman of the Hospital Sunday association,
also a donation of $1,000.00 from the executors of the
will ol the late Hon. James E. Lothrop, the income of
which is to be used perpetually for the care and treat-
ment of patients unable to pay.
To the members of the medical staff, who have
labored so faithfully and untiringly for the best inter-
ests of the hospital, as well as to the superintendent,
whose rare executive ability and technical training
have been of such material assistance, we are in a large
measure indebted for the high standard of success
which has marked the year's w^ork. They have re-
sponded promptly to every call, and are entitled to the
thanks of the entire community.
For particular details as to the financial manage-
ment of the hospital, as well as for all information rela-
tive to internal administration, you are respectfully
referred to the reports of the treasurer and superintend-










Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To THE Board of Trustees :
Gentlemen :—Your superintendent has the honor to
submit her report for the year ending December 29,
1907:




Number of patients admitted from Decem-
ber 27, 1906, to December 29, 1907 307




Patients paying board in part 2
Males 2
Patients free wholly 20
Total 307
Total number accident cases 40
Total number emergency cases 25
Total number ambulance cases 49












Nose and throat 27
Orthopedic 4
Ophthalmic and aural 8
No diagnosis 2
Admitted with mother 13
Admitted with child 13






Remaining in the hospital 27
Total 307
Causes of death :
Appendicitis with abscess
Appendicitis with abscess and perforation
Bronchitis
Burns of face, trunk and upper extremities
Dementia senile
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Fracture left femur with shock i
Fracture ribs with internal injuries i
Fistula fecal following appendicial abscess i
Gall-stones i
Hernia, umbilical strangulate^d i





Septicemia following empyema i
Uterine fibroids i
Total 19












































































Residence of those admitted:
Bridgeport, Conn i
Biddeford, Me i
Barrington, N. H 2
Barrington, East, N. H i
Barrington, West, N. H 1
Berwick, Me d
Berwick, North, Me 7
Berwick, South, Me 6
Centre Lebanon. N. H i
Concord, N. H 2
Durham, N. H 5
Dover, N. H, 187
Dover Point, N. H 2
Epping, N. H I
Eliot, South, Me i
Farmington, N. H 5
Gonic, N. H i





Lee, N. H 2
Madbury, N. H i
Milton, N. H 2




Portsmouth, N. H 3
Rochester, N.H 14
Rochester, North, N.H .... 3








Union, N. H 2
Waterbury , Conn i
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Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
Opened and drained for.
























Abscess following osteo - sar-
! coma of inferior maxillary..
Fistula in ano
Old sinus in stump
Septic finger
I Septic toe
iTubercular infection of foot...
Ilnfected gland of neck





Frac. ribs, internal injuries
Frac. femur left shock











Ulceration of leg with senile
gangrene
Pistol wound of hand











Ophthalmic Operations and Diseases.
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79 days at $i.oo $7900
120 " .75 9000
Total $11,182 80
Bal. rec'd last year after books were closed 342 00
Ambulance fees collected 94 50
Sundries '. 83 90
Total $11,703 20
Turned over to treasurer per vouchers on
file $11,703 20
Number of days for free patients 991
Smallest number of patients in hospital. . . 13
Largest " " ... 31
DONATIONS.
Donations have been received from the following :
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Clarke, flowers.
Dr. J. G. Hammond, strawberries.
Dorothy Frost, gowns.
Mrs. John Scales, books.
Miss Hall, flowers.
Mrs. Elder, flowers.
Mrs. Marilla Ricker, books.
Ladies of the Sacred Heart society of St. Mary's
church, Communion set.
Mr. Wm. H. Rollins, turkeys and cranberries.
Mr. Fred Steuerwald, sweet cider.
The Woman's club of Dover, icecream, clothing,
large rug.
Dr. J. H. Richard, Colles' fracture splints.
G. J. Foster & Co., Foster Daily Democrat.
Mrs. Daniel Wiggin, magazines.
Mr. C. L. Howe, flowers.
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Daughters of American Revolution, Margery Sulli-
van chapter, lace curtail s.
Mr. W. K. Chadwick. magazines.
Mr. Frank Christie, magazines, shrubs, flowers,
vegetables, fruit, vinegar.
xVIiss Philpot, gowns.
Miss E. C. Sawyer, vase, rhubarb.
Mrs. Charles Ames, vase.
Mrs. Carter, gowns.
Miss Elizabeth Rollins, gowns.
Mrs. J. B Sawyer, fruit punch, gowns, compress,
flowers.
Kings' Daughters of Central avenue Baptist church,
flowers.
Ladies in Ricker Field, gowns.
Rev. Ward Clarke and friends, flowers.
Miss Annie Tuttle, vase.
Dr. Lord, crutches and surgical supplies.
Mrs. Frank Severance, flowers.
Mr. Samuel Rollins, eggs.
Mrs. J. B. Sawyer, Easter flowers.
Dr. Louis Flanders, eye model.
Mizpah club, clothing.
The amount of work done by the hospital during
the last year should convince the most skeptical of its
need by the city. Of the 307 patients admitted 189
reside in Dover. Of the 382 admitted since the opening
of the hospital 233 were residents of Dover.
The percentage of ambulance cases admitted is
very large in proportion to the total number of admis-
sions. While the rules provide that incurable cases be
not admitted, circumstances have been such that admis-
sions of such cases have been made, especially in those
instances where trained care could do much to alleviate
the patients' sufferings.
Our w^ard beds have been in such demand portions
of the time that an addition of one bed was made to
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each ward, and even then we have had a waiting list.
This list was not a long one, it is true ; but the fact that
we have had one at all speak volumes to those inter-
ested in hospital development. We are fortunate in
having wards to which more beds can easily be added,
as the system of ventilation can be adapted to the needs
of many more patients.
The receipts from our private rooms have been
most satisfactory.-
The maternity department seems destined to fill a
long felt need, and the number of patients admitted is
gratifying.
We are indebted to the Daughters of the American
Revolution, Margery Sullivan Chapter, for curtains for
the reception room in the nurses' dormitory, and to the
Woman's club of Dover for a beautiful rug for the same
room. Our library for the nurses has a foundation in
books presented by Mrs. Marilla Ricker, Mrs. John
Scales, and Miss Hannah Rollins.
The hospital club of Dover has appointed visiting,
committees for the various months, whose object is to
visit those patients who are without relatives or friends
in this vicinity. The young ladies of these committees
are most welcome to the patients, and we hope the visits
will continue. Our thanks are due this club for the
unvarying courtesy and kindness with which they have
responded when appeals have been made for assistance.
Their object to help the worthy and deserving sick
poor in need of hospital treatment is humanitarian in
the highest degree.
The training school, consisting of nine pupils, is
doing good work. When we have over twent}' patients
graduate nurses have been called in, and one graduate
nurse is always on night duty. A graduate nurse as
assistant is, of course, always necessary.
There have been fourteen applications for admis-
sion to the training school, of this number six could
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be considered as suitable, but on perusing the informa-
tion papers a larger hospital was preferred. Two are
now being considered. More pupil nurses are needed,
but we must keep up our standard, which is second to
none in the state. When one pupil below the average
is admitted the entire standard of the school is lowered.
The usual text book instruction is given and the
practical work goes on.
The curriculum which the State Board of Nurse
Examiners will submit to the regent of the board is not
yet in shape for detailed report. The minimum stand-
ard will not be below that of other states.
During the past year the number of pupil nurses
has been lessened by three.
The work of the domestic department goes on with
the usual number of changes in the working force.
The laundry work increases with the increase of
patients, and extra help is needed from time to time.




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907-
THE WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
REPORT OF THE TREASURER.
To THE Board of Trustees of the Wentworth
Hospital :
I have the honor to submit herewith the annual re-
port of the treasurer of the board of trustees of Went-




Jan. I , Balance on hand $408 22
To interest Lake Shore
bonds $800 GO
Interest Oregon Short
Line bonds 400 00
Interest Strafford Sav-





By sundry bills as follows :
Littlefield, Frary & Co $294 59
F. W. Neal 1350
Isaac Coffin Co 140 41
Strafford National bank 499 37
fe47 87
Balance unexpended 664 27
Total $1,612 14
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Hospital fund, bonds $30,000 00
(Ten of the above bonds, representing an invest-
ment of $10,000.00, have been deposited in Strafford




Jan. 1 , Balance on hand $646 16
City appropriations... $6,00000
M. McCone 2 00
Lothrop fund i ,000 00
Grace P. Haskell, supt. 11,70320
$18,705 20
Total. .• $i9'35i 36
EXPENDITURES.
By salaries and wages $6,010 38
Groceries and provisions 3^28377
Milk 692 71
Ice 146 56
Medical and surgical supplies 2,071 68
Fuel 2,321 35




Laundry and Eng. supplies. . . i37 41
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Ambulance $ 95 oo
Miscellaneous 243 54
Lothrop fund 993 33
$17,653 16
Balance on hand 1,698 20
Total $i9'35i 36
Lothrop Fund.
The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern
R. R. Co. gold note, five per cent., due




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
AUDITOR'S REPORT.
To THE Board of Trustees of the
Hospital :
Wentworth
We have examined the books, papers and accounts
of Miss Grace P. Haskell, superintendent of said hos-
pital, and find the same correctly kept, properly
vouched and all moneys received by her have been
turned over to Mr. William K. Chadwick, treasurer of
said board, for which there are proper receipts on file.
We have also examined the books, papers and
accounts of the treasurer and find them properly kept,
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correctly cast with dul}' authorized vouoheivS on file lor
all disbursements ; that said treasurer has now on
deposit in the Strafford National bank, to the credit of
the construction account, the sum of $664.27 and to the




Dover, N. H.. December 31, 1907.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1907.
TRUSTEES.
M. J. White, ex-officio Mayor of the city
Chas. F. Hammond, ex-officio Pres. of common council
Daniel Hall term expires 1908
Charles H. Sawyer term expires 1909
John B. Stevens term expires 19 10
Fred Hooper Hayes term expires 1911
Clarence I. Hurd term expires 1912
James E. Lothrop* term expires 1913
George E. Varney term expires 1914













The Mayor, President of Common Coun-
cil. Stevens.




In Charge of Delivery Desk
































James E. Lothrop 1890-1907
Daniel Hall 1894-
GeoRGE E. VARNEY IQOO-
Fred Hooper Hayes 1900
Clarence I. Hurd 1901-
Elisha R. Brown 1907-
(Ex-Officio.)
James E. Lothrop 1883-1884
John C. Pray 1883- 1884
Richard N. Ross 1885-1886
William D. Taylor 1885-1886
George G. Lowell 1887-1888
Charles A. Davis 1887
Archibald B. Blair 1888
B. Frank Nealley 1889-1890
N. C. Wentworth 1889
Joseph T. Woodbury 1890
Henry R Parker 1891-1892
Williard T. Sanborn 1891
Charles W. Smith 1892
A. Melvin Foss ^893-1895
Fred E. Quimby 1893
George E. Buzzell 1894
Alvah T. Ramsdell 1895
William F. Nason 1896-189:
Herbert C. Grime 1896
Newell H. Shaw 1896
Charles G; F'oster 1897
Charles A. Fairbanks 1898-1900
Edward C. McKone 1898
Edward H. Flagg 1899
Priestly Taylor 1900
Arthur G. Whittemore 1901-1903
John D. Babb 1901
Charles W. Twombly 1902
Martin J. Galligan 1903
John H. Nealley 1904-1905
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CI.AKENCE A. Pierce 1904'
Herman F. Decatur i905<
Alonzo T. Pinkham 1906.
George J. Foster 1906.
Al,TA E. BiCKFORD I906,
Michael J. White 1907-1908
Charles F. Hammond 1907.
LIBRARY STAFF.
Librarians.
Thomas B. Garland Nov., 1883-Mar., 1884
Caroline H. Garland Mar., 1884-
Assistants.
Beatrice M. G. Jenkins 1883-
Stella Smith 1884-1888
Alice O. Folsom 1888-1889
Ida F. Hollingworth 1889-
Martha Vickery 1 895- 1896
Bessie I. Parker 1895-
Helen K. Perry 1896- 1902
Alice M. Hall 1896-





To THE City Councils and Citzens of Dover :
The trustees of the Dover public library submit
their twenty fifth annual report.
The year which has passed since we last presented
an official account of the people's library, has been one
of unexampled activity.
Never before has the library so strongly proved its
claim to excellence. In a survey of the year we find
much to be thankful for beside increase in the number
of books, enlargement of the circulation, extent of ac-
commodation, and general administration. The appetite
of readers for works of enduring moment has markedly
increased. Public expectation and custom have widened
demands. There has been more deliberation and re-
search. Even the drift has been in the right direction.
Full information as to routine work may be ob-
tained from the report of the librarian. This admirable
document contains much other information on all points
connected with the nature, extent, management and
working of the library.
The receipts and expenditures for the year are clear-
ly set out in the reports of the treasurer and committee
on finance. Further information, if details are desired,
can be obtained from the books of the secretary.
The whole number of books reported last year was
33,895. There have been 1,445 accessions this year.
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Our late associate, Hon. James E. Lothrop, left
one thousand dollars to the library, the income to be
expended for maintenance of the musical department.
We have acquired by gift a very considerable num-
ber of volumes, having a popular and educational
value.
In behalf of the reading public, we gratefully
acknowledge the liberality displayed by the mayor and
city councils in supplying the w^ants of the library.
Bj^ a recent vote of the city councils, the control
and maintenance of the library building and grounds is
vested in the board of trustees. There should be a
separate and suitable appropriation made to carry out
the intent of the resolution.
During the year now closing, the general and
special reader, and those who have long hours of labor,
have all had enlarged opportunities, and the free schools
and the free library have joined hands like husband and
wife in a well-matched marriage.
Our public library may be regarded from three sep-
arate points of view, and as fulfilling the duties of
three different and distinct positions. It may be called
a collaborator of the schools, a purveyor of substantial
and permanent literary values, as well as wholesome
fiction, and it may be looked upon as a supplement and
complement to the efforts of those whose early opportu-
nities have been cut short by necessity or neglect
It is an oracle when perplexing problems must be
solved out of school hours ; it smoothes the broken
paths in stated studies ; stimulates curiosity ; explains
that things which, at first sight seem to stand isolated
and without apparent brotherhood, are united by their
causes. x\t one time, it is a wardrobe of literature,
whence people properly informed may bring forth
" something for ornament, much for curiosity, and more
for use."
It educates the young, and moulds the opinions
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and cultivates the tastes of the old. It makes for the
preferment of sound learning, furnishes suitable food
for educated and directing minds, promotes persistent
reading, provides the richest legacies of ancient and
modern thought, and the ripe product of heart and
brain for inquiring students. It contains books of di-
rect knowledge, works that illustrate great periods in
our own annals, and in the annals of other countries,
books which have given birth to great thoughts and
generous acts, and those which speak with authority
upon all the vital questions of the day, and, as well,
upon those which reflect every phase and form of opin-
ion having tangible bold upon the country—and there
are treatises on light, heat, magnetism, electricity, and
every department of physical science. Reference books
brought together under the influence ol a definite guid-
ing aim, costly works which are generally out of the
reach of individual students, and periodicals represent-
ing every political section and class in the country face
the seeker after truth.
But it is well to know that our library will only
now and then bestow^ its best gifts on those who resort
to it merely for pleasure, and that he who reads only to
learn wall inevitably become worn and unstrung, and
too much of the collective wisdom of the world may be
as sunshine to the blind. One should mingle in due
proportion, parts into "parts reciprocally shot, and all
so forming a harmonious whole." For, "if the whole
body were an eye, where w^ere the hearing?" So far as
human foresight can determine the future, Dover will
have a public library always, to amuse, instruct, and
inspire.
()ur successes have been many, and encouragement is
at the fore. We need both to stretch out to another
coign of advantage. It is not a new obstacle that con-
fronts us. It has stood in the way from the beginning.
By far, the larger part of the adult element of our pop-
2l6
ulation is not touched to the quick by the library's in-
fluence.
Toil alone shows slight recognition, though there
is no ambitious woman or man, girl or boy, whose
social standing or pecuniary circumstances forbid use of
the people's books. The mature come infrequently,
and mostly for news of the day. These do, no doubt,
learn something, do, we readily admit, get a good deal
of knowledge of one kind and another, but the value is
not great. There is no ancestral hunger to appease.
Reading habits and tastes do not exist. It is hard to
awaken interest.
But their children come. They glow with recency
and newness, and are filled with a sympathetic matter-
of-factness that is infinitely encouraging. More faithful
than favored, undisputably better trained than we of
the last generation were, pieced out with an intensity of
belief, they read with avidity. They have sense, an in-
clination to learn, and have just come out of school.
Here we have influence and responsibility. The body
of older people, touched as yet slightly by the library's
urgency, is not refusing a task to which it is unequal.
Its members are not impressed now, but the time is
coming when they will realize that their children are
better, wiser and truer because of increased knowledge.
Then with changed minds they will follow son and
daughter—even into the library, and apply themselves
to better things.
Our lesson is not easily learned. Similar institu-
tions are not more efficient in this respect. It is an old
trouble. The sources of remedy lie with the people,
and already we see signs of betterment. Of course, it
will come, it will assuredly come, that time when not to
read and ponder, far beyond the limits of today, will be
exceptional and unavoidable. The infinite capacity of
human nature will bring it about, and it is assuming
very little, to say that soon methods of broad applica-
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bility, wholly in harmony with wage-earning opinion,
will be discovered that shall exert a direct and positive
bearing upon this defect in our library administration.
On the necessity of diffusing information— there is
no process of informing the mind which does not imply
information—throughout all classes of people, the ex-
pectations of the nation are unanimously fixed. The
security of the country depends on the fulfilment of
these expectations. To accomplish this is manifestly
the task of the public library.
Respectfully submitted,
J. B. Stevens,
For the Board of Trustees.
Dover, December 31, 1907.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1907.
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand $16 40
Fines 100 00









Heat and janitor 800 00
Salaries 2,561 84
$5,60440





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
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WILLIAM K. CHADWICK, TREASURER,
IN ACCOUNT WITH DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
RECEIPTS.
Dr., 1907, December 31.
Balance from 1906 $16 40











Heating and janitor 800 00
Balance on hand 12 00
Total $5,616 40
DISPOSITION OF TRUST FUNDS.
Jaques fund, deposited in Strafford Savings
bank $1,774 28
Pray fund, deposited in Strafford Savings
bank 707 26
Lothrop fund, $1,000 gold note, Lake Shore,
and Michigan Southern R. R. Co., par
value at date of investment 993 33
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Lothrop fund, balance of bequest deposited




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
REPORT OF
COMMITTKE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE. '
The undersigned, committee on accounts and
finance, have examined all the books and vouchers, and
audited all accounts of the secretary and treasurer,
pertaining to the Dover public library for the year 1907.
and find the same correctly kept and properly vouched.
Geo. E. Varney,
Fred H. Hayes,
Committee on Accounts and Finance.
Dover, N. H., January 4, 1908.
HON. JAMES. E. LOTHROP.
At a meeting of the Trustees of the Dover Public
library, held March ii, 1907, the following preamble
and resolutions were unanimously adopted :
Whereas, In the death of Hon. James E. Lothrop,
not alone the private circle, but the public interests of
this community have been bereaved, and
Whereas, We desire to place on record our deep
sense of his fidelity to the whole work of the Dover
Public Library,
Resolved^, That in his death the Library has lost a
loving friend and ardent supporter, w^hose labors in its
behalf, early begun as its first president, have continued
in other relations to the end, equally true and unselfish,
whether rendered in private or official capacity. He
was a man of action, taken up with strenuous toil, but
never so busy as to lose sight of the Library.
Resolved, That we sympathize deeply with the fam-
ily of our esteemed associate in their great loss, rejoic-
ing with them in the recollection of what he was and
what he did.
Resolved, That a copy of the foregoing, signed by
the President and Secretary, be transmitted to the family
of the deceased.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN.
To THK Board of Trustees of the Dover Public
Library :
Gentlemen :—The twenty-fifth annual report of the
library showing its work for the year 1907 is herewith
presented. Although this report is consecutively num-
bered the twenty-fifth, the library has not yet completed
tw^enty-five years of life, as the first report was made
when it had existed only two months as a city institu-
tion and had not been opened to the public. The sum-
mary therefore which might well be expected after twen-
tj^-five years' work should be made next year.
THE year's growth.
Whole number of volumes Jan. i 33 '895
Volumes purchased 1,006 '
Volumes received by gift 201
Volumes received from gov-
ernment 127
Bound periodicals iii
Total number of accessions.. i>445
Worn-out volumes withdrawn
during the year 70
Total increase for the year 1.375
Total number of volumes December 31 ... . 35,270
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BOOK SELECTION AND PURCHASE.
In the selection of books brought before the trus-
tees for their approval, an earnest effort has been made
to preserve a proper proportion in the different classes,
and to see that the library obtains the best work of its
kind in each class. The tentative list for purchase is
made up at the librarian's desk, from publishers' an-
nouncements, book reviews, the A. L. A. catalogue,
individual requests, and suggestions from the library
attendants as to the needs in their different departments.
This list is kept on cards and is constantly added to
and changed and compared with purchases made in
other libraries. From this large list, a smaller list of
the most desirable is culled out and taken to Boston for
personal inspection in book stores. It is part of this
last number that finally come to the trustees' table each
month for their examination and approval.
In building up a library whose value shall increase
with years and at the same time meet the passing de-
mands of the day, different orders of publications must
be acquired.
ist. Those books which, although no one uses
them at the time, take a place in sets which students in
years to come would expect to find complete on the
library shelves. An example of this would be a newly
published volume of New Hampshire law reports.
2nd. Those books that are recognized as contribut-
ing new and important material in little explored fields,
even if there be but few readers at the present time of
this material. An example of this would be Human
personality and its survival of bodily death. This
work, unique of its kind, was issued in tw^o large vol-
umes four years ago and sold for twelve dollars, a price
prohibitive for our library. An edition issued this year
at three dollars was at once added.
3rd. Books of reference, too expensive for ordinarj^
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private purchase, but needed for general use and so
bought from the public fund. An example of this
would be an art dictionary.
4th. Books of information, needed by the artisan
and the business man as well as by the student ; techni-
cal works in the line of trades represented in the city,
and for the home use of working men who desire to im-
prove not only their minds, but their wage-earning
ability. These technical books are often rather expen-
sive, costing frequently four or five dollars apiece ; but
their value to the person who makes intelligent use of
them is often greater than the combined value of four
or five one dollar books. An example of this would be
the volume added this year on Concrete, plain and
reenforced. This book stood unused for a month or
two, and then a citizen came in asking for something on
the subject and this was the book that filled his need.
In this department of useful arts the library is less well
stocked than in most other classes.
5th. Books of culture and recreation. Under this
head coines our well-equipped and much used depart-
ment of literature, and also the department of fiction.
It is regarding additions in this latter class that
most differences of opinion occur as to what should and
what should not go into the library. Everywhere ha-
bitual fiction readers in libraries are found to be the
most insistent class of borrowers, sometimes forgetting
that the circulation of fiction, and especially of very
new fiction known only because of wide advertising, is
only a part and not the most important part of a libra-
ry's right to support from public taxation. Many pub-
lic libraries are taking very conservative ground as to
the amount of newly published fiction deemed worthy
the investment of public funds. This library, however,
has always adopted a policy of liberality in the amount
of fiction furnished, care being taken to see that the
subject matter of the fiction shall be wholesome, that it
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shall not needlessly offend section or sect, and that it
shall possess both interest and literary merit.
The manner of the purchase of books is also a mat-
ter of close attention. Books which in their first estate
are too expensive may sometimes be obtained later by
keeping account of second-hand catalogs and from spec-
ial sales at bookstores. Books have been imported
when the English price plus the cost of carriage was
less than the American. Books ordered in this way
from London come to us done up singly, sent by parcels
post and are admitted dutyfree. About a dozen books
have been bought this year in the French language and
three or four each in Spanish and Italian.
THE year's circulation.
The total circulation of books for home and school
use, from the main librarj^ and the children's depart-
ment, has been 55,813 volumes, an increase of 6,521
over last year. The increase has been about evenly
distributed through the different classes. The percent-
age of adult fiction has dropped from fifty-three per
cent, last year to fifty-two per cent, this, and juvenile
fiction has advanced from fourteen per cent, last year
to fifteen per cent. this. The percentages in other
classes remain about the same, philosophy and religion
having slightly decreased and literature increased.
Three books have been lost in circulation, one from the
main library and two from the children's room.
READING ROOM AND REFERENCE LIBRARY.
Week day attendance, 19,500.
The reading room shows a somewhat less number
of visitors than last year partly because the novelty of
the building having worn off there are not so many
casual visitors, and partly because, owing to the num-
ber of hours each day that the room is without a regu-
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lar attendant, the figures may not have been kept with
entire accnrac^^ Excellent work has been done in the
room ; the High school scholars make good and quiet
use of the books reserved for them on special shelves
by their teachers ; the newspaper and magazine readers
find their material convenient to the hand, and the
searcher seeking aid applies confidently for it to the at-
tendant. The recorded Sunday attendance shows 981
visitors, as against 1,469 last year.
HISTORICAL ROOM.
The work in this room has been of the unostenta-
tious order which attracts little attention while it is be-
ing done, but which once completed adds vastly to the
value of the library. A duplicate catalog, to be kept in
the room, is in process of making, and the attendant
has nearly completed the work of checking and com-
parison with the cards in the main catalog, preparatory
to adding here much detailed indexing too bulky and
extended for the main catalog. This will make avail-
able for students all the material we have, whether
small or large in itself and whether published as a book
or as a pamphlet and bound in with other pamphlets, or
imbedded in some out-of-the-way fragment.
A list has also been made up of state and city asso-
ciations, societies, clubs and individuals, apart of whose
reports or proceedings or writings are gathered here,
with the intent to make the file of their publications
complete and up to date. These serial publications seem
of comparatively little importance when they are new and
easy to obtain, but their value to the student of local
history consists in the completeness of the file ; and the
difiSculty of obtaining back numbers increases vastly
with the passing years.
PICTURES.
Some years ago, noticing how many times there
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were calls to supply pictures in connection with study-
both of geography and art, and finding thai sometimes
it became necessary to buy a book in order to procure for
a student a single needed illustration, the library staff
began to save whatever pictures came in, their way and
to mount them in such a manner that they could be cir-
culated. These pictures came from all sorts of sources,
art book advertisements, stray copies of magazines,
worn-out books, duplicate periodicals and a few gifts
from friends A few dollars were expended for mount-
ing board and tag stock, which was cut into uniform
sizes ; the pictures were systematically mounted ; and
thus was begun a picture collection. Later a card was
made for each picture and filed in a picture index.
These pictures are divided mainly into three classes,
travel, portraits and art. They are kept in boxes of
uniform sizes and are arranged in alphabetical order by
artists. There are about 1,500, the same number as for
several years because no additions have been made
recently. Small as this collection is, it has done excel-
lent service and furnished to many students needed
material for their work ; but for the past year or two it
has proved entirely inadeqirate to the demands upon it
and members of study clubs have sometimes been
«
obliged to go out of town to find what they needed. If
a few dollars each year might be put into photographs
which should bear directly upon the topics chosen b}^
the clubs for study it would result in benefit to both club
and library.
MUSIC.
As the library will receive this coming year the
interest of the Dr. Lothrop fund for the purchase of
music, it may be interesting to glance at our present
music department. It was begun in 1894 by the pur-
chase of about a dozen volumes mostly classical works
and studies. The books did good service, being loaned
frequently, but few additions were made for several
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years owing to the need for expenditure in other direc-
tions. In 1901 and 1902 the library received from Mr.
John W. Tufts, a native of this city but for many years
a resident of Boston, the gift of part of his musical li-
brary which he had spent many years in collecting.
There were about 300 sheets of music, mostly classical,
a bust of Hadyn bought in Vienna, and many historical
and literary treatises on music, piano-forte music and
instruction books, organ voluntaries, sonatas and sym-
phonies in arrangements for chamber music, works on
voice culture, school instruction, books, operas, canta-
tas, oratorios, cathedral and choir music in rare original
editions, and volumes of old English choral music, in-
teresting historically and technically.
When the library was moved to its present building
this collection was well placed in the Fine arts room,
where it may be easily consulted. Little money has
been expended on it, but this legacy from our former
trustee will make it possible to supply deficiencies and
to add works of current interest and make the collection
a very valuable part of the library.
children's room.
The children's room is generally the first Jto which
visitors are attracted, partly by reason of its location
but more on account of its genuine interest and attrac-
tiveness. A steady advance has been made in this de-
partment ever since the room was opened both in the
condition and the quality of the books; but although
many new copies and duplicates have been added the
supply is never equal to the demand. The attendant
reports a definite and steady improvement in the tone of
the reading desired and even an ordinary observer can-
not fail to notice how intelligently and positively many
children make their own selections. Beside the read-
ers, many little people drop into and out of the room,
sitting awhile at the tables, looking at pictures and
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magazines, and the much worn stereoscopic views.
For home use have been loaned 13,631 volumes, an in-
crease of 3,536 over last year. Of this number 5,332 or
forty per cent, were non-fiction books. This non-fiction
includes many attractive books of travel and poetry,
bound volumes of Harper's Young People, Wide-
awake, and St. Nicholas, speakers, a little biography,
manj^ nature books, books on electricity and experi-
mental science, school histories and stories of early ex-
plorers. Especially noteworthy is the children's use of
books in American history. From this department in the
main library have this year been taken out 660 volumes;
but from the children's room, 1,947 have been taken out.
The regular work of the room has been carried on as
heretofore. A few picture scrapbooks have been made,
the bulletin board has been kept supplied with timely
pictorial matter, and occasions and holidays have been
appropriately observed.
The notable event of the year for this room was the
gift to it in March of fifty dollars for the purchase of
new books. With this sum were bought seventy-five
volumes, many charmingly illustrated and bound.
The list was made in the absence of the librarian by
Miss Hollingworth, who expended much care upon it,
and included story books, and non-fiction in about
equal proportions. The children at once appropriated
the books with great satisfaction and have used them
constantly throughout the year. These seventy-five
books, a memorial gift made quietly and at the request
of the donors without public recognition, have thus be-
come an active force in many young lives, making for
the happiness and betterment of our little citizens.
Much valuable information and suggestion comes
from a comparison of methods and results with libraries
in other places and this is possible through an ex-
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change of library publications as well as by attendance
on state and national library meetings. The librarian
is a member of the American library association, the
New Hampshire library association, and the Massa-
chusetts library club ; and the library holds member-
ship in the American library association, and the Li-
brary art club, and the National educational associa-
tion, and exchanges reports and bulletins with more
than fifty libraries in different parts of the country.
Emphasis should be given to the excellence of the
work done by the assistants in their respective depart-
ments throughout the year and to their loyalty and co-
operation ; the librarian also desires to express her ap-
preciation of the unfailing kindness of the trustees and






Cash on hand $12 85
Received from out-of-town registrations... . 5 00
Received from sale of reserve postal cards 3 70
Received from fines 144 7°
$166 25
EXPENDITURES.
Paid to the treasurer $100 00
Expended for express, stationery and inci-
dentals 62 40




































































































Number days open for circulation of books 305
Average daily circulation 182
Largest circulation in one day, Nov. 23. .
.
452
Smallest circulation in one day, Nov. 25. . . 47
Number of books lost in circulation 3
Registration of adults in town 234
Registration of out-of-town borrowers 5
Registration in children's room 222
Total registration during the year 461
Reading room attendance, week day 19,500
Reading room attendance, Sunday 981
Children's room attendance 13,198
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ACCESSIONS.

























































































Whole number of books in library, 35,270.
In addition to this number of volumes entered on
the accessions book, the library also owns :
Maps and coast survej^ charts.
A collection of about 1,500 mounted pictures".
Three hundred and three sheets of music.
A collection of 225 labeled and 150 unlabeled min-
erals.
Many historical pamphlets kept in pamphlet cases
properly arranged and indexed.
A collection of indexed clippings.
Many hundreds of periodicals consisting of un-
bound files, duplicates and incomplete sets, carefully
arianged for consultation.
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Adriance memorial library, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y I
American-Irish historical society i
Ancient and honorable artillery company of
Massachusetts i
Atlas Portland cement company, New York i
Balch, E. S , Philadelphia, Pa i
Balch, T. W,, Philadelphia. Pa ;.. i
Beavins, Annie M 4 3
Berlin public library 2
Boston book company, Boston, Mass i
Boston museum of fine arts, Boston, Mass. . i i
Boston (Mass.) City of. Registry depart-
ment I
Boston (Mass.) public library i i
Bowdoin college, Brunswick, Me i i
Brookline, (Mass.) public library i i
Brooklyn (N. Y.) institute of arts and
sciences i
Brooklyn (N. Y.) public library i i
Buffalo (N. Y.) public library i
Burbank, Mrs. E. C 14
Cambridge ( Mass.) public library i i
Canada, Dominion of. Department of ag-
riculture I I
Carnegie free library, Alleghany, Pa 2
Carnegie library, Atlanta, Ga i
Carnegie library, Ottawa, Canada i
Carnegie library, Pittsburg, Pa i
Chicago (111.,) public library 12
Cleveland (Ohio) public library i i
Coleman, James A., Eliot, Me i
Concord public library 2




Cornell university, Ithaca, N. Y i
Crediford, Mrs. Addie i
Crosby, Mrs. William S., Brookline, Mass i
Dartmouth college, Hanover i
Davenport and Banks, Bridgeport, Conn.. i
Dayton (Ohio) public library and museum i
Dover. City of i
East Orange (N. J.) public library i
Easton ( Pa. ) public library i
Erie (Pa.) public library i
Evanston (111) public library i i
Exeter public library i
Fall River (Mass.) public library i
Fitchburg (Mass.) public library. 2 i
Forbes library, Northampton, Mass i
Grand Rapids (Mich.) public library i
Hall, Mrs. Dwight 150
Hartford (Conn.) public library i i
Harvard university, Cambridge, Mass 2
Haverhill (Mass.) public library i i
Hayes, Mrs. John S., Estate of. Collection
of sea mosses.
Indian rights association, Philadelphia, Pa i
Indianapolis ( Ind. ) public library 2 i
Jersey City (N. J.) free public library i
John Crerar library, Chicago, 111 i
Keene public library i
Laconia public library i i
Lake Mohonk conference i i
Langdon public library, Newington i
Lawson, Thomas W., Boston, Mass i
Lexington (Ky.) public library i
Littleton (Mass. ) Town oi i
Lowell (Mass.) city library r
Lynn ( Mass. ) public library i i
McGill university, Montreal, Can i
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Vols. Pphs. Per.
Maiden (Mass.) public library i
Manchester city library i
Margery Sullivan chapter, D. A. R 2 i
Massachusetts, Commonwealth of. Secre-
tary I
Massachusetts institute of technology, Bos-
ton, Mass 2
Massachusetts library club i
Milwaukee (Wis.) public library i
Minneapolis (Minn.) public library 3
Merchants' association of New York i
Nashua public library t
Nebraska public library commission, Lin-
coln, Neb I
New Bedford (Mass.) free public library.. 3 i
New^ Bedford (Mass ) textile school i
New Hampshire state library. Concord. . . -. i
New Hampshire, State of. Dept. of public
instruction, Concord i
New Haven (Conn.; free public library.... i i
New York society library i
New York state library, Albany, N. Y. . . . 2 2
New York, State of. Education depart-
ment, Albany, N. Y i
Newark (N. J.) free public library i
Newton ( Mass. ) Iree library i
Omaha (Neb.) public library i i
Oregon library commission i
Osterhout free library, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.. i i
Pacific coast biscuit co., Portland, Oregon i
Peabody institute library, Peabody, Mass.. i i
Pennsylvania prison society i
Philadelphia (Pa.) apprentices' library
company i
Philadelphia (Pa.) free library 2
Phillips-Exeter academy, Exeter i
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Portland (Me.) public library 2
Pratt institute free library, Brooklyn, N. Y. i
Providence (R.I.) athenaeum i
Providence (R. I. ) public library i
Public library. District of Columbia, Wash-
ington 2 I
Quincy (111.) free public library . i
Ricker Marilla M i
Rochester public library i
Rollins, Frank W. , Concord i
Rutland (Vt.) free library i
St Louis (Mo.) mercantile library associa-
tion I
Saint Louis (Mo.) public library i
Salem (Mass.) public library i
Scales, John i
Scranton (Pa.) public library i
Sioux City (Iowa) public library i
Smithsonian institution, Washington, D. C. 2
Society of colonial wars in New Hampshire 2
Somerville (Mass.) public library
Springfield (Mass.) city library association i
Springfield (Mass.) republican congres-
sional committee
Superintendent of immigration, Ottawa,
Canada i
Syracuse (N. Y.) public library i
Taunton ( Mass. ) public library 3
Thompson, Lucien, Durham 2
Thompson, Slason, Chicago, 111 i
Toledo (Ohio) public library i
U. S. Department of the interior. Bureau
of education i
University of Illinois, Champaign, 111.... i
University of the state of New York, Alba-
ny, N. Y 2
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Vermont library commission, Burlington,
Vt I
Waltham ( Mass.) public library i
Washington county free library, Hagers-
town, Md I I
Watertown (Mass.) free public library. ... i




Hon. M. J. White, (ex-officio) January i, 1908
C. F. Hammond, (ex-officio) January i, 1908
Charles F. Sawyer, April i, 1909
Dudley L. Furber, April i, 1908
Burnham Hanson, April i, 1907
Hon. M. J. White, President.
C F. Sawyer, Clerk.
W^ K Chadwick, Treasurer.
Henry E. Perry, Superintendent.
WATER commissioners.
Charles A. Fairbanks, 1888-1898, 1901-1903
Joseph W. Cate, 1888-1889
Robert G. Pike, (resigned July 5, 1888) 1888-1888
Arthur G. Whittemore, 1888-1901
John B. Stevens, 1898-1904
Chas. W. Demeritt 1899-1902
Harris M. Shaw, 1902-1905
Frank E. Mulligan, 1903-1906
Orlando R. Wiggin, 1904-1906
Frank W. Merrill, 1905-1906
Charles F. Sawyer, 1906-
DuDLEY L. Furber, 1966-
Burnham Hanson, 1906-
Alonzo T. Pinkham, 1906.
Alta E. Bickford, 1906.
Michael J. White, 1907.
Charles F. Hammond, 1907.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS.
To THE Mayor and City Councils of the City of
Dover :
Gentlemen:—The 20th annual report of the board of
water commissioners for the year ending December 31st,
1907, is herewith respectfully submitted.
ORGANIZATION.
The board elected Mayor M. J. White, as president,
and C. F. Sawyer, clerk, at its first meeting held in
January.
FINANCES.
The receipts for the year have been $41,756.06, in
eluding balance of $3,775.67 from 1906. The expendi-
tures have been $37,522.86, leaving a balance of $4,-
233.20 in the hands of the city treasurer. A detailed
statement of the receipts and expenditures will be found
in appendix " A." During the year $6,000.00 from
the earnings ot the department have been paid on the
water debt.
WATER SUPPLY.
For some years past the question of the water sup-
ply has been urgent on account of the steadily dimin-
ishing supply from available sources. The Easterly
Springs branch, which was put in during the fall and
winter i905-'o6 at considerable expense, and from which
the much-needed additional supply was confidently ex-
pected, has been a dissapointment, for the reason that
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the water from that source contains an excessive amount
of iron. This renders the water unfit for domestic use
and it has been necessary to cut out this branch, neces-
sitating the waste of several hundred thousand gallons
of water daily.
Early in the year some changes were made in the
piping on this line by which it was hoped that the
objectionable water could be eliminated. The changes,
however, did not obviate the trouble, and it became
evident that the water must be filtered. The Easterly
branch was cut out entirely until late in the summer,
and additional water was drawn from Willand's pond
to make up the shortage in the springs supply, thereby
lowering the pond to the lowest point ever known.
After a series of experiments, temporary filters, as
recommended by our consulting engineer^ Mr. William
S, Johnson, were constructed at small expense and oper-
ated with good results. While we have not been able
to save all the water from the easterly branch, consider-
able has been saved and thereby the drain on Willand's
pond reduced. The water was of a satisfactory quality
after being treated, but there was not enough of it.
It will now be necessary to either erect permanent
filters at the Hussey springs and save the water which
is going to waste, or look for an additional supply else-
where. If the former course were adopted, we have
reason to believe that there would be ample water for
the needs of the city for some years to come, and at the
same time it would be necessary to draw on the pond
for a very much smaller part of the suppl3^ This
would allow the pond to fill up again to its normal
level and the water would then flow from that point by
gravity, doing away with the expense of pumping,
which at present is considerable. Early in the summer
we engaged the services of an experienced well driver,
to go over the ground just above the Hussey springs
thoroughly, to see if the water from that source could
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be made available by the use of driven wells. After
driving a number of test wells, it was his opinion that,
though there was water in abundance in that section, it
could not be made use of successfully by means of
driven wells on account of the sandy formation of the
soil.
We have also looked over the section above the
Kelley springs and Barbadoes pond. While a supply
from that source is not available for general use in the
city at the present time on account of the expense, we
believe that a considerable supply of excellent quality
can be obtained there whenever necessary. For the im-
mediate future it would seem advisable to utilize, if
possible, the entire supply at the Hussey springs. But
for the excessive amount of iron in the water it is of ex-
cellent quality and free from danger of contamination.
METERS.
In connection with the short water supply, we have
considered the urgent need of having all services in the
city metered. This should be done as soon as possible,
and during the year the department has made a start
by placing meters on some of the faucet services. It is
on this class of services where the greatest waste of
water comes. The placing of meters should be contin-
ued from year to year until all services in the city are
metered. It will result not only in a great saving of
water and expense, but will also be more equitable to
all consumers in that every one will be charged for
water actually used.
PUMPING MACHINERY.
Early in the year the new pump installed at the
main pumping station was put in operation, and but for
a stoppage of short duration on account of a break-
down, has given satisfactory service. The city now has
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adequate protection in case of an emergency, by having
two independent pumps ready for service.
EXTENSIONS.
During the year 250 feet of four-inch main has been
laid and there has been a net gain of twent3^-one ser-
vices.
The system of accounting introduced last year has
worked out well, making it possible to render and col-
lect the water bills promptly, and has also simplified
the clerical work of the department.
House-to-house inspections are made at regular in-
tervals, thereby correcting any errors which may occur
in rating in the services.
The executive work of the department has been
well done and we have had the full and hearty co-oper-







Water Commissioners for the City of Dover.
Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
APPENDIX A.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR 1907,
Indebtedness.
Notes due Strafford Savings bank bearing
4% per cent, interest $292,000 00
Resources.
Balance from 1906 .... $3-775 67




Total expenditures for 1907 $37'522 86
Balance to new account 4)232 20
$41,756 06
General Expense Account by Sub-Division.
interest.
Paid Strafford Savings bank $12,699 47
GENERAL ACCOUNT.
Office expenses $306 o3
Current expenses 3j795 ^^
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Distributing piping $1,042 09
Service piping 459 32
Pipe shop 148 83
High service pumping station 3,608 83
Low service pumping station,
pond 1 ,458 76
Low service pumping station,
Hussey 812 60
Kelley springs 139 92
Meters 399 iS
Reduction of debt 6,000 00
$18,171 37
CONSTRUCTION.
Distributing piping $517 .':)9




High Service Ptunping Station.
New pump account $83401
Winslow Ind. and recording
gauge 4J003
Low Service Pumping Station.
Pond, station, etc, $240 94
Filter bed (Hussey springs).. 1,312 39
Conduit line " " .. 90817




Water debt at completion
(1889) $355,00000
Water debt Decetaber 30, 1907 292,000 00
Decrease of debt $62 ,coo 06
TREASURER'S STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance from 1906 account $3,775 67
Cash, Henry E. Perry, superintendent. . . . 37,980 39
Total $41 ,756 06
EXPENDITURES.
Water commissioners' checks $37,522 86





Dover, N H.. December 31, 1907.
AUDITORS' REPORT.
The undersigned, appointed by the city councils to
audit the accounts of the Dover water works for the
year 1907, have examined the books and accounts of
the water commissioners and find them properly kept,
correctly cast, and all vouchers approved.
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We have examined the accounts of the superintend-
ent, Henry E. Perry, and find them correct and all
money collected by him paid to the city treasurer, with
proper vouchers for same.
We have also examined the books of the city treas-
urer and find the amount to the credit ot the Dover
water works at the close of business December 31, 1907,
to be forty-two hundred thirty-three and twenty one-
hundredths dollars, said amount agreeing with balance
shown by financial statement of the board of water com-




Dover, N. H., January 24, 1908.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT.
To THE Board of Water Commissioners :
Gentlemen :—I herewith present the twentieth an-
nual report of the superintendent, showing the present
condition of the department, the extensions and im-
provements, together with a detailed statement of the
receipts, expenditures and abatements, for the year end-
ing December 31, 1907.
The close of another year finds the department in a
good financial condition, $6,000.00 having been applied
toward |;he reduction of the debt, a better showing than
for any year in the history of the department, notwith-
standing the increased cost of repairs occasioned by de-
terioration of the piping. Experience teaches us that
the department must soon face the problem of re-
placing, wholly or in part, many of the service pipes.
HIGH SERVICE PUMPING STATION, RECEIVING BASIN
AND GROUNDS.
The 2,500,000 gallon pumping engine, bought of the
i^latt Iron Works company, the installation of which w^as
begun last year, was started up January i8th, and run
until March 15th under the care of the erecting engi-
neer, when a practical test was made by Lewis E.
Thorpe, C. E , of Boston, representing this department,
and the consulting engineers of the Piatt Iron Works
company, a report of w^hich is herewith submitted.
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Hon. M. J. White, Chairman, Board of Water
Commissioners, Dover, N. H.
Dear Sir
:
— I submit the following report on the
test of the triplex pump and electric motor recently in-
stalled by the Piatt Iron Works Co. of Dayton. Ohio, for
the Dover water works.
The contract called for one Smith-Vaille vertical,
triplex, power pump provided with a pulley on the jack
shaft ; the pump to be of the four standard type, with
three double acting water pistons, each to be fourteen
inches in diameter by twelve-inch stroke ; the pump to
be capable of running at a speed of forty-two revolu-
tions per minute against a head of 200 feet ; the pump
to be run by an electric motor by a belt ; the motor to
be a general electric motor of 150 horse-power.
The conditions of the test were to be as follows :
The actual number of foot pounds of water pumped, as
measured by the Venturi meter, the head against which
the water is pumped divided by the energy in foot
pounds of the amount of electric current delivered to
the motor. The contractor guaranteed an efficiency for
the complete plant of seventy per cent.
The test was made on March 15th, and was started
at 10.30 a. m. and continued until 6 p. m., or a total
run of seven and one-half hours. During this time an
average rate of 1,780 gallons of water per minute was
pumped, or a total of 801,oco gallons against an average
head, including the suction lift, of 191.25 feet. The
total work, as measured by the water actually pumped,
was as follows :
801,000 gallons X 8.34 pounds per gallon x 191.25
foot heads equals 1,277,615,025 foot pounds.
The total energy, or electric current in foot pounds,
delivered to the motor was as follows :
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85.7 kw. X 1000 X 450 min. x 44.25 equals 1,706,-
501,250 foot pounds.
The efficiency of the plant is as follows :
Total work done in foot pounds equals 1,277,615,025
divided by total foot pounds of current delivered to the
motor, or 1,706,501, 250 equals 74.8 per cent, of effi-
ciency.
If figured in horse power per minute, the work
done would be as follows :
1780 gallons pumped per minute x 8.34 x 191.25
divided by 33,000 equals 86 horse power.
The electric current in horse power delivered to the
motor would be 85.7 x 1.34 equals 114 84 horse power.
86 horse power divided by 114.84 horse power
equals 74.8 per cent, efficiency.
The results of the test show an increase of 4.8 per
cent, over the guaranteed efficiency.
For the last thirty minutes of the test the head
pumped against was increased to 202 feet, or a total, in-
cluding the suction lift, of 209.85 feet. The pump ran
against this head very smoothly and showed no signs of
jar or shock.
The average number of revolutions of the pump
throughout the test was 40.39, and the number of
gallons pumped per revolution, as measured by the
Venturi meter, was 44. The number of gallons, as fig-
ured from the displacement of the pistons in the pump,
per revolution would be 47.3, thus showing a difference
of 3-3 gallons per revolution between the pump and
meter measurements. Making an allowance of three
per cent, for slip in the pump (which is very liberal)
would bring the pump displacement down to 45.88 gal-
lons per revolution, or 1.88 gallons more than shown by
the meter. I am of the opinion that this difference is
largely due to the meter not registering closely. *
* * I am of the opinion that the complete plant
is fully up to the requirements of the contract.
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In the direction of the test the Piatt Iron Works
company was represented by Mr. F. H. Hayes, the
writer acting for the water board.
Respectfully submitted,
Lewis D. Thorpe.
The pump was accepted March 26, and placed un-
der the care of the department engineer, Mr. Batchelder,
on April 1st. The pump continued to run smoothlj^
until May 6, when, by reason of the poor material used
in constructing one of the cross-head shoes, a bad
breakdown occurred. This was temporarily repaired
by the department, and in a short time the pump was
again running, and continued in service until the ar-
rival of the housing, when it was put in good condition
by the erecting engineer of the Piatt Iron Works com-
pany.
This station is now well equipped for work, having
two separate systems of pumping engines, which in
case of a breakdown, relieves all parties in interest
from the constant worry and danger which appertained
under former conditions.
It having been decided to operate the pumping
plant at night on account of the reduction in cost, we
found it desirable to install a system of electric light-
ing, which was accomplished at small expense.
I would recommend taat the inside of this station,
as well as the pumps, motor, etc., be painted and put in
first class condition.
I would also recommend that a suitable house for
the accommodation of the engineer, be erected on the
grounds of this station.
The receiving basin has received the usual clean-
ing, being in a very bad condition. The bottom of this
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basin should be covered with concrete. By so doing we
can largely free the whaler of the disagreeable odor and
taste of which complaint is made each year. This
would also reduce the expense of cleaning, as one man
with a line of hose could do the work in two or three
hours where it now necessitates twelve hours of hard
work for ten men.
LOW SERVICE PUMPING STATION.
The outlay of money for repairs at the Willand
pond station has been small, only such work having
been done as was necessary to keep it in the usual con-
dition
We placed a 700-gallon tank in the station with
which to prime the pump and feed the boiler when nec-
essary.
During the year the pond has reached the lowest
level in its history. It is evident that this source of
suppl}^ is limited, and that something must be done to
increase it.
HUSSEY SPRING STATION.
During the latter part of 1906, and early in 1907,
we removed the sand from around the receiving well,
and puddled it with clay, to prevent the water from be-
ing impregnated with iron ; and, for the same purpose,
we relaid about one hundred and fifty feet of the conduit
line.
The matter of an additional supply of water having
been considered for some time, the services of Mr. Wil-
liam S. Johnson, an expert sanitary and hydraulic en-
gineer, were engaged to assist in solving the problem.
After investigation it was decided to drive wells in the
ground above the Hussey springs. In May several
wells were driven by the B. F. Smith Bros., of Boston,
but owing to the fine quality of the sand the water
could not be pumped, and this project was abandoned.
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Under Mr. Johnson's direction we built an experiment-
al filter bed 40 ft. by 150 ft. in the ground about
400 It. above the springs, for the purpose of getting
rid of the iron. A pump and motor were placed in well
No. 9 and connected with the filter bed by a line of
4-inch pipe, and this 4-inch pipe connected with two
lines of 2^ -inch perforated pipe. The water was
aerated by being pumped into the air in the form of
spray and allowed to fall upon the sand in the bed.
This aeration and filtration was a complete success
in removing the iron, as analysis has several times
demonstrated. Further work in this line has been de-
ferred until spring.
KELLEY SPRINGS.
Only such work as seemed necessary to keep the
water running has been done on this line. By a vote
of the city councils we were instructed to place one of the
steamer hydrants formerly located on lower Washing-
ton street, at a point on the Kelley spring line near the
house of Mr. Gra3^ We undertook to cairy out these
instructions, and did place a hydrant barrel in this line,
but upon examination we found that both hydrants
were in such bad condition that it would be necessary
to renew all the parts except the shell, before they
could be of use.
DISTRIBUTING PIPE AND HYDRANTS.
The distributing pipe and hydrants have been reg-
ularly inspected. One extension has been made during
the year, on East Concord street, connected with the
main on Hill street, requiring 250 feet of four-inch cast
iron pipe. The two-inch distributing pipe from the main
on city farm to the county jail, has been relaid with
1,000 feet of four-inch cast iron pipe. The expense of
this work was assumed by the county of Strafford.
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There have been eight leaks on our mains this
year, all caused by the blowing out of lead joints.
Early in August we were requested by the Boston
& Maine R. R. to remove our eight-inch water main over
the arch on Washington street on account of their re-
building said arch, all work to be done at its expense.
This work was done by the department and a line of
six-inch pipe laid over the temporary foot bridge. This
pipe is to be relaid in the spring.
More than ordinary care had to be exercised this
year in order to keep the water in hydrants from freezing,
on account of the large quantity of water in the ground.
Some of these hydrants have had almost daily examina-
tion.
SERVICE PIPES.
Twenty-six new service pipes have been laid this
year, using for that purpose 198 feet of four-inch cast
iron pipe, 87 feet of two-inch gal. pipe, 234 feet of one
and one-fourth inch and 819 feet of one-inch cement
lined pipe.
At the request of D. Foss & Son we laid a four-inch
fire service pipe into their mill on Portland street, and
at the request of the Cocheco manufacturing company,
an eight-inch fire service has been introduced into No.
I boiler house on Washington street. The expense in-
cident to these extensions was paid by the applicants.
Five service pipes have been discontinued by rea-
son of the removal of buildings.
Number of services to date, 1,938.
Ninet3^-six service pipes have been repaired this
year, fifty-eight of which had rusted out, eight were
frozen and split, seven had bad lead connections, seven-
teen had stop and waste expanded by frost or other




We have made a net gain during the last two years
of 208 meters, and I would recommend that a much
larger number be installed the coming year. An exam-
ination of our records will prove, that in no other way
can the department receive a greater return for money
expended, than by adopting the general meter system,
and at once install a large number of meters.
During the year we have pumped 269,675,185 gal-
lons of water ; of this amount but 53,440,424 gallons, or
twentj' per cent., was metered or measured, leaving
216,234,761 gallons used under our guess work system.
For the fifty-three million (in round numbers) gallons
metered, we received $15,606.00, or twenty-nine cents
per thousand gallons ; for the 216 million (in round
numbers) gallons unmetered, we received $18,110.00, or
eight cents per thousand gallons. This is a case where
the economical man pays for the waste of his neighbor.
It would be just as reasonable for our grocer,
butcher or milkman, to throw away his scales and
measures, and furnish goods according to the size of the
house in which the purchaser lives, regardless of the
number of persons in the family, as it is to sell water
by faucet rate. Under the meter system the owner of
the property becomes interested in the condition of the
water fixtures, and is careful that same are kept in good
repair, and the water department is assured that it will
be paid for all watej: delivered, be it wasted or used.
While it is probable that some would be dissatisfied
with the meter system, experience has shown that in
most cases this dissatisfaction would be among those
who have wasteful fixtures, defective plumbing, or where
the house is in such condition that it is necessary, in
order to avoid expensive plumbing bills, to keep the
water running in ordei to prevent freezing. This mat-
ter should receive your early consideration.
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Twenty-nine meters have been repaired, and eighty-
one cleaned, tested and reset.
On December 31, 1907, there were in use 836 meters,













B. & M. R. R. tank
Banks ....
Gas works
















The increase in expenditures for the year 1906 was
on account of improvements made at the high service
station, which included the new pump and motor, the
Venturi meter, and the condenser, and for 1907 the im-
provements at the Hussey springs, in the experimental
filter bed, and the new^ conduit line.
An examination of the above table will show that
the average receipts for the last two years have in-
creased $10,000 over the average for the preceding six
teen years, while the consumption of water has been nor-
mal. There are evidently several reasons for this.
ist. All money due the department was collected
and paid to the treasurer before the close of each year
instead of carrying over thousands of dollars in uncol-
lected rates.
2nd. The house to house inspection in 1906 re-
sulted in finding several water fixtures from which the
city was receiving no revenue.
(An inspection of all water fixtures should be made
at least once in three years.)
3rd. Water takers (as well as the department) have
come to the conclusion that paying for water by the
meter is the only equitable w^ay. The large increase in
number of meters set within the past two years, has
been a great factor in keeping down consumption, not-
withstanding our population has increased 2,log during
that period, and a large per cent, of the gain has been
within the area covered by the water service. These
facts show that the department is making progress and
is on the road to a good business basis.
There is also a very important condition shown
under pumping station expenses. Starting in 1903 we
find an increase in the cost of pumping. This is attrib-
utable to the fact that we suffered more or less from
drought since that time, and have been largely depend-
ant on Willand's pond for our water supply. In 1905
this increase reached its highest point, from the fact
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that the pump at the pond was run twenty-four hours
per day during that year. In 1906 our supply was in-
creased by adding the water heretofore w^asted at Hus-
sey springs. This water, running by gravity to the
basin, cut down the pumping hours to four or five per
day, and resulted in a corresponding increase in the
supply at the pond. The expense for pumping that
year was reduced about one-half. In 1907 on account
of the iron in some of the springs, we found it necessary
to cut out a part of the water. This necessarily in-
creased the expenses for that year, a condition which
did not pertain in 1905 on account of our b^ing able to
use about one-half of the water gained from the springs.
I would earnestly recommend that the easterly
springs, Nos. i and 2, be connected with the Husse}^
well as early in the spring as possible, by a line of six-
inch pipe, as analysis has shown that these springs
contain no iron, and experience plainly demon-
strates that by adopting the plan above suggested our
supply will be very materially increased.
The following is a correct statement of the cash
received, the amount paid the city treasurer each month,
together with the abatements and a list of uncollected
bills :
Jan. I, '07.. Cash on hand with the city
treasurer $3^775 67
Cash from 1906 43 1 10
Amount of bills as rendered to consumers :
Meter service $15,606 07
Fixed rate service 18,110 11
Service piping 1,13563




Miscellaneous sales as follows :
Old pipe
New cast iron pipe
Cement lined pipe
Cast iron fittings




W. P. iron wire
Boston & Maine R. R., dis-




Stock and labor on new pump
Less abatements :
Meter service $11178
Fixed rate service 284 36
$ 10
26l
Of the above two uncollected meter rates, one is
against property over which a receiver has been ap-
pointed, and the other is against an estate now in the
hands of an administrator.
Of the above eighteen fixed rates eight are against
the receiver and three against the administrator above
referred to ; in three cases the property has been sold,
former owner in parts unknown; two are too poor to
pa}^ and two cases are in dispute. The seven repair
bills are undoubtedly good. Should estimate that
$100.00 of the outstanding claims will be collected.
The following shows the amount collected each
month.
1907.
Jan. Received and paid to city treasurer $5,583 07
Feb. " •' " 1,62841
Mch. '• " " 715 03
ApL '' - " 1,351 24
May " " " 5-51024




Aug. " " '' 1,69437
Sept. " '• - 53950
Oct. " " " 1,442 49
Nov " •* *' 5,24852
Dec. " - " 7-36079
$37-980 39




Card system 37 00










Payroll labor 337 88
Surveying and engineering. . . 340 75





Car fare 25 92
Printing 25 97
Freight and express 31 85
Rubber boots and gloves 27 00
Lumber and carpenter work. . 33 86
Stable account :
Board of horse 270 00














Pipe and fittings $3 ^5
Sundries 2 bo
Freight and express 2 65
Distributing Piping.
Payroll, labor $81 80
Pipe and special castings 32 60
B. & M. R. R. for labor 57 03
Lead 1 2 50
Tools I 50
Freight and express i 75
Removing lo-inch pipe and re-
laying with 6-inch over Arch
street bridge for the B. & M.
R. R :
Material and machine work... $ 32 46
Payroll 226 93
Pipe and special castings 356 86
Gate valves 69 29










Machine work and material.. . 13 90









Payroll, repairing, reading and
testing $381 95
Freight and express 1 1 23
Care of wharf meter 6 00
High Service Pumping Station.
Engineer and fireman $726 11
Labor on repairs 60 61
Coal 866 22
Electric power 1,239 5^
Insurance 3 years 335 00
Insurance i year 8 25
Oil and grease 97 60
Machine, carpenter and mason
work 7 1 44
Pipe, fittings and valves 7252
Wire springs and plates 88 70
Freight and express 32 80
Car fare 10 00
Low Service Pumping Station.
Pond:
Payroll $28 31
Electric power 973 27
Engineer 313 63
Coal II 15









Freight and express 27 03
Pipe and fittings 6 44
Car fare 5 00
$1,45876
Hussey Springs :
Payroll, engineer and fireman $ 154 63
Payroll, labor on repairs 95 90
Electric power 381 39
^'oal 32 75
Oil and grease 18 70
Machine work and material... 85 27
Pipe and fittings 2292
Supplies 9 09
Insurance 6 25
Freight and express 5 70
$ 812 60
Kelley springs :
Payroll labor $86 36
Special castings 13 56
Rent 40 00
$ 139 92
Total cost of general maintenance $12,171 37
Less amount received for re-
pairing service pipes $1,13563
Less amount received for re-
pairing meters, etc 448 49
Less amount received for re-
moving and relaying 8-inch
main, Washington street 685 61
Less amount received for
standing grass 26 00
$2,295 73
Net cost of general maintenance $9,875 64
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CLASSIFIKD EXPENSES FOR GENERAL CONSTUCTION.
Mains and Extensio7is.
Payroll, labor $290 50





Gate valves 17 60
Tools 3 1 49




Pipe and fittings 473 89
Brass goods 190 37
Cast iron specials 22 59
Lead pipe 15 20
Cement 10 80
Blacksmith work 7 00
Freight and express 20 38
$1,197 74
Meters and Fittings.
Meters and fittings $1,049 95
Payroll, labor 70 76
Printing 2 88
Freight and express 12 33
$1,13592
IMPROVEMENTS.
High Service Pumpijis; Station.
Balance on new pump $164 42
Payroll, labor 228 68
C. E. engineer 322 25
Castings and machine work. . . 54 17
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Electric wiring $16 00
Pipe and fittings 26 73
Freight and carting 21 76
$834 01
Winslow Indicating and Recording Gauge.
Indicator and transmitter.... $19500
Wiring and material 52 74




Low Service Pumping Statio7t.
Vacuum pump $165 00
Payroll, labor 25 00




Pipe and fittings 6 00
Lumber 2 65
Freight and express 10 00
$240 94
Hussey Springs Filter Bed.
Payroll, labor $513 86
Electric motor 233 10
Centrifugal pump and fittings 85 co
Surveying 13 88
Excavating . . 73 40
Belting 74 64
Valves, pipe and fittings 87 03
Freight and express 7 37
Wire and wiring 32 40
























MONTHLY RECORD OF HIGH SERVICE PUMP.
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The following table shows the rainfall for the year as














We give below the rainfall for the last ten years as re-













In conclusion, permit me to say that all employees
of the department have contributed to make the year
one of success.
To the members of your board, for their kind con-
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sideration and fairuess, and to all persons connected
with the department for hearty support and cooperation,




Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
DOVER WATER WORKS.
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS.
For the year ending December 31, 1907. In form
recommended by the New England Water Works asso-
ciation.
DOVER WATER WORKS, DOVER, STRAFFORD
COUNTY, NEW HAMPSHIRE.
GENERAL STATISTICS.
Population by census of 1900, 13,207.
Date of construction, 1:^88-1889.
By whom owned, city of Dover.
Source of supply, pond and spring.
Mode of supply (whether gravity or pumping),
pumping to reservoir.
PUMPING STATISTICS.
I. Builders of pumping machinery
High service station.
a. One pumping engine, capacit}' 2,000,000
gallons in twenty-four hours, built by
George F. Blake.
b. One electric driven triplex pump, 2,500,000
gallons in twenty-four years, built by Piatt
Iron Works company.
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Low service station (Willand's pond),
a. One centrilugal pump, capacity 1,400,000
gallons in twenty-four hours, built by Law-
rence Machine company.
( Hussey well),
a. One centrifugal pump, capacity 800,000 gal-
lons in twenty-four hours, built by Law-
rence Machine company.
2. Description of fuel used.
a. Kind, bituminous.
b. Brand of coal, Russell.
c. Average price of coal per gross ton, deliv-
ered, $5.10.
3. Coal consumed for the year, 280,670 lbs.
\. Kilowatt hours of electric current used, 136,965.
5. Total equivalent coal consumed for the year,
280,669 lbs.
6. Pumped by electric current, 200,215,498 gallons,
without allowance for slip.
a. Pumped by steam, 69,459,687 gallons, with-
out allowance for slip.
b. Total pumpage for the year, 269,675,185
gallons.
7. Average static head against which pump
worked, 168 feet.
8. Average dynamic head against which pump
worked, 180 feet.
9. Number of gallons pumped per pound of equiv-
alent coal, 247.
a. Number of gallons pumped per Kilowatt
hour, 1.462.
b. Number of gallons lifted one foot (dyna-
mic) per Kw. H.
gallons pumped (6a)X 8.34 (lbs) X loo.
X dynamic head (8)
10. Duty = ^ 219,445,482
Total kilowatt hours of electric current used(4b)
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gallons pumped (6) X 8.34 (lbs.) X
100 X dynamic head (8)
a. Duty =: = 37,1-)!, 549
Total fuel consumed (5)
Cost of pumping, figured on pumping station
expenses, viz: $5,875.19.
11. Per million gallons pumped, $21.78.




Balance brought forward :
From ordinary (maintenance) receipts. ... $ 3,775 67
Fixture rates. . $13,730 08
Meter rates i5>448 55
Total from consumers $29, 1 78 63
General appropriation for all public uses. . 4,000 00
From other sources 4,801 76
Total, $4^756 06
EXPENDITURES.




Total maintenance $12,171 37
Interest on bonds 12,699 47
Payment of debt 6,000 00
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Water works construction :
Extension of mains $ 51759
Extension of services i . i97 74
Extension of meters. ... i>i35 92
Improvements :
Miscellaneous $3,800 77
Total construction and improvements $6,652 02
Total $37>522 86
Net cost of works to date $355,000 00
Bonded debt at date 292,000 00
Average rate of interest, 4/^ per cent.
STATISTICS OF CONSUMPTION OF WATER.
1. Estimated total population at date, 15,000.
2. Estimated population on lines of pipe, 14,000.
3. Estimated population supplied, 13,500.
4. Total consumption' for the year, 269,675,185
gallons.
5. Passed through meters, 53,440,424 gallons.
6. Percentage of consumption metered, 20 per cent.
7. Average daily consumption, 757,514 gallons.
8. Gallons per day to each inhabitant, 50.
9. Gallons per day to each consumer, 56.
10. Gallons per day to each tap, 390.
11. Cost of supplying water, per million gallons,
figured on total maintenance ($12, 171. 37), $45. 13,
12. Total cost of supplying water, per million
gallons, figured on total maintenance plus interest on
bonds, $92.23.
13. Cost of supplying water, per million gallons,
figured on net maintenance ($9,875.64), $36.62.
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14- Total cost of supplying water, per million
gallons, figured on net maintenance plus interest on
bonds, $83,71.
STATISTICS RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM.
Mains.
Kind of pipe, cast iron.
Sizes, from 4-inch to i >-inch.
Extended, 250 feet during year.
Total now in use, 27 miles.
Number ot hydrants added during year (public and
private,) i.
Number of hydrants (public and private) now in
use, 185.
Number of stop gates now in use, 259.
Number ol blow-offs, 8.
Range of pressure on mains, 68 lbs. to 114 lbs.
Services.
Kind of pipe, cast iron and cement lined.
Sizes, i-inch to 8-inch.
Extended, 1,306 feet.
Discontinued, 80 feet.
Total now in use, 18 miles.
Number of service taps added during year, 26.
Number now in use, 1,938.
Average length of service, 34 feet.
Number of meters added, 107.
Number now in use, 836.
Percentage of services metered, 43 per cent.
Percentage of receipts from metered water (B di-
vided by C), 46 per cent.
Number now in use, 9.

Dover, N. H , Januar^^ 6, 1908.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
By vote of the school committee of the city of
Dover, I have the honor to communicate to you the an-
nual report of said committee to the city, adopted Janu-
ary 6, 1908, as prescribed by section 12, chapter 92, of
the public statutes of the state of New Hampshire, of
which report the reports of the superintendent of schools,
the committee on finance and claims, the principal of
the high school, the music teacher, and the truant offi-
cer, also herewith presented, were, by vote of the school







FOR THE YEAR 1907.
In accordance with the laws of the state of New
Hampshire, the school committee of the city of Dover,
presents its report for the year 1907, it being the thirty-
eighth in the series of reports of the city district.
THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE, 1907.
Members. Term expires.
George J. Foster, Ward i Jan. 1908.
Charles E. Wendell, " i Jan. 1909.
Mrs. Edna F. Rines. " 2 Jan. 1908.
Mrs. Ellen T. Scales, " 2 Jan. 1909.
George E. Buzzell, " 3 Jan. 1908.
Charles A. Fairbanks, " 3 Jan. 1909.
Allen P. Richmond, Jr., " 4 Jan. 1908.
John E. Anthes, " 4 Jan. 1909.
James N. Whelan, " 5 Jan. 1908.
Andrew Killoren, " 5 Jan. 1909.
CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS.
George D. McDuffee, Ward i Jan. 1909.
James H. Southwick, " 2 Jan. 1908.
Henry E. Shattuck,* " 3 Jan. 1909.
George E. Hall, " 4 Jan. 1908.
James F. Dennis, " 5 Jan. 1909.
Annual meeting—The second Wednesday in Janu-
ary, at II o'clock, A. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday of each
month, at half-past seven o'clock, p. m.










Qualifications of teachers— Foster, (ex officio),
Hall, Mrs. Rines, Buzzell, Mrs. Scales, Richmond.
Finance and claims— Fairbanks, Southwick, Wen-
dell Anthes, Foster.
Text-books— Hall, Southwick, Fairbanks, McDuf-
fee, Buzzell.
Music and drawing— Anthes, Shattuck, South-
wick, Mrs Scales, Mrs. Rines.
Health— Richmond, Killoren, Shattuck, Anthes,
Dennis.
High school— Foster, (ex-officio), Hall, Fairbanks,
Wendell, Anthes. Killoren.
Grammar schools— McDuffee, Fairbanks, Hall, Buz-
zell, Wendell.
Primary schools— Buzzell, Mrs. Scales, Killoren,
Mrs. Rines, Whelan.
Ungraded schools—Wendell, McDuffte, Mrs. Scales,
Richmond, Dennis.
Evening school— Killoren, Shattuck, Southwick,
Mrs. Rines, Whelan.
Private schools— Whelan, Wendell, Richmond.




Austin H. Keyes, Ph. D.,
Office, City Building.
Office hours :—On school days, 8 to 8.30 A. M.
Mondays and Fridays, 7.30 to 8.30 p. m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 4 to 5 p. m.





Office hours :—9 a. m. to 12 m. ; 2 to 4 p. m
Truant Officer,
Valmore H. Caverly,
Residence, 17 Kirkland Street.
Office, City Building.
Office hours :—8 to 9 A. m., and 1.30 to 2 p. m,
school days.
on




Mrs. Edna F. Rines,
Mrs. Ellen T. Scales,
George E. Buzzell,
Charles A. Fairbanks,
















CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS
George D. McDuffee, Ward i Jan. 1909
James H. Southwick, " 2 Jan. 1910
Frederick E. Smith, " 3 Jan. 1909
George E. Hall, " 4 Jan. 1910
James F. Dennis, " 5 Jan. 1909
Annual meeting—The second Wednesday in Janu-
ary, at II o'clock, A. M.
Stated meetings—The second Thursday of each









Qualifications of teachers—Foster, (ex-officio), Hall,
Mrs. Rines, Buzzell, Mrs. Scales, Richmond.
Finance and claims—Fairbanks, Southwick, Wen-
dell, Anthes, Foster.
Text-books— Hall, Southwick, Fairbanks, McDuf-
fee, Buzzell.
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Music and drawing— Anthes, Smith, Southwick,
Mrs. Scales, Mrs. Rines.
Health—Richmond, Killoren, Smith, Anthes, Den-
nis.
High school— Foster, (ex-officio), Hall, Fairbanks,
Wendell, Anthes, Killoren.
Grammar schools— McDuffee, Fairbanks, Hall,
Buzzell, Wendell.
Primary schools— Buzzell, Mrs. Scales, Killoren,
Mrs. Rines, Whelan.
Ungraded schools—Wendell, McDuffee, Mrs.
Scales, Richmond, Dennis.
Evening school— Killoren, Smith, Southwick, Mrs.
Rines, Whelan.




Austin H. Keyes, Ph. D.,
Office, City Building.
Office hours :—On school days, 8 to 8.30 A. m.
Mondays and Fridays, 7.30 to 8.30 p. m. Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 4 to 5 p. m. Saturdays,




Office hours :—9 A. m. to 12 M.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Truant Officer,
Valmore H. Caverly,
Residence, 17 Kirkland Street,
Office, City Building.
Office hours:—8 to 9 A. m., and r.30 to 2 p. m. on
school days.
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CALENDAR ADOPTED JUNE, 1907,
FOR THE YEAR 1907-1908.
All schools Open September 9, 1907, for fifteen weeks
to December 20, 1907.
Vacation two weeks.
All schools open January 6, 1908, for thirteen weeks
to April 3, 1908.
Vacation one week.
All schools open April 13, 1908. High, ten weeks
to June 19, 1908 ; other schools, nine weeks to June
12, 1908.
REPORT OF CHAIRMAN.
To THE School Committee :
—
The year just closed has been an important one in
the history of the schools of our city and has shown
material advancement especially in the lines of higher
education. Our high school had an enrollment last
term of 289 pupils, the largest in the history of the
school. A year ago the enrollment was 230. Changes
in the curriculum and a general rearrangement of
studies were made necessary in September owing to the
demands of the state superintendent of public instruc-
tion. This has added to the expense of conducting the
school, not only by the employment of an additional
teacher, but by necessary expenditures in other direc-
tions.
Mayor White in his inaugural address called atten-
tion to the large increase of expenditures in this depart-
ment since 1897. The reasons for this increase are not
hard to find. Ten years ago there were not as many
teachers employed as at present and the salaries of the
teachers below the high school, with two exceptions,
averaged about $60.00 less per teacher. The maximum
salary then was $444.00 per year, and all of the teachers
were not even receiving that sum. In 1906 the com-
mittee thought it just, in view of the increased cost of
living, to make the maximum salary $500. At that
time the maximum was $460. The present salary is
not, I think, considered excessive by any citizen. In-
deed it is a very moderate salary considering the time
given by the teachers to their duties which are not all
contained in the hours given to the school room. Much
time and thought is devoted to their calling outside of
school hours. Many of these teachers have given
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years to the service and they should not be required to
expend all their earnings in the cost of living. Some-
thing should be retained for that day of ill health with
possible loss of income. Our teachers are very faithful
and deserve well of this community. No more noble
calling can be named than that which aids in the devel-
opment of the minds and character of our youth who
owe much of their success in life to the work of these
faithful mentors. It is not conducive to best results to
place as many scholars under each teacher as was form-
erly done. This has necessitated the employment ot
more teachers. Ten years ago there were but six teach-
ers in the high school, now ten are hardly enough to
take care of the increased attendance.
Another matter which adds about $2,coo a year to
the expenses oi this department is the janitorship of
the high school and library building and the cost of
fuel for these buildings, both of which items cost about
$2,800 per year. Of this sum the library pays only
$800, leaving $2,000 chargeable to schools. Transpor-
tation of children from the rural districts also costs
much more than formerly and there are other necessary
expenditures which account for the increase. Certain it
is that no money is wasted in this department and the
city receives full value for every dollar expended. Our
schools are the pride of our people and compare favor-
ably with those anywhere in New England. People
from the surrounding towns are appreciating more and
more the value of the privileges here offered and are
sending their children in increasing numbers here to
their very great advantage.
The evening school is assuming an importance in
our educational system hardly thought of a few years
ago. The enrollment is constantly increasing and dur-
ing the recent term more teachers were employed than
ever before. Young men of various nationalities have
availed themselves of this opportunity to acquire an in-
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sight into our language to place themselves in line for
American citizenship. The day schools are not avail-
able for these people, and were it not for the evening
school, they would have no means of acquiring any
knowledge of our language and customs, excepting
such as might be acquired by contact with our people
in their daily labors.
In this connection, I desire to bear testimony to the
very able conduct of our school-s by Superintendent
Keyes, Under his four years's management great pro-
gress has been made, and he has proved an able edu-
cator and capable executive. Our schools are now on a
very high plane and will continue to maintain a posi-
tion in the fore front of the public schools of the state.
I wish to thank the members of the board and
Superintendent Keyes for their courtesy and help dur-
ing the five years of my chairmanship. I can hardly
realize that it has been so long. But time is no slug-
gard and "rolls on and on" unceasingly. Many
changes have taken place in that time, the most im-
portant of which is the construction of the new high
school building enabling us now to compete with any
city in the state in the matter of higher preparatory
education, essential alike to the college student and the
pupil who must go into life's activities without the
training of the college or university.
For details of administration, statistical information,
and other matters pertaining to our schools, I would re-
fer you to the report of the superintendent of schools.
The report of the finance committee showing reve-






COMMITTEE ON FINANCE AND CLAIMS.
To THE School Committee:—
The committee on finance and claims makes the
following report as to the receipts and expenditures of
the board during the year ending 1907.
The resources of the committee, apart from the spe-
cial appropriation for evening school and text-books
were as follows :
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1906 $209 84
Appropriation by law 31,560 00
Appropriation in addition 1,690 00
Tuition from non-resident pupils i»94i 00
From dog licenses i ,264 70
Literary fund from state treasurer 924 76





GENERAL EXPENSE ACCOUNT SUB-DIVIDED.
Fuel fa. 577 75
Salaries 28,936 15
Care of rooms 2,688 59

















Text books and supplies $9 47
Evening school 69 84
$7931








We, the undersigned, have examined the books,
papers and accounts of W. K. Chadwick, treasurer of
the school committee, and find them correctly kept,
rightly cast and vouched for, and find that the appro-
priation has been all expended, and no balance remains
in the hands of the treasurer.
We have also examined the receipted bills in the
hands of the secretary, and find them to be properly
approved by the committee on finance and claims, re-





Dover, N. H., December 31, 1907.
ESTIMATES FOR 1908.
To THE School Committee :
The committee on finance and claims, having care-
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fully considered the necessities of the schools for the
3'ear 1908, reports as follows :
GENERAL APPROPRIATION.
Fuel $3^575 00
Salaries 29, 160 00
Care of rooms and cleaning 2,800 00




Unpaid bills for 1907 70 00
$38,98431
RESOURCES (estimated).
Literary fund from state treas-
urer , $900 00
Tuition 2,000 00
Dog licenses 1.300 00




Needed from city by appropriation $33,684 31
TEXT-BOOKS.
Estimated cost of text-books and supplies. $1,900 00
EVENING SCHOOL
An appropriation for evening school $700 00
APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1908.
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
For school purposes as required b\^ law. . . . $29,692 50
2g2
In excess of required sum $3t^^7 50'
Text-books and supplies . . , i .900 uo«
Evening school 700 00
TO BE EXPENDED BY THE CITY COUNCILS.




To THE School Committee of the School Dis-
trict OF THE City of Dover :
I have the honor to submit my fourth annual report,
it being the twenty-ninth in a series of similar reports.
Statistics concerning the enrollment of pupils, the
attendance, etc., based on the school year fiom Sept.
I, igoS, to June 30, 1907, and the financial statistics
based on the fiscal year, are incorporated in this report
under their proper headings.
THE SCHOOL WORK.
Looking at the work of this year as a whole I be-
lieve substantial gains have been made. The teachers
are considering carefully every detail of our course of
study ; they are adapting one part to another, so that
there may be close relations and close articulations
;
they are finding the weak spots in the course where re-
vision should be made and they are studying to get the
best results for every moment of the school year. Al-
ready it has been found best to revise the course in
arithmetic, and grade meetings have been held in which
I have used the experience of the teachers of each
grade, and have made such revisions as were necessary,
so that the teachers can do their work well.
The field of arithmetic should be narrowed to the
essential topics. It has occupied too much time in for-
mer curricula ; it was placed in the forefront as the most
important subject ; now, the lime-light is turned upon
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the study of English, and justly so. For the v^alue of
a thorough training in the mother tongue is incalcul-
able, the ability to speak and write, read and appreciate
the English language is worth more than gold and
silver.
Arithmetic is finding its proper place. It is a use-
ful study in the narrow field of the four simple rules, in
common and decimal fractions, in percentage and in
mensuration ; it is useful in training the mind to logical
reasoning and to secure accurate results. Its usefulness
ends here. Some psychologists claim that the power to
reason secured by working problems in arithmetic is of
no avail beyond the problem work. This is a mooted
point that may never be settled. We are all agreed,
however, that each different field of thought requires its
own kind of logical reasoning, and the highest type of
this reasoning is secured only by practice in each
separate field. As a consequence of this truth, while a
child may do excellent work is one particular line of
thought, he can never be at his best in another line,
until he has had much practice there. The general
principles of reasoning obtained from the study of
arithmetic, and especially the syllogism so commonl}^
employed will be of value in other studies requiring
logical thought, but these principles can be well estab-
lished by the simple and the usable work in arithmetic
;
hence, the limit of work in arithmetic should not ex-
tend beyond the useful. Many subjects, such as equa-
tion of payments, compound proportion, true discount,
annual interest, cube root, complex fractions, etc., are
not useful except for mental gymnastics. The minds of
the pupils can be better developed by such studies as
English and history, while the content of these two
subjects is far moie serviceable than the content of
arithmetic.
We have endeavored to eliminate from our course
in arithmetic the non-essential pans. By doitig this we
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will be able to give more time to vital matters and we
hope to secure greater accuracy both in reasoning and
in mechanical work. The course has been studied care-
fully, and in the revision the work of each grade has
been relieved so as to give time for constant reviews.
To my mind the ideal power in arithmetic is this : the
pupil at the end of the course has the ability to do ex-
act work in the four simple rules, in common and deci-
mal fractions, in percentage, and in simple mensuration
;
he sees the inter-relations of all of the parts and can
solve with ease the common arithmetical problems of
life ; while his knowledge of arithmetic is not broad, it
is deep and thorough and exact, and carries with it
good logical reasoning.
Some people claim that our pupils in arithmetic do
not see the inter-relations of the parts ; their minds
cleave only to the work at hand, their view has a very
narrow range, and their reasoning flows in a limited
channel This criticism in some respects is true. We
have enriched our curriculum in various ways without
reducing the quantity already in the course. This has
made in the minds of the pupils a superficiality of
knowledge and power which can only be remedied by
eliminating the non-essential and presenting the valua-
ble parts of each subject, and, in addition, by closely
correlating the latter with all of the work of the course.
In connection with this criticism there is another
thought to be considered, that children have the minds
of children and that they do not come to their complete
powers in reasoning, in deep sight, and in broad view,
until they leave school and reach their full maturity.
Looking at children with an adult mind we sometimes
expect too much oi them. We must remember the
words of St. Paul : "When I was a child, I spake as a
child, I thought as a child, I understood as a child."
Only when the child becomes a man does he put awaj'
"childish things."
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There is another fact bearing upon this same point.
It has been my fortune, sometimes misfortune, to exam-
ine pupils entering our schools from all parts of New
England With hardly an exception I have been
obliged to place these pupils in our schools one grade
lower in arithmetic than they were in the schools which
they formerly attended. Since the same examinations
were given to pupils moving into the city as to our own
pupils, this shows that our pupils are passing stronger
examinations in arithmetic than the pupils of corre-
sponding grades in other parts of New England so far
as we have examined. I do not cite this as an example
of the superiority of our schools, since we know that
the schools of other cities may be strong where we are
weak ; but I have used this to show the fact that in
comparison with the schools of other places arithmetic
is not a weak subject with us. We are not yet as
strong as I would like, and we are not as strong as we
shall be in a few years under our new system ; but we
must always remember that even when arithmetic is
taught best, the child assimilates it as a child and can-
not get a perfect view nor a deep insight.
The other studies of the common school course are
carried on very smoothly. The teachers take great
pains with the reading, both for the oral presentation of
the thought and its clear comprehension by the pupils,
remembering well the oft-quoted speech of Hamlet's
uncle : "Words without thoughts never to heaven go."
We are giving especial emphasis to silent reading with
oral and written reproduction of the thought, knowing
that in the upper grades the pupil, and later on the
man, will read silently more than aloud and he will
read for the thought alone.
In languge the teachers are trying to get from their
pupils ease and correctness of speech and a fair degree
of fluency in writing. The foundation principles of
grammar are laid in the seventh and eighth grades.
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In spelling we are making the work definite, such a
vocabulary to be learned each year, both the meaning
of the words and the spelling. There ought to be and
there will be at the end of the eight-year course a good
knowledge of the orthography of five thousand words
at least in the case of the majority of the pupils, and in
addition they will possess a working knowledge of the
etymology of many of these words, and the meaning of
nearly all.
In penmanship we still adhere to the vertical sys-
tem, although the general movement in this country is
towards the adoption of the medial or half slant. Some
of the best authorities in this subject claim that the
vertical is slow, and the old slant is illegible, therefore
the best results can be secured by a modified or half
slant which retains the round forms of the vertical and
permits good speed because of tae forward slant of the
letters. This argument sounds plausible and the con-
clusion in all probability is true. However beautiful a
theory may be, it is not wise at present to discard an old
practice that has served us well. We have taught ver-
tical now for a number of years ; the teachers know
perfectly the letter forms ; the pupils in the lower grades
write a legible hand with sufiicient speed, and the pupils
of the upper grades write a good legible hand with a
free forearm movement and with speed enough for busi-
ness men.
I have written at considerable length upon the
foundation studies of our schools, believing that it is of
vital importance to lay this foundation secure, nor in
doing this, is there need of neglecting geography, his-
tory, literature and other culture studies ; all can be
welded together in a good education.
SCHOOL FINANCES.
The school finances are run as economically as pos-
sible and there is a complete return for every dollar ex-
pended.
It is the policy of this city, time honored through
long custom to pay the city employees all that is due
them before the end of the fiscal year. About the mid-
dle of December the mayor calls for all outstanding
bills against the city, and all of these bills are paid,
and, besides, all the city employees except the teachers
are paid their salaries before the treasurer's books are
closed. This discrimination is not just. The teachers
have earned their salaries on December 20; many of
them go home to spend their Christmas vacation, and
they need their money for vacation and for Christmas
presents. The finance committee of the school board
recognized this fact last year and by the closest econo-
my saved money enough at the end of the year to pay
all but six teachers their December salaries when due.
In January this same committee asked for the same ap-
propriation as the year before. They expected to pay
all of the teachers their December salaries at the close
of the Fall term. To their disappointment this ap-
propriation was cut down about $2,000.
I felt that the finance committee of the city councils
did not fully understand our condition and requested
the privilege to present to them a statement of the
school finances for the year, so that it might be seen
what we needed to pay our bills and to deal justly with
our employees. This request was granted. The meet-
ing was held on December 3, in the mayor's ofiice.
The committee very carefully considered the matter and
granted the needed appropriation. The thanks of the
teachers and the school department are heartily given
to the mayor, the finance committee, and the city coun-
cil for their kind consideration and just treatment.
The citizens and tax-payers of the city desire the
very best schools ; they want them to stand on as
high a plane, if not higher than any system of schools
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in the state ; and they are ready to pay what such a
school system costs. Let us see what it costs to run
good schools in our state. It may be assumed that our
best schools are in the larger places as they have the
advantage of better equipment and better teachers.
There are eleven cities in this state. By correspon-
dence with the superintendent of schools in these cities
I have obtained the facts given in the table below. The
first column contains the names of the cities ; the sec-
ond column, the appropriation required by law ; the
third column, the city appropriation this year for
schools, not including text-books, repairs and evening
school ; the fourth column, the excess of the city ap-
propriation over the amount required by law ; the fifth
column, the rate of city appropriation for schools per
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The average rate for the eleven cities per one dollar of
valuation is $.0045. If our appropriation was made by
this rate we would receive from the city $39,000. This
table shows that we are running our school system very
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economical!}^ when we ask from the city an appropria-
tion of $34 GOO.
There has been a small increase in the cost of the
schools the last few years. This is due to the fact that
our high school in three years has increased from 177
pupils to 287, from six teachers to ten teachers,
and that a business department, a room for draw-
ing and botany, and chemical and physical labo-
ratories have been fully equipped. To run the high
school as a first class school requires nearly double the
money that it did three years ago. This fact and the
necessary increase of salaries accounts for the small in-
crease in city appropriation for schools during the last
three years. Of this increase $2,300 is paid to the addi-
tional teachers in the high school We need a city ap-
propriation of $34,000 to place our school system on a
safe financial basis, so as to pay all of our bills. This
is about $2,500 more than the amount required by law.
By glancing at the table already given it will be seen
that no other city in the state has so small an excess as
this.
teachers' salaries
Our city is moving in the right direction in this re-
spect. Our committee and our people desire to pay the
teachers w^hat they are worth to the school system.
The high school teachers received a small increase
of salaries last June, and there will be the necessity of
a further increase next year in justice to the teachers
and to retain them in our school system. I hold this to
be a self-evident truth that if any one of our high
school assistants is worth $800 or $900 to a city in Mas-
sachusetts, she is worth more than that to us, inasmuch
as this teacher understands our work and can do far
better for us than she can for a year or more in a
strange place. We ought not to lose our good teach-
ers, for there is nothing that destroys the efficiency of a
school so much as a frequent change of teachers. It is
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many weeks and sometimes a year before a new teacher
can do her best. There is a greater loss to the school
than the $ico saved in salary. The committee maj'
say, if you pay one teacher in our high school a good
salary, you will have to pay them all the same. This
is not so, teachers should be paid what they are worth.
They differ from one another in experience, in the char-
acter of the work they do, and in the responsibility of
their positions, and they can see and understand these
differences.
We have an excellent corps of teachers in our high
school, and we ought not to lose any of them because
they can get better salaries elsewhere. They are teach-
ers growing in ability and power, and their salaries
should keep pace with their growth. The increase in
the amount of tuition received in this school more than
pays for the increase of salaries.
In the grades we are not paying as large salaries as
many of our sister cities in this state. The following






Our maximum is now $500. In view of the fact that
the cost of living has increased twenty to forty per
cent., and in view of the fact that so small an excess
above the amount required by law wnll pay the needed
increase of salaries, there should be another year added
to our graded salary list, an eighth year, and the salary
be placed at $550. If the schools receive their usual
appropriation from the city, this can be done. It is a
point of justice to the teacher and a matter for the best
interest of the pupils, since it gives us able teachers
who remain a number of years in our school system.
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It is becoming more and more difficult to get good
teachers. There are fewer young women that take up
the profession of teaching ; it costs money and years of
hard study to prepare themselves for teaching, and they
can fit themselves much more quickly for other work
not so exhaustive and nerve racking where they can
earn as large if not larger salaries than in teaching.
Unless the profession of teaching becomes more remun-
erative, the supply of teachers will grow less and the
demand for them can not be met except by placing in
our schools the untrained and the inexperienced. Such
a policy would be suicidal to good results. By making
our maximum salary $550, we stand on the level at
least with every city in the state except Manchester,
and we can draw to our schools, when vacancies occur,
the best teachers in the state and we can keep them.
We can make our schools ideal by means of these able
and experienced teachers. This can be done with no
larger city appropriation than we received two years
ago ; and not so much in proportion as the other cities
of the state give to snpport their schools. If the train-
ing of children is the most important duty in the world,
it is certainly the part of wisdom to strengthen in every
way our school system.
teachers' resignations.
There have been very few resignations among the
grade teachers this last year, due to the fact that the
teachers are now being paid a salary somewhere near
what they are worth. If we should make our maxi-
mum $550, we should very rarely lose a teacher on ac-
count of the inducement of a better salary elsewhere.
Our grade teachers would become a permanent force
and like a trained and experienced army would do most
efficient service. In the high school the loss of teach-
ers has been small and has not been due to small sala-
ries, but to change of plans in lines of economy. We
were very sorry to lose Mr. Knudson from the business
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department of the school. He was an able teacher and
a faithful worker in the school. The small number in
his department demanded for economy's sake that the
salary should be smaller for that work.
The loss of teachers for the year are as follows :
John B. Knudson and Helen A. Meserve, assistants in
the high school ; Annie S. Tuttle, grade VII high
school ; Edna A. Bicknell, grades V VI Belknap school
;
Ara R. Mason, Upper Neck school ; and Lottie J. Burr,
teacher of drawing. These vacancies were filled by the
following teachers : Vara H. Sawyer and Ruth S.
Crosby, assistants in the high school ; Edith Whitte-
more, grade VII high school ; Emma Z. Randall, Upper
Neck school. Because of the small number of pupils
in grade VIII, one of the schools of this grade was
abolished and Annie L. Ricker was transferred to
grades V and VI Belknap school ; the special teacher
of drawing was also dropped this year.
teachers' meetings.
During the months of September and October I
held frequent grade meetings fcr the revision of the
course of study in arithmetic. I commenced also my
regular lecture course in October. As last year I have
made two divisions of my teachers, high school and
grade teachers. The high school teachers meet on the
second Wednesday of each month, and the grade teach-
ers on the fourth Wednesday. The lecture course is in
pedagogy this year. This is the third year of the
course. The first year was given to the history of edu-
cation, the second year to methods, and the fourth or
next year will be occupied by the study of psychology.
The subjects of the lectures this year are :
1. Perception and the training of the .senses.





schools. The teachers would be glad to have them see
the work of the schools, to know more about their chil-
dren and to become better acquainted with them. Both
parents and teachers are working to the same end, to
prepare the children in education and character for life,
and the closer relations between teachers and parents
the better can this work be performed, Therefore, I re-
quest and urge the parents to visit our schools, see the
daily work, and give such information to the teacher as
will be helpful. Let these visits be a joint consultation
for the good of the children and the schools.
MANUAL TRAINING.
The movement all over the country is very strong
for industrial education. Fathers and mothers see the
necessity of training their children to use their hands
as well as their heads, and they also see the advantage
of having the child developed in whatever is to be his
life work. We have educated children away from the
shop and the farm and sent them too much to our large
cities. There is" now a desire to return to first princi-
ples, to educate children to manual labor, to keep them
in rural communities, and to teach them to enjoy the
simpler life. To do this we must dignify labor and
give our children practice in it ; we must have manual
training schools. At the last session of congress, Rep-
resentative Davis of Minnesota presented a bill in
which there was a provision that the United States
shall pay each city ten cents per capita of the inhabi-
tants, provided the citizens raise a like sum, for instruc-
tion in mechanic arts and home economics in high
schools. This bill without doubt will pass at the next
session of congress, and will enable the small cities to
give a good course in mechanic arts and household
economy at one-half the cost of the course, the United
States government bearing the expense of the other
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half. As soon as this bill passes, the city of Dover
should prepare to enjoy its benefits. We have two
rooms in the high school building now occupied by
grades VII and VIII that could be used for industrial
education. A course should be arranged to help pre-
pare our young people to work in our home industries.
This does not mean that they would learn a trade, for it
would be impossible to teach different trades in our
high school, but it does mean that the course should be
planned to give a general education in the special in-
dustries of this city, that the young man or young
woman would go out from this course better prepared
to take up employment in our leading manufactories.
While we cannot carry on trade schools, we ought as far
as possible connect our school instruction with the work
the child is to do after he finishes school and help him
to learn how to do his work well earlier in life.
NO-SCHOOI, SIGNAL.
The question of striking the no-school alarm is a
very important one. There are days when there is a
heavy rain storm with strong wind, and there are days
of winter when there are blinding snow storms and deep
drifts. It is much better at these times for the children
to remain at home. On the other hand it must be re-
membered that the "no-school signal" deprives 1,500
children of instruction in the public schools and 1,000
children in the parochial schools for the day, and it
should not be rung except when the children run risks
from exposure to storms. Our New England weather
is such a variable quantity that one can never tell in
the morning what the weather will be in the afternoon,
and sometimes even an hour will bring about a striking
change ; therefore, I find it not wise except in case of
deep snow to decide upon the ringing oi the "no-school
signal", until about the time it should be rung at 7.40
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or 7.55 in the forenoon and at 1.05 in the afternoon.
This will be sufiBcient explanation to parents of my
reason for not deciding until about the appointed time.
The no-school signal has been rung this year :
February 5, all day.
October 8, all day.
November 25, all day.
The following resolutions were adopted March 11,
1892 :
Resolved—That the no-school signal, viz : 2-2, 2-2,
2-2, 2-2, struck at 7.40 A. m., shall be considered as a
notification that no forenoon session will be held in any
of the graded schools ; when struck at 7.55, the signal
shall apply to the grammar and primary schools only.
The signal for the afternoon session shall be struck at
1 1. 15 A. M. or 1.05 p. M.
Resolved—That the superintendent be hereby direct-
ed to instruct the teachers and pupils properly and
thoroughly in regard to the foregoing resolution.
SAN FRANCISCO FIRE.
The appeal for help at San Francisco was met by
our school children a little over a year ago by a sub-
stantial contribution of forty-one dollars. The great
majority of our school children contributed something
;
ten cents or less was given by each child.
BROWN TAIL MOTHS.
The school children have done valiant service in
ridding the city of brown tail moths. For two years be-
fore last year the city paid them five cents a dozen for
these nests and they cleared the city of the nests in all
but the inaccessible places. Last year the Woman's
club contributed $25 to help destroy the pests and
employed the school children. They worked for one
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week and brought in so large a number of nests that in
apportioning the $25, each child received but a frac-
tional part of a cent for a dozen nests.
It is to be said to the credit and honor of the
Woman's club that they made the first public contribu-
tion for the destruction of brown tail moths in this city.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Our high school has increased in numbers remarka-
bly during the last four years. Four years ago the
total enrollment was 177. This year the present en-
rollment is 287 ; this is likely to grow to 300 before the
year is over. In the same time the number ol tuition
pupils has increasdd from 25 to 55. These tuition pu-
pils are a substantial gain to the school in giving us
some of the best scholars of the surrounding towns, and
also a financial gain, because on their account we re-
ceive enough to get two more teachers and a better
equipment for the school.
The receipts for tuition the last four years are as
follows :—
1904.. $ 888 00
1905 1,40183
1906 1 ,654 00
1907 1 ,941 00
The state superintendent of schools has required us
to revise our program of studies this year. In this re-
vision the English and history of the school has been
considerably strengthened and the commercial course
greatly changed for the better. A pupil can now com-
mence the commercial studies as soon as he enters
school. On account of the increase of numbers in the
commercial department we have been obliged to pur-
chase three additional typewriters. Full equipment for
laboratory work in botany has now been secured and all
of the sciences are taught by the laboratory method.
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The change of course and the large increase of pu-
pils in the school has required another teacher, but
$400 has been saved in salary by placing a woman as
teacher in the commercial department in place of a man
formerly employed. We have now a sufficient corps of
able teachers and are doing individual work with dull
and needy pupils. The result is that never in the his-
tory of the school have we lost so few from the school.
These teachers should be retained and the Massachu-
setts cities should not be permitted to draw them awa}-
from us. The slight increase of salaries necessary to
keep them ought not to be considered, when we know
the loss that a school sustains by change of teachers,
especially when we may change an excellent teacher for
a poor one.
In discipline the school is now at its best. School
spirit and school pride everywhere prevail. There is
scarcely a discordant note in the general harmony of
the school life. A series of entertainments were given
for the purpose of decorating the building and to place
the athletic association of the school on a solid finan-
cial basis. Prof. Cross of Haverhill gave three illus-
trated lectures. The Horace K. Turner company gave
an exhibition of pictures. In this exhibition some good
literary work was done by the several classes. The
junior class gave a debate, and the sophomore class a
play. Both of these exercises showed talent and good
training. The prize speaking was an able contest be-
tween the young men and women of several classes.
The decision for the medal was made by the vote of the
audience. Miss Ina Leighton received the medal and
Master Donald Keyes, honorable mention. The gradu-
ating class last June numbered twenty-four, this next
June it will probably be about fifty.
For the program of study I refer you to the appendix




At the beginning of this Fall term, because the
number of pupils in grade VIII was somewhat reduced,
the committee made two schools of this grade in place
of three which have existed for a number of years. By
this action they saved $500. These two schools are
now as large as they should be and, if another year the
numbers increase, there will have to be three schools as
before.
Last year the closing exercises of the eighth grade
schools were made still more informal and very similar
to the exercises of the other grades. Each teacher pre-
sented the diplomas to her own pupils. In place of the
reception two of the schools enjo3'ed a picnic.
I believe now we have an ideal way of closing the
work in the grades. There is no display, no undue ex-
citement, no elevating the event above its importance.
It is simple, democratic, American. I do not believe in
abolishing the granting of diplomas to the graduates of
the grammar schools, until the time comes that as many
in proportion go to the high school, as advance from
grade to grade. As soon as we feel that there is no
more of a break in the continuity of education from
grammar schools to high school than there is from one
school to another in the grades, the diploma should not
be given until the end of the high school course.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
The age limit for entering the first grade has been
raised from five years to six years. Our grade teachers
felt that the children were moving along too fast in the
grades, that they were not old enough nor strong
enough for the work, therefore, it seemed wise to ad-
vance the age of entrance to our schools and get a class
of more mature pupils. Somersworth, Rochester and
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Portsmouth have also raised their limit to six years and
Chicago has placed her limit at seven years. This ac-
tion of our committee has made our classes in the first
grade somewhat smaller, but still the six classes
average over thirty pupils per class and are large
enough. The teachers expect with more mature pupils
and smaller numbers than usual to be able to promote
a larger number at the end of the year and in about the
same proportion as in the other grades. They expect
that their pupils being older will be able to attend better
in the winter, and all but the weaker and slower ones,
possibly eight or ten, will be able to complete the work
in one year. If this proves true, the first grade classes
will not be so crowded as in former years.
The schools of grades II, III and IV have their
average numbers, about thirty-five, and are doing good
work. The recent change in the arithmetic course will
give them an opportunity to lay a solid foundation in
this study.
RURAL SCHOOLS.
The circumstances in three of the rural schools are
excellent for doing good work. Garrison Hill school
has the first three grades, about thirty pupils in all
;
under these conditions the teacher is able to do about
the same work as the graded schools of the cit}'.
Upper Neck and Lower Neck schools have four grades
each, but only thirteen and twelve pupils respectively,
so that the teachers have good oppoitunity to work
with the separate pupils of the schools. The conditions
are ideal for good work in these schools. By change of
teachers in the Upper Neck school $250 has been saved
in salary. The Back River school presents a serious
problem with seven grades, two divisions of the first
grade and about twenty-five pupils in all. It is impos-
sible for one teacher with the number of classes that
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she has to do the same work as is done by the graded
schools of the city. There seems to be no solution of
the problem by transpoitation. The children are so
scattered and some are so far awa}^ from the city that
they could not be transported. The only remedy for
the difficulty seems to be to employ, at a slight expense,
one of the older pupils to help the teacher in the recita-
tions of the primary classes.
EVENING SCHOOL.
The evening school is now run on a successful ba-
sis. The total number of pupils enrolled last year was
i8i ; the largest number attending any one evening was
153 ; the largest number of teachers employed was
seven, not including the principal ; the average num-
ber of pupils per teacher was about twenty. This
means that the classes were small enough so that each
teacher could give attention to each individual in her
class and advance him as fast as possible. The Greeks
were fortunate in having one of their own countrymen.
Mr. John Daeris, to teach them. Mr. Daeris taught all
of the Greeks that could not speak English. The prin-
cipal devotes his time to securing good attendance, car-
ing for the discipline of the school, and grading and di-
recting the work of the classes.
This fall the school has started with the same
good conditions and we expect excellent results. Mr.
J N. Mohbat, an Assyrian, has been employed to teach
the class of his nationality, and Mr. Bill Papas, who
has been educated in our evening schools, assists Mr.
Daeris in teaching the Greeks. We have this fall the
largest enrollment in the history of the school, over two
hundred pupils. The large number attending require
more teachers than usual, and make an added expense,
but the work of making an English speaking and an
English reading people out of our foreign population is
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well worth all the expense. We shall need $700 for the
school next year.
MUSIC.
The music is becoming a stronger subject in our
schools every year. Mr. French is studying our pupils
very carefully and adapting his work to their needs ; he
is making a unity of the course and he intends that
each pupil that passes through it shall have a good
foundation in theory of music. In addition to chorus
work there is the consideration of the individual pupil,
and much is done that every pupil shall do his best in
the time allotted to the subject.
In the high school, the chorus work and the study
of the theory are separate. The classes in the theory
are progressing well and are becoming an integral part
of the high school curriculum. Last spring Mr. French
gave a concert in which the choruses and all of the
talent were drawn from the Dover high school and the
Rochester high school. The concert was given both in
Rochester and Dover and was an unqualified success.
A concert of like character will be given each year.
The fourth book of the New Educational Music
Course was introduced in the seventh grade this year.
The report of the supervisor will be found under
the reports and his time schedule in the appendix.
DRAWING.
In the interest of economy the committee decided to
dispense with the teacher of drawing for at least one
year. The grade teachers have had long experience
under supervisors of drawing and it was felt that with
the help of our course of study they could carry on the
work successfully. The teachers of each grade are
holding meetings at least once a month and complete
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plans are made for carrying on the regular work. In
the high school Miss Sawyer, the commercial teachei, a
specialist in drawing as well as bookkeeping, is now
teaching the drawing in that school with good results.
We expect to have an exhibition of drawing the latter
part of the school year by which we can ascertain
whether we are keeping up to a good standard or not
our work in drawing and from which we can determine
whether a teacher of drawing is a necessity.
CARE OF ROOMS.
Under the care of the three janitors our school
buildings are kept in fair condition except in the matter
of sweeping in the grade schools. The janitors, both
on the north side and on the south side of the river,
have so many buildings to take care of that they cannot
sweep the rooms as often as it is necessary. After care-
ful consideration of the matter, it seems to me that
these two janitors should receive some help in the
muddy seasons, and the rooms should be swept at the
middle of the week.
SUBSTITUTES.
Even w4th the pay of substitutes increased last
year, it is quite difiBcult to get teachers of experience to
do the work. I have been fortunate in securing one
local teacher of experience to do considerable of the
substitute work. Miss Helen Varney of grade IV Hale
school, I am very sorry to say, is seriously ill and has
not been able to take her school this fall term. We
hope that she will be back soon. Mrs. W. H. McCar-
thy was substitute in this school during September and
gave excellent satisfaction. Miss Gertrude Lyons of
Lowell has acted as substitute ever since and we hope
to keep her until Miss Varney returns. The young
women who have just graduated from high school are
also doing substitute work, and doing it well.
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REPAIR OF BUILDINGS.
The committee on repair of school buildings have
devoted much time to the improvement of the school
property. Never has the city appropriation for this
purpose been spent more carefully, more judiciously,
and more economically. Every school building in the
city has received some attention and all of the most
needed lepairs have been made. It seems wise since
we have such faithful and conscientious men upon this
committee, and since they have become thoroughly ac-
quainted with the needs of the schools and can act to a
better advantage in the future, that they should be con-
tinued in ofi&ce, and we hope and trust that they will be
appointed upon this committee another year.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
Our schools have been remarkably free from con-
tagious diseases. Our health ofiBcer, Mr. Jones, has
given unbounded care to prevent the spread of any of
these diseases, and none of the schools have had any
run of sickness so as to cut down the attendance seri-
ously.
EXAMINATION OF THE EYES.
The teachers have examined the eyes of each pupil
in their rooms and have found 173 children with defec-
tive eyes. This is about one-tenth of the children at-
tending our schools, a pretty large percentage. It
shows the necessity of the school S5'stem considering the
matter. Some of these children have already been fitted
with glasses, others will be in the near future, and still
others, a very few, on account of the indifference of par-
ents, must continue to suffer for lack of them. A list of
these cases will be made and it seems to me that it
would be in the province of the committee to supply
these pupils with glasses, if the parents or public chari-
ty could not or would not do it. Good vision is indis-
3i6
peiisable to the health and training of the child and is
more important even than free text-books.
EXAMINATION OF THE HEARING.
The teachers have also tested the hearing of the
pupils and have found twentj^-two cases of defective
hearing. This is a comparatively small number and in
most of the cases the parents are doing all they can to
remedy the trouble. This information is valuable to
the teacher, since the child slightly deaf is placed in
the best position for him to hear.
TRANSPORTATION.
The lines for transportation by teams are defined
by the limits of the schools that were abolished when
the transportation routes were formed. These lines are
fairly well known.
In the case of transportation by trolley in the north-
ern part of the city, the finance committee have fixed
the southern limit for transportation of children coming
to the city schools the cross trolley line between the
Rochester and Somersworth roads, but the children liv-
ing south of this line as far as the Wentworth home
are to be transported to the city in stormy weather and
in the winter season.
I^IMITS OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
In three grades of our city schools it is very diflS-
cult to arrange the limits satisfactorily. They are the
first, the fifth, and the sixth grades and the difficulty
arises from the opposition to the Sherman school. This
opposition comes from mere sentiment against the
school, based on its condition years ago. It is now one
of the best schools in the city, it has a good class of
children, and has a good corps of teachers. The classes
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are not large and the conditions are ideal for excellent
work. ()wing to the fact that a large number of the
children living in this district attend the parochial
schools, I have been obliged to put the limit on the
north as far as Ham street, on the south as far as Han-
son or George street, on the west as far as Belknap
street, and even then the schools are not quite as large
as some other schools of the same grade in the city.
There is also the opposition to the school on account of
its location. We ask parents to consider, however, that
we have to equalize the number of children in the schools
of the same grade and that pupils nearest the Sherman
school must attend there ; in this we are not depriving
the children of any of the advantages ol education
;
they have just as good a school as they have elsewhere.
The children transported to the city either by team or
trolley we place in schools so as to equalize the num-
bers to the best advantage.
The present limits of the districts are as follows :
Grade VIIL
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the Cocheco river, and Fourth
street west of the river.
High school.—All the southern and western part of
of the city not included in the above limits.
Grade VII.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by the B. & M. R. R., east of the
Cocheco river, and Fourth street west of the Cocheco
river. Rollinsford.
High school—South of the Sawyer limits to Silver
street, and as far w^est as Belknap street ; south on Cen-
tral avenue to Stark avenue and east of these streets.
Lower Neck.
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Belknap school.— All of the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Grade VI.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Fourth street west of the Co-
checo river, the B. & M. R. R., between Cocheco river
and Central avenue, and Ham street east of Central
avenue. In addition, Madbury.
Sherman school.—South of Sawyer limits to George
street and St. Thomas street and as far west as Belknap
street. In addition, Rollinsford, Fresh Creek, Garrison
Hill district, and Blackwater.
Belknap school (b).—South of the Sherman limits
to the lower end of Central avenue and as far west as
lyocust street.
Belknap school (a).—All the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits.
Grade V.
Sawyer school.—The northern part of the city
bounded on the south by Fourth street west of Central
avenue and Ham street east of Central avenue.
Sherman school.—South from Sawyer limits to St.
Thomas street and Hanson street and as far west as
Belknap street. In addition, Rollinsford, a part of
Broadway and Baker street, Blackwater, and Granite
State park.
Belknap school (b).—The southern and eastern
part of the city south of the Sherman limits and as far
west as Locust street. In addition. Mill street and
Charles street.
Belknap school (a).—All the southern and western
part of the city not included in the above limits as far
as the rural districts.
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Grade IV.
Sawyer school.—The northern and western part of
the city. The southern boundary is Cocheco river and
Fourth street west of the Cocheco river ; the eastern
boundary is Central avenue. In addition, Baker street
and parts of New York street, Ham street, and Oak
street.
Peirce school.—East of Sawyer limits and as far
south as Washington street, but not including Baker
street, and parts of New York street. Ham street, and
Oak street.
Varney school.—West of Central avenue south from
Sawyer limits to Silver street and including this street
;
and east of Central avenue south from Peirce limits to
George street. In addition, Rutland street. Water
street, Knox Marsh, Littleworth, and Tolend.
Hale school.—South of Varney limits to rural dis-
tricts.
Grade III.
Sawyer school.—The northern and western parts of
the city to the Garrison Hill district. The southern
boundary is Cocheco river and Fourth street west of the
river, the eastern boundary is Central avenue. In ad-
dition, New York street. East Concord street. Park
street, and a part of Broadway.
Peirce school.—East of Sawyer limits and as far
south as Washington street, with the exception of New
York street. East Concord street. Park street. Young
street. Water street, and a part of Broadway.
Varney school.— Central avenue and west of this
street between Sawyer limits and Silver street, and in-
cluding Silver street. In addition, Young street, Water
street, Tolend, Littleworth, Bellamy, Knox Marsh, and
a part of the Children's Home.
Hale school.— South of the Peirce and Varney
limits to the rural districts.
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Grade II.
Sawyer School.—The northern and western part of
the city to the Garrison Hill district. The southern
boundary is Cocheco river and Fourth street west of the
river ; the eastern boundary is Central avenue. In ad-
dition, New York street, Park street, Hill street, East
street, and Ham street.
Peirce school.—East of Sawyer limits and as far
south as Washington street with the exception of New
York street, Park street, East street, Ham street, and
Hill street.
Varney school.—West of Central avenue from Saw-
yer limits to Silver street, and including Silver street.
In addition, Niles street, Tolend, Littleworth, Knox.
Marsh, Bellamy, and a part of the Children's Home.
Hale school.—South of the Peirce and Varney
limits to the rural districts.
Grade I.
Sawyer school —The northern and western part of
the city to the Garrison Hill district. The southern
boundary is Cocheco river and Fourth street west of the
river ; the eastern boundary is Central avenue.
Peirce school.—East of the Sawyer limits and south
to Peirce street and including Peirce street.
Sherman school.—South of Peirce limits east of
Central avenue to Washington street, south of Sawyer
limits west of Central avenue to Washington street, and
as far west as Fayette street.
Varney school.—West of Central avenue and south
from Sawyer limits to Silver street and including this
street. In addition, Tolend, Littleworth, and Knox
Marsh.
Hale school.—South from the Sherman and Varney
limits to Monroe street and Burnham's court, and as far
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Keene 85 73 86 percent.
Laconia 63 51 81
**
Manchester 241 176 73
**
Nashua 91 63 69 '*
Portsmouth 84 58 69 "
Rochester 67 60 89
'*
Somersworth 37 32 87
**
The loss shown in these two tables is surprisingly
large. It is a far larger loss than comes between any
two high school classes, and Dover's position in the list
of New Hampshire cities is low. If we had in our
school a well equipped course in manual training, I be-
lieve that we would have attracted a considerable num-
ber of the twenty-eight whom we lost, and that we
might have retained several of those twenty-six who
left the high school in the year. It will be noticed that
though Berlin is a manufacturing city with a large
foreign population, it leads the list in the above table.
May this not be due in part to the strong course in
manual training offered in the Berlin high school?
A RISING STANDARD.
It must be bcrne in mind that conditions have
changed and are changing. The number of high
school pupils throughout the country has increased
enormously in the last tw^enty-five years. College
graduation today is no more uncommon than high
school graduation a generation ago. The high school
has made good its claim that it is an essential part of
American education. The man who advises the boy,
as many do, "Don't waste your time at the high school
;
I only went a few winter terms to an academy and see
how I have succeeded," is making a mistaken argument.
High schools were hardly known in his day; by his few
terms at the rural academy he surpassed in education
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his competitors and succeeded. But high school grad-
uation is today more common than was at that time des-
ultory attendance at the old time academy, and the boy
who begins business without the educational ad
vantages of his competitors is seriously handicaped.
This man from the academy was competing with those
who attended only the district schools. Our boys will
have to compete with a better trained and better edu-
cated class.
THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT.
During the summer the commercial curriculum was
reorganized as will be seen by turning to the new high
scaool program given on a later page. English is now
a required study for all four years, while the work in
bookkeeping, typewriting, and stenography will continue
for two years instead of being comprised in one. It be-
came necessary to obtain three new typewriters to ac-
commodate the large numbers who have elected this
course. There are in the four classes ninety-five com-
mercial pupils.
OTHER CHANGES OF THE YEAR.
The growth of the school and the requirements of
the state superintendent of public instruction caused a
number of changes in the school. The school day was
lengthened, the number of recitation periods increased
by one, and an additional teacher and room became
imperative demands.
THE TECHNICAL COLLEGES.
More of our boys should prepare for the state col-
lege at Durham. The college is at our doors, is doing
high grade work, and is sending its graduates to respon-
sible and remunerative positions. Figures presented by
the college dean show that the present average income
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of the seventy-oiie men included in the statistics is
$1,570.
The following quotation is from the Springfield
Republican : "Of 185 men belonging to one class that
has been out of the oldest American technical school,
and so, perhaps the best to cite, the Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology, for ten years, one third are receiv-
ing salaries above $3,000 a year, as a recent report
shows. Ten are receiving salaiies of $10 oco or more,
and one has $35,600 a year, though this last case would
be exceptional, of course, in any profession or busi
ness. The largest number in a grouping according to
each $500 of income, are earning between $1,500 and
$2 000 a year ; the average among the whole 185 is
$3,082, and of the total number forty-five receive in-
comes above the average.
It is doubtful if a generation ago, at least, any
similar body of a ' classical ' institution could have
shown such well-doing in its first decade, and the record
of these technology men seems to be possible only
because there are nowadays so many and such varied
occupations seeking the man with a technical training.
Furthermore what can hardly be said of any ' classical'
college, every member of each graduating class at the
institute for several years past has been engaged for a
position before he receives his diploma."
On the subject of college admission and college cer-
tification I refer to the paragraphs so headed in last
year's report. If a boy will ^0 to college it is infinitely
worth his while ; it is time and money wasted if he is
sent io college. John Graham's remark applies, "There
is plenty of room at the top but there is no elevator run-
ning in the building."
THE INTERSCHOI.ASTIC CONCERT.
The school entertainments held in the assembly
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hall during the year were as follows : three illustrated
lectures by Prof. Geo. N. Cross, the Perkins prize medal
contest, the Turner art exhibit continuing for four af-
ternoons and evenings, and the annual concert. This
last was unique this year as it was given in connection
with a sister school, the Rochester high school. Each
school was represented by a chorus of fifty voices, and
by its own soloists, quartettes, etc. On the choruses
both schools sang together, w^hile by the other parts of
the program the individual work of the two schools was
shown. The concert was given at Rochester on April
19 and at Dover a week later. A rainy night prevented
a large attendance here, but great commendation is due
Mr. French for the successful carrying out of a new
idea. Not the least of its benefits was the friendly feel-
ing that it produced between the pupils of the two
schools.
MAKING THE SCHOOL BEAUTIFUL.
By the generosity of Hon. B. F. Nealley the school
yard has a commanding flag pole and a magnificent
fl^g' a gift highly appreciated by pupils and citizens.
The class of 1907 left as its class gift an expensive copy
of Thorwaldsen's The Triumphal Entry of Alexander
into Babylon. This frieze adorns both sides of the as-
sembly hall and has transformed the appearance of this
room. During the year the sum of $430 was spent in
addition to this gift, to provide pictures and other orna-
mentation for the school walls. The work is still but
partly done and some rooms are now wholly without
pictures. We intend to complete the work without
calling upon the city for any direct expense. The
money is raised by school entertainments, and if the
present plans are continued for several years, the city
can boast the most beautiful school building in New
Hampshire. We ask the co-operation of the citizens ot
Dover in this, by attendance at entertainments for this
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west as Rutland street, with the exception of a part of
the Children's Home.
Welch school.—South of the Hale limits to the
rural districts. In addition, a part of the Children's
Home.
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, I have to say that it is a pleasure to
serve a committee whose one thought is for the advance-






PRINCIPAL OF THE HIGH SCHOOL.
To THE Superintendent of Schools :
^'^y .•—As principal of the Dover high school






September per cent, of attend-
ance 97.2
September tardiness i
First term enrollment, total. 191
First term per cent, of attend-
ance 97
First term tardiness 12
First term per cent, left school 3.7
Enrollment end of term 184
This table shows that we have enrolled forty-nine
more pupils than last year and that our total at present
is greater by that number than any former registration.
This growth of nearly one-fourth in a year is to be ac-
counted for in part by the fact that the entering class is
the largest in the history of the school. It numbers 103,
nineteen more than the corresponding class last year and
eleven more than the class that preceded that. On the
other hand the class that graduated was slightly larger
than the average class of recent years. A more impor-
[905-6.
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tant reason for the school growth is that the number of
pupils who leave school with the course unfinished de-
creases year by year. In 1905-6, thirty-five left
between September and June and seventeen during the
summer vacation ; last year with an enrollment slightly
smaller, nineteen left during the year and seven failed to
return at the close of the summer. A loss of fifty-two
in 1905-6 and twenty-six in 1906-7 The school will
continue to grow in the next few years by a larger per-
centage of grammar school graduates entering it, by a
still larger increase in the number of tuition pupils
—
in four years this number has increased from sixteen to
fifty-six— and also by the decrease in this yearly loss.
TO COMPLETE THE COURSE.
The current belief that only a very small part of
those who enter the high school remain to graduate is
no longer true. Fifty-three pupils are at present trying
to complete their work so as to obtain diplomas next
June, and the class entered with seventy-five members.
We lose more pupils from the first year than from the
other classes combined. Of the fifty-two lost in 1905-6
twenty-five were freshmen, of the twenty-six in 1906-7
fifteen were freshmen. The reason for this is that
some pupils fail to fit themselves to high school condi-
tions. They are lost in the greater freedom ; they ob-
tain the belief that they can shirk their studies and still
pass, that home study is for them unnecessary.
When they are disillusionized they are behind in
their work, lose courage and leave school. Parents of
members of the freshmen class must be alert as this is
for the child a critical year. When the pupil reports
that he has his lessons and fails to give two good hours
a day to home study, he is probably deceiving himself





Candidates for diplomas :
ist yr. 2nd yr. 3rd yr. 4th yr. Totals
Boys 55 34 24 22 .135
Girls 48 37 36 30 151
103 71 60 52 286
Post-graduates :
Girls o o o 2 2
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A noteworthy fact brought out by this table is the
large percentage of boys in the school, forty-seven per
cent., while in the first year class the boys outnumber
the girls by seven.
ADMISSION FROM THE EIGHTH GRADES.
The percentage of eighth grade graduates who have
entered the Dover high school in the last four years is
as follows :
1904-5. 1905-6. 1906-7. 1907-8.
63 per cent. 72 per cent. 69 per cent. 73 per cent.
The following table shows for the cities of New
Hampshire in the first column, the number who com-
pleted the course in the public city grammar schools in
June, 1907; in the second column, the number of the
foregoing who entered the high schools in September,
1907, and then the per cent, of admission ;
Berlin 48 46 96 per cent.
Concord 179 118 66 "
Dover 102 74 73 "
Franklin 19 18 95 "
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purpose, and b}^ the direct gifts of those who would thus
show their interest in our young people. I w^ant the
people to see what we have done already in this line.
The building is open almost every afternoon ; it is the
pride of the city, and the citizens should be acquainted
with its rooms. When he shows a visitor the sights of
Dover the interior as well as the exterior of the high
school should be shown.
Respectfully submitted,
E. W. BUTTERFIELD,
Principal of the High School.




To THE vSuPKRINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS :
Dear Sir
:
—In the music department, the work in
the grades during the past year has varied but little
from that of the previous year.
The materials in use in the first and second grades
have been slightly revised so as to afford a more syste-
matic course in ear-training, and to provide better exer-
cises in enunciation. New outlines designating the
routine of the work and providing suitable blackboard
exercises supplementary to the bocks, have been sup-
plied to most of the grades and are in preparation for
such classes as have not yet received them.
The ranking system is getting into better form as
the teachers become better acquainted with its working
principles.
Speaking broadly there are three general courses
open, either of which,when once adopted, should be ad-
hered to and made the most of, viz.: (a) To train the
ear to recognize scale relations as they sound and to in-
terpret their meaning in definite terms in the language
of music ; also to train the eye to recognize these rela-
tions as they look on the staff, (b) The second course
would be to so lay out the work as to devote considera-
ble time to manual training, making it largely a written
course, which is being done in some places, with what
results I am not able to speak definitely, (c) The
third course would be a compromise and should blend
the two first in such a way as to afford the required
manual training, in order to make a written test in mu-
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sic of any value. The first is the course outlined in
our present course of study.
Last year we made the experiment of a written test
in all of the grades above the first, the children being-
required to write from vocal dictation or from memory.
The results went to show that a large majority of those
who were able to give a correct vocal interpretation,
were unable to correctly write the exercise ; and I at-
tribute the fact to lack of experience in this kind of
manual exercise.
It is obvious, also, that any radical changes from a
course which is already working favorably should be
prepared for long enough in advance, to insure against
the possibility of losing the good which is already se-
cured. We are therefore beginning to lay a foundation
for future development along the line of written work
which may be elaborated and expanded as wisdom
gained by time and experience may dictate.
The high school opened this year with the strong-
est chorus in its history. The girls' glee club, now in
its third year, is organizing for still more effective
work. And the boys are organizing a similar combina-
tion, with reasonable hopes of a successful season. The
instrumental performers are now in such numbers that
an effective orchestra should be assured.
The theory classes are not as large as last year, but
the lack in numbers is more than compensated for by
the enthusiasm of those engaged in the study. Last
year the music for the class song was composed by a
member of this department, who did both herself and
the department credit.
In closing this, my eighth annual report. I desire
to make my grateful acknowledgments to all who have





To THE School Committee :
I respectfully submit the following report for the
year 1907 :
Number of complaints from teachers 526
Number of complaints from the superin-
tendent 3
Number of complaints from the Sacred
Heart parochial school 40
Number of complaints from St. Joseph
parochial school 17
Number of complaints from French paro-
chial school 29
Whole number of complaints received.... 615
Number of cases of absence investigated.
.
581
Number of cases of tardiness investigated. 30
Number of children found absent without
good reason 171
Number found to be truant 47
Number found at work illegally i
Number of visits to schools 615
Number of visits to families 615
Number of visits to manufacturing estab-
lishments 37
Number of arrests i
Number of children prosecuted i
Number of parents prosecuted i
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to submit herewith
my report relative to the enumeration of children, as-
signed to me by vote of your board. The results of the
enumeration are as follows :
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Number between ten and sixteen years who
cannot read and write English 62
Number of those born in New Hampshire. 39
Number born elsewhere in United States.
.
5
Number born in foreign countries 18
Number between the ages of eight and









Number of teachers during the year 1906-7 :
High school 9








Number of male teachers ' 5
Number of female teachers 41
Number of teachers who have graduated
from a normal school 13
Number of teachers who have graduated
from a training school 11
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34 Mt. Vernon St.

































First year $250 00
Second year 270 co
Third year 3 10 00
Fourth year 350 00
Fifth year 400 00
Sixth year 460 00
Seventh year 500 00
Principal of Sawyer school i ,000 00
Principal of Belknap school 600 00
HIGH SCHOOL.
Principal $1 ,700 00
Sub-master i ,000 00
One assistant 800 00
One assistant 750 00
One assistant 650 00
Three assistants 600 00
One assistant 550 00
One assistant 500 00
SPECIAL TEACHERS.
Music (three days per week) $600 00
Drawing (three and one-half days per week) 550 00
The drawing teacher was dispensed with June, 1907.
COST.
Population of city by census of 1900 13.207
Estimated population, 1907 15,000
Assessed valuation, April, 1907 18,643,416
Rate of taxation for all school expenses, 4.7 mills
on $1.00.
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Total expenditure of the school committee
for day schools, exclusive of text-books,
and supplies $38,469 61
Cost per pupil based on total enrollment.. . 23 54
Cost per pupil based on average enrollment 26 59
Cost per pupil of total enrollment for text-
books and supplies 121
Cost per pupil of average enrollment for
text-books and supplies i 36
Table showing expense of text-books, reference























































































Enumeration of children between five and sixteen




Number of pupils enrolled during the year ending




















Total , parochial 868
Total, all the schools 2,315
Average enrollment per cent, in each division in
the public schools :
High school 15.5




Per cent, that average enrollment is of
total enrollment 88.6












Total, parochial schools 792
Total for all the schools 2,133
Average daily absence :
High school II
Grades 5-8 30





Per cent, that average attendance is of total en-
rollment :
High school 88.4
Grades 5-8 84 3
Grades 1-4 76.6
Ungraded schools 83.6
Average for all schools 83.2
Per cent, that average attendance is of average





Average per cent, for city 92.7














Pupils not absent nor tardy from September, 1906, to
June, 1907.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Gertrude B. Abbott, Nellie Brennan, Florence
Brown, Lena R. Brown, Leroy Brown, Blanche Bunker,
Blanche Busfield, Olive Gate, Helena Cavanaugh, Har-
old Conlen, Charles Cronin, Margaret DeMerritt, Bernice
Doherty, Blanche Fernald, Raymond Foss, Helen
Hayes, Woodbury Hough, Alden Lane, Marion Leigh,
Gertrude Locke, Bertha McDaniel, Margaret McNeil,
Celeste Murtaugh, Marion Nash, Ernest Neal, Hazel
Neal, Hazel Nutter, Raymond Otis, Beatrice Richmond,
Roxanna Spiller, Catherine Stroth, Marion Swaine,
Marion Tibbetts, Agnes Walker, Delia Worcester.
SAWYER SCHOOL.
Grade VIII.—Luella Bumford, Ralph Cole, Amadao
lovine, Humbert lovine, Mary Irvin, Charles Lempke.
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Grade VII.—William T. Boothby, Thcmas E. Cas-
well, Norman R. Gate, Bessie Cheney, Florence I. Cor-
nell, Forest F. Eastman, Nat H. Lunt, Wilder A. Neal.
Harold E. Niles, Harold E. Whidden.
Grade VI.—Burton J Byron. Floy L. Everinghani,
Clarence H. Lane.
Grade V.—Annie M. Brennan, Elsie M. Duffie,
Helen D. Flynn, Harry E. King, Leon A. King. Earl
F. Stevens, Marguerite Toby, Harold Wiggin.
Grade IV.—Joseph Brennan, Lloyd B. Byron,
Percy A. Chorlton, Gladys V. Corson, Jessica F. Me-
serve, Carleton L. Wiggin.
Grade III.—Beatrice L. Kenyon.
Grade II.— Blanche L. Hatch.
Grade I.—Ralph E. King.
PEIRCE SCHOOL.
Giade IV.—Marion A. Chesley, Harold A. Olson,
Hilda J. Olson, Minnie E Shorey, Edward D. Sullivan
Grade III.—Pauline W. Hayes. Marguerite H.
Holmes, Myrtle L. Kennedy, Albert McDonald.
Grade II —Leo F. Collins, Robert L. Glidden.
Mamie T. Gates, Nellie Russell, Martha G Welch.
Grade I.—Eugene Rickert, Otto Stroth.
SHERMAN SCHOOL.
Grade VI.—Arthur Rowton Dyer.
Grade v.— Richard K Boyle Harold W. Che&ky.
Hazel M. Gillis, Elsie M. Holmes, Charles E. Mitchell,
Ruth G. Pemberton, Manola J. Sherry.
BELKNAP SCHOOL.
Grade VII.—Eva Crumbie, Zilla M. Hodgdon,
Agnes J. Lavalley, John E. McFadden, Edith E.
Mears, Stanley G. Re5^iiolds.
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Grade VI (a) —George M. P. Browne, Earl G. Cas
well, Stanley H. Frary, Charles F. Friars, A. Miriam
Hudson, Fred C. Goddard.
Grade VI (b).—Florence Blaisdell, Rudd Stevens.
Grade V (a).—Natalie Clark, Helen M. Grant,
Walter G. Willand. Emma E. Wright.
Grade V (b).—Annie Calcutt, Elizabeth Ordway,
George Taylor.
VARNEY SCHOOL.
Grade IV.—Mae E. Goddard.
Grade III.— Elsie Card.
Grade I.— Katherine H. Lester.
HALE SCHOOL.
Grade IV —John W. Browne, Fred J. Dion, Mar-
garet J. Jackson, Mary C. Whitehead.
Grade III.—George Calcutt, Elizabeth McFadden,
Marion Sanders.
Grade II.—Vera Bletcher, Rose C. Stevens, Leroy
B. Stacy.
Grade I.—George E. Sevigny.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Grade VIII (a).—Hellmood Hornig.
Grade VIII (b).—Grace Chester, Margaret Gulline,
Marion Kennedy, Roy Meserve, Francis Morgan, Pitt
Willand.
Grade VII.—Raymond Blanchard, Bertha Boyle,
Martha Fisher, Sidney Gillis, Pearl Richmond, Joseph
Sullivan.
BACK RIVER SCHOOL.

























































Number occupied at close of year 12





Number of schools, the average member-
ship of which for the year has not been
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The average enrollment, as recorded in the school
registers, is here given for twenty-six years, for pur-





















190 1 -1902 1,442





Average attendance in the public schools, as given
in printed reports, for the thirty-seven years since the


































1902- 1903 1. 301






The graduating exercises of the High school were
held in the opera house, at two forty-five o'clock,
Thursday, June 20, 1907. The program was as fol-
lows :
I MARCH, " A Toi." Ringyette
Miss Grace W. Hooper.
2. PRAYER,
Rev. B. F. Eaton.
3. SOLO AND CHORUS " The Alpine Shepherd's
Song," Abt.
The High School Chorus.
4. THREE PART SONG, " Joys of Spring," Geibel
Girls Semi Chorus.
5. ADDRESS TO THE GRADUATES,
Hon. W. W. Stetson, Augusta, Maine.
6. SOLO AND CHORUS, "The Red Scarf," Bonheur
The High School Chorus.
7. PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS,
Mr. George J.Foster, Chairman of School Committee.
8. SOPRANO SOLO, " Carmena," Watson
Miss M. Estelle Patterson.
9. CLASS ODE, "No Palm Without the Toil,"
Murtaugh
The Graduating Class.
Accompanists- Miss Grace W. Hooper, xVIiss M. Es-
telle Patterson, Miss Celeste J. M. Murtaugh, Miss
Elizabeth T. Pike.
Soloists—Miss M. Estelle Patterson, Mr. Edward
W. Young.




































OFFICERS OF THE CLASS.
President, Philip J. Flanders.
Vice President, Lionel S. Dangerfield.
Secretar3^ John C. Whittemore.
Treasurer, M. Estelle Patterson.
CLASS MOTTO.
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The September registration of the high school since
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Monday A. m.—Welch, 8.30 to 8.45 ; Hale, 9.00 to
10.45 ; Belknap, (Grades 5-6), 11.00 to 11.30. P. M.
—Garrison Hill, 1.15 to 1.45 ; Varney, 2.10 to 3.30.
Tuesday, A. m.—Sawyer, (Grades 1 to 4), 8.30 to
10.00; Peirce, 10.15 to 11.30. P. M.—Sawyer, (Grades
5-8), 1.30 to 3.30.
Wednesday, A. m.—Sherman, 8.30 to 9.40 ; High
school, 9.55 to 1.20. P. M.—Belknap, 2.10 to 3,30.
HIGH SCHOOL. VII-VIII.
Wednesday, A. m.—8.30 to 9.30.
(i) Sept. II, Oct. 9, Nov. 6, Dec. 4.
(2) Jan. 15, Feb. 12, Mar. 11.
(3) April 15, May 13, June 10.
Wednesday, p. m.—2.30 to 3.30.
(i) Sept. 18, Oct. 16, Nov. 13, Dec. 11.
(2) Jan. 22, Feb. 19, Mar. 18.
(3) Apr. 22, May 20.
Tuesday, p. m.—2.30 to 3.30.
(i) Sept. 24, Oct. 22, Nov. 19, Dec. 17.
(2) Jan. 28, Feb. 25, Mar. 24.
(3) Apr. 28, May 26.
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Lowei Neck, a. m.
(i) Sept. 16, Oct. 29.
(2) Jan. 13, Mar. 10,
(3) April 20, June 2.
Back River, p. m.
(i) Sept. 16, Oct. 28.
(2) Jan. 13, Mar. 9.
(3) April 20, June i.
Visiting days.—Monday, A. m., February 18, and
Tuesday, Februar}' 19, 1908.
On the days when the music teacher is due at the
suburban schools, the primary grades in the city at
which he would otherwise be due will not expect him.
This is also true regarding " visiting days."
The Belknap, Sawyer and Sherman grammar
schools will not expect the music teacher on dates when




George F. Hersey. residence 40 Grove street.
5.30 to 10 45 A. M. 12.30 to 4,00 P. M. Six
days per week.
SOUTH SIDE.
George H. Patterson, residence, 42 Atkinson street.
Varney, 8.00 to 8.30 A. M.; 2. 5 to 3.00 p. m.
Belknap, 8.45 to 9.15 a.m.; 1 .30 to 2.00 and 3.15 pm.
Hale, 9.30 to 10.00 A. M.; 3.30 to 4.00 p. m.
Welch, 7.00 A. M.; 4.00 p. m.
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NORTH SIDE.
Martin J. Galligan, residence, 39 Fourth street.
Sawyer, 8 15 to 9.00 ; 10.05 to 10.30 A. m. 1.25 to
2.15 p. M.
Sherman, 9.05 to 9.30 a. m. 12.45 to i.io ; 3.00 to
3. 30 p. M.
Peirce, 9.35 to 10.00; 11.30 A. m. 2.40 to 3.00; 3.30
to 3.45 p. M.
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1907.
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP
FROM THE BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERK
AND THE CITY TREASURER.
BROWN-TAIL MOTHS.





Payrolls, destroying nests $709 23
Transferred for trimming trees 40 77
Total $750 00
CEMETERIES.
Expended by Cemetery Trustees.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation | 500 00
From money received from the state 500 00
Earnings 5,807 04
Balance from 1906 1.551 03
Total resources $8,358 07
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EXPENDITURES.
Trustees' orders* $8,301 53
Balance to new account 56 54
Total $8,358 07
CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS.
In Custody of the City Treasurer.
RESOURCES.
Received trom depositors $2,497 00
Income Woodman fund 1 13 55
Total resources $2,610 55
Invested as follows :
Deposited in Savings bank $2,497 00
Deposited in National bank 1 13 55
Total $2,610 55
CITY DEBT.
For Payment of Maturing Bonds.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation $ 4,500 00
From money received from state 12,500 00
Total resources $17,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Funding and bridge bonds, 1896 $ 5,000 00
City hall bonds, 1892 12,000 00
Total $17,00000
*See report of Cemetery Trustees.
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Reduction of Debt During Past Ten Years.
1898 $15,000 00 1903 $18,000 00
1899 15,000 00 1904 12,000 00
1900 15,00000 1905 15,00000
1901 15,000 00 1906 17,000 00
r902.... 15,00000 1907 17,00000
Total payments $154,000 00
High school bond issue, 1905 60,000 00
Net reduction $94,000 00
CITY FARM.




Richard Rowland, paint stock and labor
M. I. Hayes, carpenter work
D. Foss & Son, lumber ,






Orders on treasury* $4,821 95
Balance unexpended 232 70
Total $5-054 65
COUNTY TAX.
Fixed by County Delegation.
Appropriation $21,741 47
Paid county treasurer 21,741 47
Appropriation by years, 1896-1907.
1896 $34,51145 1902 $28,04454
1897 29,65575 1903 28,04454
1898 29,65575 1904.. 27,78704
1899 29,65575 1905 27,78704
1900 32,22674 1906 23,97714
1901 29,10802 1907 21,74147
CURRIER FUND.
For Charitable Purposes.
Income from $1 ,000.00 fund $35 30
Mayor's orders 35 30
C. W. SAWYER POST, G. A. R.
For Memorial Day Expenses*
Appropriation $225 00
Paid B. D. Stewart, quartermaster 22500
*See report of City Hall Committee.
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DAMAGE BY DOGS.
Receipts and expenditures since the passage of the




By commissioner's checks* $31,522 86
Applied on water debt 6,000 00
Total expenditures $37,522 86
Balance to new account 4^233 20
Total $41,756 06
ELECTION EXPENSES.




Payroll, election and ward officers $372 50
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising and print-
ing
M. P. and S. Woodman, land rent
John Campbell, rent of ward room
D. Foss & Son, wood and lumber
John S. True, supplies for ward room
Raoul Roux, lamps, oil, etc
F. E. Goodwin, jury boxes
E. M. Foss, care of ward room
H. E. Hodgdon, printing
E. J. York, fuel
John Clancy, care of ward. room.
S. B. Abbott, trucking
Strafford Guards, gas
Marshall Press, printing
F. E. Grimes, fuel
Twin State Gas & Electric Co., gas
*See report of Water Commissioners,
132 42
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Lothrops & Pinkham Co., supplies $ 4 4<^
J. H. Dame, carpenter work, etc 6 50
Total expenditures $649 44
Balance unexpended 75 5^
Total $725 00
EVENING SCHOOLS.
Controlled b}^ the School Committee.
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1906 $i33 14
Appropriation 600 00
Total resources $733 14
EXPENDITURES.
By secretary's checks'*^ $663 30
Balance to new account 69 84
Total $733 14
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Committee:—Messrs. Goodwin, Dame and Hull.
RESOURSES.
Appropriation $12,000 00
Special appropriation 2,000 00
D. Chesley & Co., moving wires 9 00
Total resourses $14,009 00
*See report of School Committee.
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EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls, permanent and call men $7,626 13
International Power Co., repairing steam
engine 1^556 00
C. Callahan Co., hose, etc 1,428 80
Welch & Hall, pair horses 560 00
Twin State Gas & E. Co., lighting i75 28
E. J. York, grain, etc 309 89
George Gage, grain, etc 287 96
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 50 40
F. L. Bodwell, veterinary service 10 75
F. ly. F'arnham, veterinary service 7 00
D. M. Howard, harness work 37 35
Hartford Harness Co., harness work 4 75
C. E. Brewster Co., chemicals 10 52
Marshall Press, printing 4 50
York & Twombly, grain, etc 66 23
F. W. Neal, hardware 21 65
B. F. Kennard, medicine 9 20
Herrett & Burnham, coal 69 82
Gray & Prime, coal 65 00
F. M. Bunker, coal, etc 197 50
W. F. Gage, hay 146 58
Mrs. W T. Wentworth,hay 73 23
L. S. Jenness, hay 70 60
S. B. Abbott, hay, trucking, etc 138 85
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 57 77
C.W.Hull, " 5505
E. E. Blake, '• 22 65
W. L. Richmond, electrical work i^5 05
F. E. Goodwin, expense of committee 15 25
D. Foss & Son, fuel 4 00
Jackson & Co
.
, express 2 60
B. & M. Railroad, freight 13 75
C. L. Jenness, hardware 5 95
James Smith, electrical work 12 50
Andrew Tuttle, labor 60
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H. M. Davis, repairs $ 3 50
J. E. Dame, repairs to engine, etc 44 72
J. Chester Spinney, electrical work 3 75
Dover Water Works, repairing hydrant.. . . 5 46
J. N. Haines, cotton waste 12 60
J. h. Foss, team hire 5 00
H. G. Hayes, pail, grate, etc 2 65
Chas. E. Berry, hames, etc 13 65
E. Smart & Sons, repairs 90
I. B. Williams & Sons, use of gong 100 00
J. H. Seavey, hardware 75
Ivittlefield, Frary & Co., plumbing, etc. ... 5 19
W. W. Hardy, chemicals 20 00
Varney's Pharmacy, medicines 4 40
N. C. Wentworth & Son, painting 5 14
Spinney & Caswell, iron work 75
Total expenditures $13,471 62
Balance unexpended 537 38
Total $14,009 00
FIRE ESCAPE.
Committee:—The Mayor, Messrs. Otis, Webb and Rourke.
RESOURCES.
Special appropriation $2,500 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. E Richardson, architects' fees $12890
W. A. Snow Iron Works, constructing fire
escapes i>53i 00
E. Van Noorden Co., ventilator over stage 128 79
Littlefield, Frary & Co., water curtain. ... 50 00
W. S Coleman, carpenter work, etc 564 14
Total expenditures $2,402 83




Benefit of Firemen's Association.
Appropriation $300 co
Paid S. B. Abbott, treasurer 300 00
FOURTH OF JULY.
Expended by City Messenger.
Appropriation $3^ 00
Ringing bells 38 00
FREE TEXT BOOKS.
Expended by School Committee.
RESOURCES.
Balace from 1906 $ ^5 57
Sale of books 62 44
Appropriation i ,900 00
Total resources $1 ,978 01
EXPENDITURES.
By secretary's checks*. $1,968 54
Balance to new account 9 47
Total $1 ,978 01
HEALTH.
C. M. Jones, Executive OflScer.
RESOURCES
Appropriation $2,600 00
See report of School Committee.
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EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls, salaries and wages $1,887 72
New Eng. Tel. & Tel . Co., service 19 75
E. J. York, grain, etc 80 47
York & Twombly, grain, etc 35 30
H. K. Reynolds, groceries ^o 74
T. Cummisky, blacksmith work 3 50
D. Foss & Son, lumber 3 19
Varney's Pharmacy, medicines 27 45
F. M. Bunker, coal, etc 3 85
Varney Bros., medicines 7 70
F. L. Bodwell, veterinary service 3 00
F. L. Farnham, " 300
L. S. Winslow, sleds 25 00
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising, etc 17 80
E. A . Gowen & Son, provisions 4 85
C. E. Brewster & Co., disinfectants 4 00
Geo. W. Snow, concreting 7 50
The DePree Chemical Co., fumigators 10 20
H. A. Hayes, repairing cart, etc 12 00
E. Morrill Furniture Co., burlap 4 73
A. M. Winchester, disinfectants 5 75
Lothrops, Farnham & Co., oil suit, etc. ... 4 42
D. M. Howard, harness work 7 00
B. F\ Kennard, medicines 5 10
O. E. Smart & Co., repairs 75
J. H. Seavey, hardware . i 65
F. W. Neal, " i 82
F. H. Foss, frames 10 00
C. E. Jenness, provisions 25 56
T. H. McGrail, medicines 2 35
Henry Prendall, labor 2 50
C. L. Jenness, hardware 12 24
Littlelield, Frary & Co., plumbing i 46
Lothrops & Pinknam Co., medicines 20 79
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Highway Dept., care of horse...










Controlled by Street and Park Commission,
F. M. Libby, Supt.







From money received from state 3.500 00










1906 23 500 00
1907 20,000 00
Total resources $20,515 82
Payrolls, Dist.
EXPENDITURES.



















*' 19 126 21
Total payrolls $15,381 18
New Kng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service $54 06
F. M. Bunker, coaJ , etc 620 20
Herrett & Burnham, coal 62 34
E. J. York, grain, etc 637 21
E. M. Carr, " i37 16
York & Twombly, grain, etc 203 70
George Gage, grain, etc 205 00
Spinney & Caswell, blacksmith work 64 90
F. W. Neal, hardware, etc 109 1
1
C. L. Jenness, hardware, etc 323 09
J. H. Seavey, " 13230
F W. Steuerwald, milling 9 67
Marshall Press, printing 2 75
G. W. Gray, oil 2 40
Kidder Press Co., repairs 60 04
F. L. Bodwell, veterinary service 24 50
Twin State G. & E. Co., lighting 20 64
W. A. Grover, engineering 161 35
A. B. Black, repairs 44 00
D M. Howard, harness work 11 25
Hartford Harness Co., harness work 72 55
A. A. Young, bedding 24 35
B. & M. Railroad, freight 40 07
A. E. Haley, hay 290 88
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F. E. Grimes, coal $ 12 68
H. C. Hacking, harness work 30 70
Fosters' Democrat, advertising, etc 40 81
Alfred Spinney, bridge work 304 70
F. L. Farnham, veterinary service 19 25
H. G. Hayes, tin ware, etc n 47
I. B. Williams & Sons, belting 138 94
D. Foss & Son, lumber and milling 25 52
J. M. Parsons, two snow rollers 120 00
C. F. Davis, damage 5 00
A. C. Place, lumber, etc 27 00
J. T. Welch, P.M., postage 10 60
B. F. Kennard, medicines 8 50
Geo. McQuesten Co., lumber 84 69
J. G. Houston, hay 70 50
J. W. Pollard, safe 8 00
Dover Carriage Co. , wagon 88 00
Chas. H. Gage, horse 175 00
M. P. Bennett, patent oiler 10 00
G. H. Jones, lumber 186 97
Waldo Bros.
,
pump diaphrames 4 50
E. C. Roberts, lumber 34 00
C. E. Leach, boiler inspector, etc 18 10
M. W. Chadbourne, hay 49 35
American Ex. Co., express 50
Ame & Co. , horse food 7 50
E. E. Kidder, repairs i 20
Andrew Torr, gravel 10 80
Chas. E. Hanson, labor 4 05
Thos. Fitzgibbon, paving blocks 48 69
D. L. Swaine, hay 1 1 08
I. A. Randall, hay 21 07
F. H. Clark, lumber 45 00
D. Chesley & Co., lumber and labor 22 77
J. L. Foss, team hire 5 co
Jackson & Co. , express 35
G. H. Sampson Co., repairs 3 75
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F. M. Libby, expense $ 68
J. T. W. Ham & Co., lap robe and blan-
kets 9 75
F. C. Harvey, clipping horse 2 oo
Cavanaugh Bros., supplies 6o
Fred H. Foss, " 70
Hayes & Hodgdon, sundries 10 53
C. H. Dearborn blacksmith work 4 60
Littlefield, Frary & Co 4 75
C. F. Furbish, iron work 16 78
H. M. Davis, repairs 3 35
Varney's Pharmacy, sundries 5 05
Total expenditures $20,419 53
Balance to new account 96 29
Total $20,515 82
INSURANCE.
Controlled by the Mayor.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation $3,650 00
Rebate . 35 oi
Total resources $3,685 01
EXPENDITURES.
Charles H. Foss, premiums $75625
Thomas Sherry, '* 230 52.
H. P. Henderson, '* 529 49
J. H. Grimes & Son, " 240 00
G.D.Barrett, " 51796
W.W.Hardy, " 131 00
A. G. Tufts, '* 411 II
38o
F. P. Shepard, premiums $40675
G. M. Stevens, " 131 59
Marshall Press, printing forms 2 00
Total expenditures $3i356 67
Balance unexpended 328 34
Total $3,685 01
INTEREST.
Paid by City Treasurer.
RESOURSES.
From money received from state $1 1 ,750 00
Refunded by cemetery trustees 490 oc
Total resources $12,240 00
EXPENDITURES.
Strafford National bank, interest on loan.
.
$278 82
W. K. Chadwick, Tr., interest on trust
funds 490 00
W. K. Chadwick, Tr., coupon interest. . . . 10,695 00
Total expenditures $1 1,463 82
Balance unexpended 776 18
Total $12,240 00
IvA^NDS AND BUILDINGS.






E. J. York, lumber, etc
C. S. Knovvles, electrical supplies
H.G. Hayes, plumbing
F. W. Neal, hardware
W. J. Hill, iron work .
.
N. Twombly & Son, carpenter work
Littlefield, Frary & Co., plumbing, etc....
R. H. Fish, painting
Twin State G. & E. Co., electrical work. .
F. L. Hayes, painting
E- D. Smith, cleaning clocks
J. H. Kennedy, repairing slate roof
N. Wentworth & Son, painting
J. H. Seavey, hardware
John Baty, plumbing
O. E. Smart & Co., furniture repairing. . .
R. S. Young, gas mantles
Jas. Dobbins, labor
American Express Co., express
W. I. Venner, carpenter work
B. H. O'Kane, whitewashing, etc
J. H. Blanchard, banquet hall floor
W. H. Day & Co., supplies
H. M. Shaw, steel ceiling
F. W. Lombard, mason work
H. I. Dallman & Co., flooring prepara-
tion
J. E. Richardson, plans and specifications.
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising
J. E. Hanscom & Co., glazing
W. C. Swan, repairing piano
H. E. Wells, glazing
J. E. Dame, work on boilers
E. Smart & Son, repairs
Samuel St. John . labor
' 32 33
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W. L. Richmond, electrical work $ 4 oo
W. S. Coleman, carpenter work 2 80
E. H. Frost, " 3 97
E. Morrill Furniture Co., chairs, ^tc 1384
C. L- Jenness, hardware 2 10
Chas. F. Furbish, iron work 2 25
C. H. Mitchell, repairs 7 45
Total expenditures $1 1584 72
Balance unexpended 15 28
Total $1 ,600 00
LITERARY FUND.
For School Purposes.





























Suffolk Eng. & Elect Co., cuts
F. E. Wood, pens, collector of taxes
Town of Rollinsford, tax
F. S. Tompkins, abstracts for assessors, etc
John W. Rines, auditing tax accounts....
J. M. Hayes,
Thomas Groom & Co., books for collector
of taxes
J. L. Foss, teams for hearings and inspec-
tions
J. T. Welch, P. M., postage for collector,
etc
F. E. Quimby, returning births, marriages
and deaths as required by law
W. K. Chadwick, Treas., payrolls, vital
statistics
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., telephone,
treasurer
American Ex, Co., express
Jackson & Co. , express
King & Co., supplies, city clerk
Marshall Press, printing . .
Geo. G. Neal, binding
C. E. Brewster Co., office supplies
Wetern Union Tel. Co., standard time
H. E. Hodgdon, printing
W. H. Day & Co., office supplies
























Cavanaugh Bros., office supplies $13 20
C. L- Jenness, twine 30
J. W. Howe, painting sign 75
R. M. Bradley, expense serving notices. ... 2 00
J. ]I. Seavey, hardware 30
Mrs. W. Anderion, office supplies 2 50
W. P. Tuttle, maintaining watering trough 1000
J. H. Blanchard, care First Parish clock. . 25 00
W. A. Grover, engineering service 3 75
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., sundries i 95
Foster's Democrat, advertising, etc 18 90
Total expenditure $981 09
Balance unexpended 18 91
Total $r ,000 00
NOTES PAYABLE.
To Meet Maturing Obligations.
RESOURCES.
June 19. temporary loan $10,000 co
Oct. 7, " 5,00000
Total amount borrowed $15,000 00
PAYMENTS.
Strafford National bank $15 ,000 00
PERKINS PRIZE MEDAL FUND.
Controlled bj' School Committee.
RESOURCES.
Deposit in Savings bank $950 00
Interest on same 28 50
Total of fund $978 50
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DISBURSEMENTS.
Expended for medal, etc $ 28 50
Balance on deposit 95° 00
Total $97850
POLICE.
Controlled by Police Commission.
E. C. McKone, City Mar>hal.
RESOURCES.
Appropriation $6,600 00
Incomes, fines and costs i ,394 57
Transferred from liquor license fees 3-650 00
Total resources $11 ,644 57
EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls, regular and special $10,920 00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 10736
Twin State G. & E. Co., lighting 102 68
W. L. Richmond, electrical work 19 50
C. S. Knowles, batteries, etc 20 16
Mary Morgan, cleaning station 9 60
Jackson & Co., express 30
W. R. Curtis, food for prisoners 7 90
E. C. McKone, team hire, etc 87 79
H. E. HoJgdon, printing 28 00
Jenness-Stevens Co., toilet paper 4 co
E. Smart & Son, repairs 3 24
Orient M'f'g Co., atomizer and spray 10 50
Bert Wentworth, expense account 18 72
J. T. Welch, P.M., postage 10 70
J. Killoren, food for prisoners 5 29
Abram Thomas, trucking i 00
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James F. Curley, recovering body $500
Edward Hughes, " 500
H. W. Hall, trucking i 50
E. ly. Gardner, food for prisoners 3 85
D. Foss & Son, lumber 3 00
B. A. Marsh, service as stenographer 1 1 23
Jackson & Co. , express 30
Cudahy Packing Co 3 00
J. B. Adams, expense with prisoner 2 83
J. L,. Foss, team hire. 2 00
H. G. Hayes, tin case 3 75
A. G. Tufts, medicine 30
F. W. Hooper, crackers and cheese 50
E. Morrill Furniture Co., brooms, dusters,
etc 7 35
Henry Prendall, repairing chairs i 75
T. H. McGrail, medical supplies 3 60
Cartland Gro. and Prov. Co., toilet paper 2 00
J. H. Seavey, hardware i 47
B. F. Kennard, stationery i 00
F. H. Foss, office supplies 5 35
C. H. Mitchell, repairs 70
lyOthrops & Pinkham Co., books, etc 5 10
Total expenditures $11 ,427 32
Balance unexpended 217 25
Total $11 ,644 57
PRINTING.





G. J. Foster & Co , printing $485 00
Marshall Press, printing 28 75
H. E. Hodgdon, " 23 00
Geo. G. Neal, binding 124 76
Total expenditures $661 51
Balance unexpended 88 49
Total. $750 00
PUBLIC LIBRARY.




Balance from 1906 account 16 40
Total resources $5,616 40
EXPENDITURES.
By secretary's checks* $5,604 40
Balance to new account 12 00
Total $5,616 40
REPAIRS OF SCHOOLHOUSES.





Total resources $1 ,966 1
*See report of r,tbrary Trustees.
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EXPENDITURE.S.
H. G. Hayes, new furnace, plumbing, etc.. $277 13
W. S. Coleman, lumber, labor, and hard-
ware 48^ 35
W. L- Richmond, electrical work 53 86
M. McCone, cleaning vaults 12 co
Littlefield, Frary & Co., plumbing, etc. . . . 352 13
J. O'Hearn, trucking 1250
S. D. York, painting and glazing 67 61
C. L. Jenuess, hardware 12 29
N. Wentworth & Son, painting 72 28
D. Foss & Son, lumber 3 89
J. H. Seavey, hardware 7 41
B. F. Kennard, paint stock, etc 124 93
Prent. Williams, setting glass 20
Jas. Dobbins, labor 7 90
John Baty, plumbing 33 10
W. H. Pinkham, electrical work 6 75
O. J. Palmer, mason work 13 70
D. A. Nute, labor 4 00
O. R. Wiggin, carpenter work 2 40
C. H. Mitchell, repairs, etc i 70
C. M. Jones, laying sewei pipe 12 63
Clifford Miller, removing ashes 6 00
H. W. Doran, repairs on boilers 3 24
Felix O'Neil, painting fence 22 co
C. W. Langley, carpenter work 6 57
Lothrops & Pinkham Co., moulding 9 09
J. W Upham, labor i 50
C. W. Butland, mason work 2 25
A. R. Watson, cleaning clocks 6 00
H. P. Nason, sand and trucking 115
C. W. H. Moulton, window jack 5 00
W. D. Foss, mason work 34 <^o
Wm. Howard, painting, etc 29 93
Ed. Demers, labor 90
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E Smart & Son, keys, repairing locks, etc.
John W. Howe, painting
h- H Worcester, carpenter work
John Twombly, painting
Albert W. Locke, cleaning chimney
J. L. Foss, team hire
ET Wentworth, trucking
Kenney Bros. & Wolkins, school furni-
ture
B. D. Stewart, carpenter work
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work
S. B. Abbott, trucking
F. W. Neal, hardware
H. M. Davis, machinist work
Total expenditures
Balance unexpended
Total $1 ,966 1
1
SALARIES.
Fixed by Law or Ordinance.
RESOURCKS.
Appropriation $6,300 00
From liquor licenses i ,300 00
$ 4 90
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Wm. F. Nason, associate justice $200 00
Jas. McCabe, clerk police court 300 00
G. T. Hughes, city solicitor 600 00
J. D. O'Doherty, city physician roo go
W. E. Whiteley, clerk common council . . . 100 00
Total expenditures $7,600 ^o
SCHOOLS.









Total resources $38,390 30
EXPENDITURES.






From money received from slate 2,500 00
Special appropriation 1,500 00
Income 640 59
Balance from 1906 265 60
Total resources $6, ic6 19
EXPENDITURES.
Payrolls
W. A. Grover, service as engineer
Waldo Bros., sewer rods, etc
Ward & Coombs, Washington street sewer
D. Chesley & Co., account Drew Brook
sewer
C L. Jenness, sewer pipe, etc
J. H. Griffin, assignee, brick
C. M. Jones, labor, etc
A . C. Place, sewer pipe
E. J. York, cement
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising
F. M. Bunker, coal
Kidder Press Co., sewer grates
C. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work
H. E. Davis, granite
Seavey & Loughlin, brick
Dover Beef Co., salt
Total expenditures.
Balance to new account.










Appropriation by years, 1898-1907.





















B. & M. Railroad, freight
W. A. Grover, service as engineer.
.
Sugden Bros ,
R. R. Morris, brick
D. Chesley & Co., edgestone
H. E. Davis, "
Chas. A. Bailey, ''
Mass. Broken Stone Co
Warren Bios. Co., granolithic walk
Geo. W. Snow, concreting
Total expenditures.
.




Outstanding Claims, Orders of Councils, Etc.
RESOURCES.
From money received from state $8,406 36
From liquor license fees. . 2,097 9^
From sale of High school 3^^50 00
From sale of horses 225 00
From miscellaneous license fees 450 00
From New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co 213
Total resources $14,231 45
EXPENDITURES.
G. J. Foster & Co., advertising High
school $16 48
M. Conlen, auctioneer, High school 30 50
W. A. Grover, perambulating lown lines. . 56 05
John F. Torr, damage to wagon 3 65
Bills of 1906 :—
G. J. Foster & Co., miscellaneous i 50
H. A. Redfield, ", 300
J. G. Robinson, " i 75
J W. Rines, " 3 00
J H. Blanchard, " 2500
New England Tel. & Tel Co., fire depart-
ment 416
E. J. York, fire department 30 99
J. C Hanscom Co., lands and buildings... 11 25
Twin State G. & E. Co , lands and build-
ings 20
Dover Furniture Co., lands and buildings 4 76
Spinney & Caswell, " 4 75
B. D. Stewart, " 10 95
E. H. Frost, '* 5 76
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A. C. Place, lands and buildings $ 8 93
G. A. Drake, " 10 00
F. E. Grimes, city hall committee 35 00
John Twombly, repairs of schoolhouses. . . 4 25
D. Foss & Son, " "... 39
W. W. Hardy, " "... 12 50
E. E. Blake, " " ... 75
G. A.Webster, " " ... 100
H. W. Doran, '' " ... 4 20
Dover Water Works, repairs of school-
houses 210
lyittlefield, Frary & Co., repairs of school-
houses 3051
F. W. Neal, grading 23 90
Total expenditures $ 347 28
Balance unexpended 13,884 17
Total $14,231 45
STATE TAX.
Fixed by the Legislature.
Appropriations by years, 1897-1905.
1897 $21,20500 1902 $17.93075
1898 18,02425 1903 I7>930 75
1899 18,02425 1904 12,62400
1900 17.93075 1905 17,88400
1901 17.93075 1906 21,04000
Appropriation, 1907 $21,04000
Paid state treasurer 21,040 00
STREET LIGHTING.




From liquor license fees $1,350 00
Special appropriation, arbitration proceed-
ings I ,oco 00
Total resources $12,900 00
EXPENDITURES.
Twin State G. & E. Co , lighting $12,103 12
Duncan & Lyndon, electrical experts.... 725 75
W. K. Chadwick, Treas., expense of com-
mittee 33 00
W. A Grover, blue prints light locations.. 3 58
Postal Tel. Cable Co., telegram 35
Total expenditures $12,865 80
Balance unexpended 34 20
Total $12,900 CO
STREET SPRINKLING.




S. B. Abbott, sprinkling $435 00
Balance unexpended 15 00
Total $450 00
SUPPORT OF PAUPERS.
H. K. Reynolds, Overseer ot Poor.
RESOURCES.
Liquor license fees $2,000 00
396
EXPENDITURES.
H. K. Reynolds, support of soldiers and
paupers $i ,320 62
M. J. McManus, house rent 54 <^o
C. N. Kelley, " 6000
J.E.Kennedy, " 6200
J. E. Clough, care of children 130 00
Children's Home, care of children no 00
F. M. Bunker, fuel 31 95
M. C. Lathrop, M. D., attendance 5 00
Geo. Gage, fuel 2 00
St. Clair Marshall, care of children 14 88
E. J. Ackroyd, shoes 15 55
F. E. Grimes, fuel 14 00
T. W. Woodman, rent 60 00
Varney's Pharmacy, medicines 47 90
B. F. Kennard, '' 14 85
Total expenditures $1 ,942 75





From liquor license fees $1 ,500 00
Expense refunded 39 43
Total resources $1 ,539 43
EXPENDITURES.
State Industrial school $157 93
County of Strafford 61 82
Total expenditures $219 75
397
Balance unexpended $1,319 68
Total $1,539 43
WATER*.
For all Municipal Purposes.
Appropriation $4,000 00
Paid Dover Water Works 4,000 00
WENTWORTH HOSPITAL.
t
Controlled by Board of Trustees.
Appropriation $6,000 00
Paid hospital treasurer 6,000 00
*See report of Water Commissioners.
tSee report ol Hospital Trustees.
TRUST FUNDS.
SHOWING CONDITION DECEMBER 31, 1907
AND HOW INVESTED.
Cemeteiy Siiiking Fund.
By vote of the Board of Trustees, May 14, 1903, oue-half of all moneys
received from the sale of lots in the easterly addition to Pine Hill Ceme-
tery, is set apart as a sinking fund to be applied to the reduction of the
$15,000.00 indebtedness incurred in the purchase of said addition.
Capital, January i, 1907 $1,029 §3
Income from sale of lots $409 00
Transferred from cemetery
earnings i ,000 00
Interest on invested capital.. . 34 74
$1,44374
Total resources $2,473 57
Applied on cemetery debt 2,000 00
Balace to new account $473 57
Deposited in Savings bank.
A part ($13,000.00) of the above capital is invested
in the cemetery loan at 3^ per cent, interest, (local
banking rate), the balance ($14,868.00) is deposited in
Savings banks. Each deposit forms a separate and dis
tinct trust, subject to the conditions under which it is
received, and its absolute integrity is guaranteed by the
city. The accrued interest on the $13,000.00 invest-
ment, amounting to $1,522.82, is carried on a separate
399
account known as the "cemetery income fund." The
identity of each individual trust invested in the ceme-
tery loan is inviolably preserved, and such fund partici-
pates in the accrued interest as it becomes released by
reason of the reduction of the debt. This debt has
been reduced $2,oco oo during the past year.
Cemetery Trust Funds.
Under the provisions of the Public Statutes the City of Dover is em-
powdered to take and hold funds in trust, to apply the income thereof perpet"
ually to the care, preservation, or embellishment of its public cemeteries,
or to anj' private lot therein The first deposit received by the City under
this lavp bears date of October 22, 1886. An amendment to the city charter
approved March 13, 1S95, placed the management of all our public ceme-
teries in the hands of a board of trustees. At that date the trust fund ac-
count aggregated only $2,303.79 ; since that time this account has rapidly
increased until, at the close of business December 31, 1907, it had reached,
including the Tredick fund,* ($5,000.00), the Woodman fund,* ($385.24), and
accrued interest. ($1,885.24). the gratifying total of $35,138.48.
Capital, January i, 1907 $25,371 00
Deposits for the year 2,497 00
Accrued interest January i,
1907 $1,502 81
Interest lor the year 926 43
Total interest account $2,429 24
Paid for care of lots 544 00
$1,88524
Capital and interest December 31 $29,753 24
Currier Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of John H. Currier, Esq. Interest to
be applied annually for the relief of deserving temperance poor people of
the city not on the pauper list. Original deposit dated December 26, 1872.
Capital, January i, 1907 $1,00000
Treated as separate funds.
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Income received, 1907 $35 30
Paid mayor's orders 35 30
Balance to new account $1,000 co
Deposited in Savings bank.
Jaques Fn7id.
Bequest of $2,000.00 under the will of Mrs. Lizzie Hale Jaque.s. Princi-
pal and interest to be used, at the discretion of the Board cf Trustees of the
Dover Public library, for the purchase of books. Original deposit dated
July 29, 1896,
Capital, January I, 1907 $1,70960
Income for the year 64 68
Balance to new account $1 ,774 28
Deposited in Savings bank.
Lothrop Fund.
Bequest of |i,ooo.oo under the will of Hon. James E- Lothrop. Income
only to be used by the Board of Trustees of the Dover Public libraiy for the
benefit of the musical department. Original deposit dated October i, 1907.
Capital $r,oc-ooo
Invested $993.33 in 5 per cent, gold note of the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroad, par value
$1,000.00 ; balance of $6.67 deposited in Savings bank.
Lothrop Fund.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of Hon. James E. Lothrop. Income
only to be used by the Board of Trustees of the Wentworth Hospital for the
care and treatment of patients unable to pay. Original deposit dated Octo-
ber I, 1907.
Capital $1 ,000 00
40I
Invested $993 33 in five per cent, gold note of the
Lake Shore and Michigan Southern railroad, par value
$r,coo.oo; balance of $6 67 deposited in Savings bank.
Perkins Fu7id.
Bequest of $i,coo.oo(les.s collateral inheritance tax of f50oo)under the will
of Hon. Hosea B. Perkins. Income to be used for the purchase of a gold
medal to be known as the "Perkins Gold Medal," and to be awarded annually
to the pupil of the Dover High school showing the greatest exceHence in
oratory. Original deposit dated June 2, 1904.
Capital, January i , 1907 $957 77
Income received, 1907 $3380
Charges for the year 28 50
5 30
Balance to new account $9^3 o*/
Deposited in Savings bank.
Pray Fu7id.
Bequest of $1,000.00 under the will of Dr. T. J. W. Pray. Principal and
interest to be used, at the discretion of the Board of Trustees of the Dover
Public library, for the purchase of books. Original deposit dated Decem-
ber 27, 1889.
Capital, January i, 1907 $681 48
Income for the year 25 78
Balance to new account $7^7 26
Deposited in Savings bank.
Iredick Fund,
Bequest of $5,000.00 under the will of Benjamin T. Tredick, Esq. Income
only to be applied by the Board of Trustees of Pine Hill cemetery for the
care>nd preservation of the cemetery grounds. Original deposit (invested
in City of Portsmouth, N. H., four per cent, bonds) dated .\ugust 19, 1891.
Capital , January i , 1907 $5,000 co
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Income received, 1907 $225 00
Transferred to cemetery de-
partment 225, 00
Balance to new account $5 .000 00
Fund reinvested January 21, 1907, in New York,
New Haven and Hartford railroad 5 per cent. note.
Wefitworth Fu7id.
Bequest of $100,000 (less collateral inheritance tax of $5,000.00) under the
will of Hon. Arioch Wentworth, for the construction, equipment and main-
tenance of a hospital to be known as "The Wentworth Hospital " A part of
this fund was invested in July, 1905, as follows : Twenty Lake Shore and
Michigan Southern Railroad, four per cent, bonds, par value, $20,000.00; ten
Oregon Short Line Railroad four per cent, bonds, par value $10 000,00. The
last mentioned (10) bonds were hypothecated October 3, 1906, to secure a loan
of $8,500.00 to complete the construction and equipment of the Hospital
buildings. Original deposit dated March 17, 1904.
Capital, January i , 1907 $30,000 00
Income received, 1907 $1,200 00
Paid interest on loan 499 37
Net income $700 63
Transferred to construction
account 700 63
Balance to new account $30,000 00
Invested as above.
Woodman Fund.
Interest annually on $3,000.00 to be expended by the city authorities in
caring for, beautifying, and placing flowers on the graves of Charles and
William Woodman in Pine Hill cemetery. Interest to be paid to the city
treasurer annually by the executrix. Original deposit dated April 20, 1897-
Capital, January i, 1907 %Z2Z 69
403
Income received, 1907 $113 55
Charges for the year 52 00
$61 55
Balance to new account $385 24
Deposited in National bank.
MUNICIPAL ELECTION.
NOVEMBER 26, 1907.
On Thursday evening, December 5, 1907, both
branches of the city councils met in convention, under
the provisions of section i, chapter 7, of the revised
ordinances of the city ot Dover, for the purpose of can-
vassing the vote given in for mayor at the municipal
election held in November. After a careful examina-
tion of the returns, the following report was presented
and accepted, and the accompanying resolution unani-
mously adopted :
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover, in
Convention Assembled:
Gentlemen:—Your committee appointed to canvass
the returns made to the city clerk, of the votes given in
for mayor at the municipal election held on the twenty-
sixth day of November, A. D. 1907, find that the
Whole number of votes cast was 2609
M. J. White had i
Frank H. Keenan i
Dwight Hall i
George D. Barrett 1,127
Michael J. White 1,479






Dover, December 5, 1907.
405
(The Resolution).
Resolved by the City Councils of the City of
Dover, in Convention Assembled :
That Michael J. White, having received the largest
number of votes given in at the municipal election held
on the twenty-sixth day of November, A. D. 1907, for
mayor, be and hereby is declared to have been duly
elected to that office for the year 1908.
DETAILED VOTE BY WARD.
For Mayor: Ward 12345
George D. Barrett 263 293 254 313 4
Michael J. White 204 442 200 381 252
M. J. White I
Frank H Keenan i
Dwight Hall i
For Aldermen:
Melvin B. Pray 343
Charles F.Hammond 359
Thomas F. Quinn 139
Orrin T. Bolo 116
Charles H. Pemberton 692
John Ed. Dame 349
George H. Sherry 408
Clarence A . Pierce 337
Daniel L. Swaine 338
Job H. Burleigh 136
Charles W. Leavitt 135
Edward H. Flagg • 397
Albert Jenkinson 425
Frank J. Long 312




Edward J. Lunney 252
For Councilmen:
John B. Hull 361
Charles H. Eaton 362
Walter O. Hall 357
Edward H. Ridley 114
Charles Cook. 112
John D. McCooey 115
Clements Stroth 399
Israel Hemon 374
Carlton A. Newton 387
Herbert K. Otis 349
Bernard Martin 363
Gilbert Boutin 327
Frederick E. Richardson 333
Gerald A. Scarr 341
Walter J. Webb 334
William V. Hanna 135
William A. Jenness 140
Michael Cavanaugh 134
John W. Davy 429
Eleazer L. Jones 427
James W. Ford 413
Thomas McDonald 279
Michael J. Dillon 274
Frank W. Prescott 268
William Rourke 253
Edward Sheehy 254
Patrick J. Durkin 253
For School Committee:
George J. Foster 361
Samuel Rackley 117




George E. Buzzell 267
Ella G. Davis 243
Allen P. Richmond, Jr 439
Ezra O. Pinkham 267
James N. Whelan 254
For Assessors:
William E- Rines 363
Eugene Kane 115





William H. Sheafe 361
Guy M. Wiggin 363
William S. Burnside 389
Frank E. Carroll 389
William F.Thayer 393
F'rank J. A. Grimes 349
John E. Abrams 342
James B. Hartford 337
Israel Hemon i
Clements Stroth i
Orrin R. Clark 338
Edwin M. Carr 339
William H. Pinkham 338
Felix O'Neil 135
Herbert W. Toby 136
John V. Daily 135
William P. Burroughs 433
Orrin E. Nason 431
Walter A. Stacy 430
Edward F. Knott 268
John Connolly 267
Herbert G. Blaisdell 267
4o8
Ward 12345








George M. Grant 337
Owen Kelly 136
William H. Peirce 433
Thomas E. Sweeney 268
Michael Kilcullen 254
For Ward Clerk:
Edwin E. Blake 359
Eugene Kane i
John W. Hogan 401
John W. Quinlan 339
Frank M. Langley 337
Ralph H. Hayes 136
Edward H. Pinkham 435




REGISTERED IN THE CITY OF DOVER
FOR THE
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